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Prologue 

_____ 

 

 

THE YouTube video rated 15M views in the first twenty-
four hours of its upload. Hardly had any of the Ministry of Arts 
and Culture‟s YouTube video trended at that rate in recent times. 

It was like wildfire. 

A group of twelve young dudes. Bright, handsome and of 
some cool pedigree—these were the viewers of the screen 
projection of the YouTube video here right now. 

Some of the young men had their arms folded across their 
chest while some rested theirs on the mahogany conference desk 
that ran across the front of everyone. Some others drummed their 
fingers lightly on the hard face of the burnished brown wood. 
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They all sat as quiet and still as a lump of wood those early 
hours of night. In the spacious conference hall of Khalid Imran‟s 
big pottery company in Ilorin City. The Bob Marley Memorial 
Pottery Limited. 

The unblinking, curious gaze of the twelve pair of eyes rested 
on the screen projection of an arresting poetry performance on 
YouTube. It was one daring performance by a young chap in his 
early twenties. 

When he mounted the huge, wide stage amid the rising 
chorus of the audience‟s cheer, his name upon introduction sank 
in the conscious mind of the twelve. As deep as lead in stream 
waters. 

Kelvin Babalola began his poetry performance with some epic 
opening lines that‟d at once sent a cold shrill down the tensed, 
eager spine of his live audience when he performed about a week 
ago. 

Also, it was the same situation with the stony faced twelve 
now. 

Let wishes be horses an’ beggars die 
Hilla-hillo—hulla-ballo! 
Let riders be dreamin’ a-bout a-fly 
Hilla-hillo—hulla-ballo!  

The performance was such a cold sarcasm of terrorism. A 
bold and biting satire, fleshed out in a beautiful, exquisite oral 
form. 

Moreover, the grand, brave piece had the pregnant five word 
title. IF I WAS A TERRORIST. 

The young daring lad went on shooting words. 
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… If I were, if I were but a-fly 
I’d dare to be the dragongod 
spittin’ infur’ated blacken’d billows 
on inflated whitened halos 

A dark young man here in the conference room cleared his 
throat lightly—when the poem‟s opening lines landed its last 
movement, a powerful two liner. 

If I were, if I were to dare 
I’d dare to dream to die! 

Just now a bespectacled young man, Mark, shifted in his seat 
and leaned a little forward. Some pressing curiosities were 
beginning to build up in his belly. 

The young poet spat on. Already his words seemed to have 
caught some raw fire. His lines were delivered with such fervor 
and such fierceness like the fiery breath of a mad dragon. 

Teslim was sitting on the other side of Mark. His gaze was as 
much perched on the projector screen as the others‟. He clenched 
his fist in that moment, which loosened up just as soon. Like the 
limp, weary surrender of a dying man‟s grip at his final breath. 

Khalid watched on at the head of the desk. His face was 
emotionless, his eyes inscrutable, his fingers drumming the 
burnished mahogany in soft, little taps. 

He‟d seen the video earlier on and had made some 
background findings too. It was the turn of his group of eleven 
men that were like one sturdy, goal getting football team with a 
winning coach—it was their turn to see what the next mission 
would be about. 

The next mission was going to be a major one. For certain. 
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The poetry performance in the video was the winning one for 
the National Poetry Contest. The contest was organised by the 
Federal Ministry of Arts and Culture in Nigeria‟s capital city 
Abuja. 

Kelvin Babalola‟s enchanting performance was a rich mix of a 
deep throated, charming stage voice his vocal cords send out. A 
pulsating rhythm of drumbeats. And an infrequent, intersperse of 
a low, weary flute. 

One of the twelve breathed a sigh where he sat. Teslim ran his 
eyes across the room, searching its quiet, solemn faces for him. 
The young man‟s lips twitched a little when his eyes met Teslim‟s. 
Teslim was not too sure the sigh came from his end, though. But 
he was pretty sure the YouTube video wasn‟t doing a bit good for 
the young men‟s morale. 

He turned to Khalid. „Boss, um…‟ He cleared his throat 
lightly and resumed. „Boss… I‟m sorry but I feel we don‟t have to 
see the full video. The guy‟s babbling, isn‟t he? Or what d‟ you 
feel, Boss?‟ 

Khalid stroked his low shaven, neatly trimmed beard a little; 
his face as blank as an unconquered, virgin sheet of paper. 

„Boss, what I mean is, um… don‟t pay too much attention to 
the guy. He‟s just making everyone distracted. We can just skip 
him, can‟t we? I mean, um, what‟s the point of his hate speech 
when we don‟t need him. You get what I mean, Boss?‟ 

Khalid quietly rocked in his seat, stroking his beard still. He 
was nodding with some absentmindedness, and as gently as his 
seat rocked back and forth. 

Teslim swept his gaze back to the screen. Back under the 
conquering power of creative spoken word. 
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Khalid was in every point a leader figure. A dark, handsome 
figure of a man at six feet five. With broad, strong shoulders and a 
full throated, bold voice, he towered over the eleven like the New 
York Pentagon stood over its neighboring towers before the 9/11 
hit. 

Might one say he was reckoned as a leader on the bold claims 
his physical features made? But Khalid was just all mind and brains 
beneath the halo of his little cranium, too. Simply the very best 
the eleven young men could find around. 

And he was just in his early thirties. 

Khalid Imran first came to a faceless limelight when he was 
fifteen. 

Khalid had got the best result throughout West Africa in that 
year‟s West Africa Senior School Certificate Examination. 
 Consequently, he was awarded a full scholarship when he 
opted to study his choice program at the prestigious University of 
Ankara, Nigeria. 

The brilliant boy had always wanted to practice ceramics as a 
potter; and he figured the Fine and Applied Arts degree program 
at UA was going to prepare him for that future. 

Khalid, as young a teenager as he was then, was rather bold 
enough to refuse to offer interviews. He also didn‟t give the 
trudging media the permission to use any picture of him. He 
wanted to remain, well… faceless. And facelessness he did achieve 
after all. 

He was the extreme type. And that was his only bane. 

The press remarked he was a boy rather too proud. His 
parents believed his preference for anonymousness was because he 
was a reserved and shy kid. In spite of the media‟s public opinion 
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of the little chap, his name became the educational success cliché 
every mother trotted out to her kid. 

 The drumface rhythm from the YouTube poetry performance 
video was beginning to be pretty much fast paced now. It‟d 
frantically raced up a warm, coursing flow of emotion in the 
heartbeating chest of Kelvin‟s live audience that day. 

Here, too, the mahogany chested audience in this conference 
room so pulsated in their tensed, quivery hearts that the whole 
room could‟ve been reverberating so audibly with their 
heartbeats! 

The young poet thundered on, his passion leaping out of the 
screen like sparks of flame from dry burning wood. 

You hear the crying echoes 
and screaming silence from Chibok, and 
Dapchi, and Sambisa 
 
the labour pang of the barren 
the deafening cries of the stillborn 
and visible voices, and felt sighs of mamas’ 
kids and kids’ mamas no longer there— 
and the groping ache of severed umbilical cords! 
 
And you remember Goliath, Osama, Abacha: 
Dragongods fall by the sword of the terrorised nation! 

The flute now came through in a shaky crack as a dumb lad 
singing a tune the first time would‟ve made a sound. 

The audience in the video was at the edge of its seats and the 
camera view span around in a wide, frantic sweep. The camera 
lens caught a girl brush up a tear in her face as it zoomed in on 
her. The little kid took her little, teary face in her small hands and 
buried it her laps. 
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Kelvin Babalola yelled with a long drawn out „argh.‟ 

Everything went grave silent one moment. 

In that moment, the audience would‟ve thought of the last 
second just before suicide bombs explode. The horrific life and 
death moment just before harmless, innocent lives splatter in gory 
splinters of flesh and splashes of blood across the worn, weary 
earth. 

In that last moment before a suicide bomber triggers their 
bomb to explode, just anything can still happen. That was what‟d 
popped up in the minds of the listening audience then. 

Yes anything can still happen. A suicide bomber can halt. A 
bomb can be detonated. A monster calamity can be averted. In 
that last moment. 

Mark shuddered and then clenched his fist. Kelvin was back 
with faster paced, angry protest lines. 

A youngster attempted, „Um, boss…‟ Khalid turned to him 
without a word and the dude gave up already. „I‟m sorry, boss. 
It‟s nothing,‟ he said in a barely audible voice. 

Khalid eyes crept back to the show causing his seat to swivel 
back to the screen. 

Black, massive hate began roaring like sea waves from the 
brazen hearts of the seated young dudes. Their faces grew to be 
that of an iron; and their wordless gasp, a revenge shout of a 
bottomless passion. 

A young man banged his fist on the sturdy mahogany. Khalid 
curled up his lips in a little knowing smile without as much as 
looking his way. 
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The performance ended in a staccato and a haze rose in the 
one thousand man capacity theatre filled to an overflow. Beams of 
light shone towards the stage, frenetically crisscrossing over a 
twenty-some-year-old poet standing shoulder high in that national 
spotlight. 

An absolutely thrilled audience was up on its feet already. 
And a great, loud, epic cheer greeted the daring poet‟s bowing 
out in a thrilling feel of performance glory. 

In all its transcendental quintessence! 
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Chapter 1 

_____ 

 

 

THAT same night, the star littered night sky over 
Kelvin bore a bright, full moon on the beautiful campus of the 
University of Ankara. 

The sky tonight was one that softly called out to Kelvin for a 
flex of the limbs after a strenuous campus day. 

One that called for his habitual night walks every evening 
nature‟s cool of day beckoned to him, promising a refreshing of 
body and soul. 

Kelvin Babalola was a tall, slightly astute dude at six feet 
three. He‟d got a supple chocolate skin that gave off a healthy 
sheen. 
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His skin often smelt as fresh as seacoast breeze of early dawn. 
It always felt cool to the touch. Like a pampered young woman‟s 
soft skin. 

Besides, he‟d got a bold, handsome oval face with a scarce 
moustache. He‟d also got a bare, clean shaven, regular chin. 

A dimple appeared in his cheeks when he smiled. And when 
he laughed he‟d reveal a perfect set of enamel white dentition 
behind a lusty pair of full pinky lips. 

His breath, too, was as cool as the pure, fresh air of an 
unscented air conditioned room. 

Kelvin was not a fashion freak. He only dressed up to look 
good rather than to make a fashion statement. 

He had his best on at night. Because he believed his show of 
intelligence and skill were enough to clothe him during the day, 
but that he was responsible for decking himself in designers at 
night. 

He stood for a minute or two in front of Herbert Macaulay 
Hostels, where he resided on campus. He had his hands pocketed 
in his unzipped hoodie. 

He gazed in the direction of his path with a slight smile. A 
playful breeze dangled his neckline hoodie straps. 

He glanced up at the clouds and ran his gaze sky-wide. And 
forwards, as far as his eyes could see through the dense foliage of 
tall, sturdy trees ahead. 

He felt the clouds must be gathering over settlements 
kilometres away, with the way nearby trees swayed their leaves 
exuberantly. 
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He looked up the time on his wristwatch. He‟d habitually 
chosen a light Rolex to ensure the ease of his leisure walk wasn‟t 
in the least compromised. 

It was about twenty minutes past nine. 

He dart a quick gaze at Macaulay Hostels behind him—he‟d 
be back before eleven. 

He had already laid his bed. So he wouldn‟t have to just be 
going through the stress of laying it by bedtime when he‟d return. 

He set out down the main road that has the Student Union 
Building. Using the fairly lit pedestrian sidewalk. Taking one step 
at a time. 

Taking the time to feel the breeze. To absorb the delicateness 
of night. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Khalid laughed a hysterical fit in the dark, brooding silence 
that followed the video. 

The group had just seen the performance poetry YouTube 
video that same night. 

The contestant that carted away the first place prize for the 
national poetry contest was the golden boy. Kelvin Babalola. 

He was awarded a sum of British £2000 alongside a creative 
writing fellowship at the University of Edinburgh. 

The twenty-some undergraduate poet was representing 
Nigeria‟s southwestern University of Ankara, in Ankara City. 

Meanwhile, the second place prize was awarded to a certain 
Jordan Samuel from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, in 
northwestern Nigeria. It was a monetary prize of £1500. 
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Those were the two boys that mattered to the group of 
twelve. Those were the names pinned to their target boards. 

But just one was the target; the other, a means to an end. 

„Isn‟t it rather amusing?‟ Khalid‟s words sifted through a fit of 
equally dark, foreboding giggles. 

„It‟s a good title with the wrong content. We‟re not 
terrorists, are we?‟ 

He scanned the solemn faces as they spoke voiceless words of 
admittance. 

He went on. 

„If you listen well to the content of that boy‟s poem, you‟ll 
see it‟s insulting to what we stand for. And to cap it up, he called 
us terrorists!‟ 

He scoffed and chuckled aloud. 

„Isn‟t that just interesting? That stupid rat made a terrorist of 
us before the world simply because we purge the society of 
disorientations!‟ 

He had a really big laugh now. 

In Khalid‟s mind, however, the injury and hurt was rather 
that the young chap had successfully ridiculed what he’d become. 

Who he‟d become altogether. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Kelvin halted in his steps. One or two rides had just sped 
past in one mad chase. 
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The cars were probably heading home from the bar at the 
campus mart just at the head of the road behind him. That night 
must‟ve gone down with bottles upon bottles for them. 

He looked back. He‟d covered some pretty long distance 
already. He was by the Student Union Building now, the SUB. 

He took a quick, unconscious glance at the big structure a 
moment. 

Loud street pop music boomed from upstairs the SUB. Guys 
in there would now be playing some snooker as a DJ spun his 
selections. 

Kelvin returned his gaze and crossed over to the opposite side 
of the street he‟d been treading. 

He strode leisurely to a beautiful leisure terrain just by the 
driveway. He sat down on one of the concrete pavements for a 
bit. His ears were engaged picking the rhythm of the chirps of 
nocturnal insects. 

He could feel it in the breeze that it‟d rain later that night. 
The dark, heavy clouds were already shrouding the night‟s big, 
bright moon. 

But he wasn‟t bothered about getting wet by rain. The 
thought of being washed by rain excited him in fact. 

He spread his hands as far apart as the east is to the west, as a 
sudden rush of wind whooshed past. His clothes fluttered blithely 
in the cool, moist wind in that instant. 

Much like a white flamingo flapping her flattering wings in the 
air. 

Kelvin always found body relief in nature. He found release, 
too. A release of soul. Of pent-up emotions. 
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But he also found something he felt was beyond all of these. 
He found poetic inspiration in the warmth of nature‟s sequestered 
sceneries. 

Kelvin was way too obsessed with performance poetry. With 
the thrill and glamour that always came with stage presence. 

But to him Obsession wasn‟t the right term. He dubbed his 
extremism, Passion. 

But even yet, Kelvin was obsessed with poetry, and with the 
spotlight. 

To him poetry was a first love, to say the least. For it was 
much more than that to Kelvin. It‟d become his breath. Or rather, 
his god. 

With poetry, too, Kelvin always tried to prove to himself 
several times over that he was the best still. And even when his 
position remained uncontested in the minds of his 
contemporaries. 

He did this by constantly putting in for performance poetry 
contests over and again. And even putting in for those rather 
below his status for the person he was. „The face of Nigerian 
performance poetry among the emerging voices.‟ 

It was most times a case of the eagle playing with the vultures. 
Yet the extraordinary poet always found the competitions 
worthwhile. 

For they always asserted his uncontested reign in the skies 
above, and also in the valleys beneath. 

In the ever so competitive race of best-ness going on within 
his skull, he was the only one running. He was running against 
himself. 
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He thought about his last performance, his biggest ever. It‟d 
been a week since he performed his best poem yet, a biting satire 
on terrorism. If I was a Terrorist. 

Many billboards all over the country now bore his face. They 
also had alongside his picture different punch lines from his very 
dramatic piece. 

He could feel the consuming pride, the submerging honour, 
the overwhelming glory… even now. 

They were such that words could not help qualify. 

In a moment, everything diffused. The feeling, the aura, the 
ambience. 

Like a thin wisp of a little smoke disappearing into air. 

He felt something down in an unreachable portion of soul. He 
felt the public attention of his last poetry performance passing. He 
felt all its grand glory ebbing away. 

He zipped up his hoodie and flipped the hood on to cap his 
head. He folded his hands over his laps, leaned forward and 
bowed his head heavily over his folded hands. 

He let out a sigh. 

It was an inexplicable, keen sense of void, of 
meaninglessness—maybe vanity—that Kelvin felt. 

An everlasting vacuum his self-crafted idol couldn‟t fill up. So 
much as he stacked it into his soul‟s vast cavity. 

He felt empty-ed. No; maybe, void-ed. 

He gazed up at the star studded skies being shrouded in the 
dark, dense, heavy clouds already. What came up in his mind was 
a fresh couplet for a new poem. 
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Behind the star-ly shine in nightly skies, 
A massive gloom lies. 

He wanted more, but he couldn‟t explain what more glory 
he‟d got lacking. 

He was pretty financially buoyant for his age. He‟d made a lot 
from his wins in several poetry performances of international 
repute. 

A lot of international literary mags published his essays and 
short stories for substantial pay. He‟d also diversified his funds and 
invested in a trade. 

He was buoyant enough, as well; and so was sponsoring his 
own University education. 

In any case, students‟ school fees at the University of Ankara 
was extensively subsidised by the federal government, being a 
federal institution. 

Kelvin had it all together, it seemed. But he wanted more. 

He now felt bored, dry and empty. He wanted more thrilling 
glory. He wanted another poetry performance. 

He wanted even more. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

The fight was primarily Khalid’s. Khalid was only using his 
eleven man team to actualise his grand schemes. 

He was a player. A master gamer. 

It‟d started for Khalid as wanting to fight for a sociocultural 
cause, a noble cause. 
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Khalid had taken it upon him to upgrade people‟s thinking, 
ideals and self-pride. 

So they wouldn‟t look up to any foreign race or culture, but 
rather look into themselves and bring out the king in them. 

But Khalid‟s unguided passion and his needlessly critical and 
opinionated mindset had led into an obsessive, excessive pursuit. 

And he‟d gradually turned an extremist. 

It‟d started for Khalid as wanting to fight for a noble cause. 
Now, he was fighting against humanity. 

And the same went for the young men that made up Khalid‟s 
group. 

Khalid had exploited their raw, unbridled passion. He‟d made 
of such obsessive passion a desire to serve his cause. 

And to willingly do so. 

For Mark the obsession was towards adventure, and creating 
hi-tech software. 

For Teslim it was a sense of indebtedness and gratitude to 
Khalid. 

For Kabir, another young chap in the group, it‟d got a 
religious motivation. 

Khalid had exploited their obsessive demons. 

Khlaid‟s eyes turned a glowing ember and his face resolute as 
never before. 

He began dishing out coded orders like a battalion 
commander. 
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„The next firing is going to be an incredibly hard one. One 
that must fire some porcelain in its China itself. We‟re going to 
fire the white clay work at its China itself: we‟re firing it at its 
root, that is.‟ 

He swivelled his seat around. „Team Alpha: take care of the 
pre-heating stage and get the lighter prepared as soon as possible. 

„Team Beta: get the firewood for the kiln ready. 

„Team Gamma: work on the post heating stage of the firing 
and make preparations for the evacuation.‟ 

He paused for breath 

He struck his temple with his forefinger. „I have everything 
calculated here! 

 „Human ways of doing things are only simple arithmetic. You 
only have to make some intelligent calculations and every bloody 
person‟s just as predictable as sunrise and sunset. 

 „Believe me; this firing is one that‟ll certainly go down 
history lane a legendary blast of genius!‟ 

He turned to Mark in a jiffy. „Hey, Mark. Hack into their 
website and publish on the information update page that 
Dragonfire‟s ready shortly and coming for them soon.‟ 

„Yes, boss!‟  

Mark blared, dragged his seat towards the computer in front 
of him, steadied his glasses and ran the mouse over its mat in a 
frenetic pace. With frantic tip-tap sounds punctuating his work. 

Khalid reclined in his seat. He rocked his seat in a gentle half 
circle spin. 
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He spoke like a star-gazer that could tell the future right ahead 
of time. 

„We hit in forty days‟ time!‟ 

A torrent of amazement mingled with bewilderedness 
engulfed Khalid‟s men.  

„Forty days?!!‟ 
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Chapter 2 

_____ 

 

KELVIN continued walking that night. And he walked all 
the way to the remote and lonely Nnamdi Azikwe Lecture 
Theatre area. 

The lecture theatre area rarely had anyone go there at night. 
Perhaps it was because Azikwe was rather too farther away from 
everywhere. 

Besides, there were many other lecture theatres closer to 
students‟ hostels where serious students can „hibernate‟ in 
overnight study. 

The surroundings of the lecture theatre, moreover, were 
endowed with two proud hills and some accompanying daunting 
rocky steeps. 

Its scanty darkly greenery of tall, leafy trees would usually 
scare the un-brave. They‟d fear the possibility of falling prey to 
some wild looking predators, beast or man, lurking in the dark of 
night. 
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But then, a few daring students would beg to differ. Some 
who were perhaps addicted to silence and would go all the way to 
seek a place as quiet as the graveyard to read. 

These sorts of rarely visited places were Kelvin‟s favourite 
destinations for night walks. 

He‟d go there and sit for hours on end. 

Thinking on what to write, and how to write them. On what 
to say, and how to say them. 

Thinking. 

But much as Kelvin had formed a habit of taking a leisure 
walk, he was a master of spontaneity and surprises. 

He deliberately formed many habits in order to break them at 
unexpected intervals. 

He enjoyed the game of surprises. He was predictably never 
predictable. 

Now he eventually arrived. 

He sat on one of the seat pavements in front of the lecture 
theatre. 

He took out his Nokia cell from his pocket and switched it on. 
He‟d deliberately put it off before taking a walk. 

He wanted to be by himself. He didn‟t want any disturbance 
from calls. 

His cell phone beeped now. 
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It was a text message.  

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Earlier that day, after an hour long swimming at the 
University Sports Complex, Kelvin had sat at the edge of the 
pool. 

Clad in his mint green swimming trunk, he playfully tossed 
the water with his legs and watched the ripples spread out. 

His moist, dark skin reflected the sun with a bright, brilliant 
sheen. 

Caleb tapped him from behind, clad in a midnight blue swim 
suit which perfectly contrasted off his fair toned skin. 

When Kelvin glanced back at him, he smiled sheepishly. 

„Let me guess where you are in your thought, O Great 
Kelvin,‟ he gleamed. „I can say you‟re lost in-between an 
advanced dictionary pages looking for the best word to describe 
how good-looking I am, aren‟t you?‟ 

He chortled generously. Kelvin couldn‟t help but chuckle. 

Caleb Ladipo was a young, fair chap of average height. He‟d 
got a slim, athletic, sexy figure like those of male Korean idols. 

He‟d also got a natural walking gait that looked just so good 
any young woman would‟ve to firmly resist the urge to turn her 
head while he walked past. 

And he was one witty and smart lad just any random dude 
would generously salute for his brains. 
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As a poet, too, he‟d always got his peculiar way with 
words.  Caleb had a great sense of humour, too; and when he 
made a joke he was always smiling. 

And he was just a growing young man in his early twenties. 

„Oh no, Caleb!‟ Kelvin moaned. „Have you ever thought of 
anything in your whole life other that your looks, man?‟ he teased. 

Caleb attempted again. „OK… If that‟s not, lemme take 
another guess. Yeah, got it now. You‟re composing a poem for 
me on how responsible I am and you‟re looking for the perfect 
words—‟ 

Kelvin stood up. „When your brain reboots,‟ he cut in, „will 
you care to lemme know? Cos now, I‟ve got an appointment with 
Professor Oni.‟ 

„You and your several appointments with Oni,‟ Caleb teased. 
„Anyway, get me some bread toast and chilled canned malt at the 
snacks bar when you‟re returning.‟ 

Kelvin hurled Caleb into the pool. 

„Glutton!‟ he yelled. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Kelvin laughed at the memory where he sat in front of 
Azikwe. 

„Silly boy,‟ he chuckled 

He read his text where he sat in front of Azikwe Lecture 
Theatre. 
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He laughed. 

The text message had come from Caleb. He wondered where 
he‟d got that crazy troublemaker for a friend. 

Hey, mad genius! Again you’ve gone to hold a 
meeting with your spirit friends as usual! Your line 
was off when I tried calling you. 

We’ve got an impromptu literature class tomorrow 
for 9. It’s LIT 306 Class. You’re free to thank me 
later with lunch at an eatery. See you tomorrow. 

Oh sorry… we’ll see in your nightmare tonight! 
By the way, I like the way you lay your bed—
almost dozed into a coma while waiting for you. 

Kelvin chuckled. „Look at this silly boy!‟ 

He laughed. „Maybe he‟d have turned my bed over like a 
spoilt kid; and now he‟s reporting himself!‟ 

Caleb was Kelvin‟s best naughty friend as well as a classmate. 

He was also the class representative for third year English 
literature. 

The youngsters were simply a David and Jonathan duo… 

In Tom and Jerry skins. 
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◙ ◙ ◙ 

It was fourteen years ago. 

Mr and Mrs Ladipo brought their only son to the hospital with 
all hope bestowed on the doctor. 

Like unto a god that could rescue their promising eight year 
old from the wide-flung jaws of an early grave. 

The little boy was diagnosed with jaundice. His liver was 
considered so bad he couldn‟t be placed on essential treatment 
medications. 

Mr Ladipo was busy seeking aid for his sick first born child. 

Mrs Ladipo, on the other hand, had altogether become a 
shadow of herself. Staring helplessly day in, day out at her weak, 
dying child. 

The family wrestled Death‟s callous beckon masquerading as 
malignant jaundice until they could no longer resist its persistent 
claim on the poor boy. 

They eventually gave in, waiting for that final gasp that‟d 
release his soul beyond their reach. 

Well, the doctor could no longer keep him. He decided to 
have the boy discharged; only placing him on light multivitamins. 

The night always dawn into day with the first sunray. A little 
girl of about nine was the messenger of hope for the dying boy 
before he left the hospital ward. 
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She‟d followed an evangelical group to the hospital and she 
approached the young sickly chap. 

The boy listened to the pretty young chap encourage him with 
words from the Bible. The girl also requested him to ask Christ to 
save his soul. 

He wished to ask several many questions. But the numerous 
questions troubling him appeared as big as a sand dune. 

Bigger than him altogether. And larger than he could possibly 
articulate. 

But he only listened. 

When the kid was discharged and he arrived home, he laid his 
weak little frame on the bed. 

Mrs Ladipo cried herself to sleep at her boy‟s bedside. But her 
son, the eighty year old Caleb Ladipo, couldn‟t find a sleep. He 
seemed to be the one in real pains. 

He said a little boy‟s prayer, wrapping his small, feeble arm 
around his aching tummy. 

„Jesus,‟ he began in a feeble, tiny voice, „mummy always says 
I should tell her about Bobby and Jamal when they beat me up in 
class. 

„But since I told those two bad boys that I‟d report them to 
my mummy, they‟d completely stopped beating me up. 

„I knew mummy can beat up Bobby and Jamal for me. But 
Jesus, since I became ill mummy has just been crying and crying. 
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„I‟ve never seen mummy cry so much! It makes me very 
afraid. Even more than I was afraid of Bobby and Jamal beating me 
up!‟ 

A tear drop appeared little Caleb‟s eye. 

He went on. „Jesus, my daddy too has been running up and 
down. He‟d told me he‟d give me anything I want if I pass my 
exam this term. 

„But I want to ask him to help me take these pains away. But 
daddy is very worried about me already. I don‟t think he can make 
me well. I don‟t think so…‟ 

He turned to another side of the bed, grimacing with pain in 
the instance. 

He continued. „There is this girl that told me today that You 
are very big, Jesus. That You are bigger than daddy and mummy. 
She said if I talk to you will save me.‟ 

He wiped a tear in his eyes with the back of his hand. 

„Jesus, I don‟t want to be sick,‟ he muttered, as his little eyes 
glistened with tears welling up anew. „I want my sickness to go. 

„Please make me well so that daddy and mummy will stop 
crying. Please make me well so that I can grow up like daddy and 
mummy!‟ 

He finished, brushing his eyes with a hand. „I promise I‟ll not 
do the bad things that make You cry. I promise I‟ll make You 
happy every day. Please, make me well, Jesus… please!‟ 
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The following morning was a new life for the eight year old 
Caleb. He never knew how it happened overnight. 

All he knew was that he woke up renewed and revived, body 
and soul. 

And Caleb kept his promise from that day. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Kelvin checked the message he received again, where he 
sat at Azikwe Lecture Theatre area. 

He decided to send a reply to his lovely enemy. 

Dear Enemy, 

I’m really grateful for this piece of information 
that I’ve decided to take you out tomorrow for a 
plate of amala with a delicious egusi soup, and 
capped with two large chunks of roast beef. 

If my mood soon changes before then, you may 
have to make do with a plate of fried rice alongside 
a bottle of malt. 

Hey, by the way, don’t you come litter my night 
dreams—and that’s a warning! See you tomorrow; 
rest in peace. 

He checked his sent message again and laughed.  

See you tomorrow; rest in peace. 
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Chapter 3 

_____ 

 

 

CALEB’S Blackberry beeped. It was Kelvin‟s reply. 

Caleb was sitting out with his girlfriend Tolu, in front of 
Amina Hostels. The lovebirds were in a serious relationship and 
they planned to get wedded in the near future. 

Caleb chuckled when he read the text message. 

Dear Enemy, 

I’m really grateful for this piece of information 
that I’ve decided to take you out tomorrow for a 
plate of amala with a delicious egusi soup, and 
capped with two large chunks of roast beef. 
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If my mood soon changes before then, you may 
have to make do with a plate of fried rice alongside 
a bottle of malt. 

Hey, by the way, don’t you come litter my night 
dreams—and that’s a warning! See you tomorrow; 
rest in peace. 

He whispered to his girlfriend‟s ear. „Baby girl, I wanna tell 
you a secret.‟ 

Tolu was eager to hear. 

Caleb leaned slightly into her and whispered. „If I die 
tomorrow by poisoning, don‟t bother informing the police to 
investigate who killed me. You know him, don‟t you? Kelvin. He 
just warned me.‟ 

Tolu met his whispered words with a sharp, edgy hiss. „It‟s 
late; I‟m going in to sleep. Good night.‟ 

She stood up and headed inside her hostel. 

Caleb begged her to hug him good night. But he wouldn‟t get 
a hug tonight. He‟d played a prank on his girlfriend like he 
sometimes did, and his dole of punishment that night was to leave 
for his hostel without her hug. 

He lazily walked to Fela where he stayed on campus. 

Kicking stones on his pathway like a little boy. 
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◙ ◙ ◙ 

Kelvin and Caleb’s love interests also bonded between them 
so naturally: Yemi and Tolu were to themselves like sisters as 
Kelvin and Caleb were brother-like. 

The young women were also studying English literature at the 
University of Ankara as Kelvin and Caleb. 

But they were both second year students, while their men 
were a year ahead of them. 

Yemi and Tolu both stayed on-campus at Queen Amina 
Hostels. 

Earlier that night, the young women had chitchatted about 
their day, about their class and about their guys. They were both 
in Yemi‟s room at Amina, 

„Have you thought of the solution to the puzzle Professor Oni 
gave in class today?‟ Yemi joked, asking Tolu. 

The two young women were just done watching an American 
movie on Yemi‟s laptop, both of them sitting on her single bed. 

Tolu chuckled. „Which of the puzzles is that?‟ If the subject 
was of interest at all, it was one that she liked to vent her ill 
passions talking about it. 

She began shooting. „Oh, the one that talkative of a professor 
talked about today! 

„You see, that man‟s got loads of problems, trust me. He 
expects us to solve his life problems which people like me don‟t 
have a penny worth of interest in!‟ 
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Yemi chuckled. 

Tolu ranted on. „How does he expect us to care about his 
“special difference between smartness, brilliance and intelligence”? 

„Or even care about which one of his three blind mice we 
need to have? 

„Look, who among us doesn‟t know that what we need is 
simply getting good grades? 

„Or what has the freaking threesome got to do with English 
literature for crying out loud?‟ 

Yemi giggled. Her friend knew how to be serious and funny at 
the same time. 

Tolu went on spitting fire. „If I know the answer to the stupid 
puzzle, will I be out of my comfort zone to be in this corner of the 
world going on hunger strike to study? 

„It is not his fault anyway. Really, I‟ve forgotten it‟s no fault 
of his at all!‟ 

Yemi shut down her laptop. „You and your lamentations!‟ she 
chortled. „I wish you were born in the days of the Prophet 
Jeremiah—you two would‟ve composed his Book of Lamentations. 
You‟d have made an unforgettable legend, for certain. The 
thought alone makes me feel extraordinarily excited, you know!‟ 

She closed her eyes and spread her hands apart in a conscious 
abandon. 

Tolu couldn‟t help the laughter that burst out of her lips. 
„Miss Josephine!‟ 
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She waved her hand across Yemi‟s face. „Okay, enough of the 
daydream; I‟m done with my own part of Jeremiah‟s book now!‟ 

„Okay, okay…‟ Yemi said, laughing, too, and stifling her 
laughter into chuckles with a hankie. „By the way, you said it‟s not 
prof‟s fault, right? Whose fault is it, then?‟ 

„Your boyfriend.‟ Tolu‟s rejoinder came pretty unexpectedly. 

Yemi chuckled. „Pardon? Which boyfriend?!‟ 

„Kelvin your boyfriend, of course!‟  It appeared Tolu meant 
the words she was spilling out. 

Yemi‟s lips just formed a silent wow. She looked askance, an 
accompanying half smile accentuating the pretty side of the 
amazement on her face. 

Tolu went on. „Of course, the one guy on this campus that 
has his tongue tied when you talk. 

„The only guy that loses his mind when you sway your hips 
past him in the Department.‟ 

Tolu gave her friend an eye. „Don‟t tell me you dunno the 
dude‟s so much into you,‟ she added. 

„Or worse still, that you dunno you‟re freaking smitten by his 
personality already!‟ 

Yemi sat as silent as a cold rock under the rhythmic pelting of 
a downpour of rain and ice. 

Tolu gave her an eye a second time. „You feel me?‟ 
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She went on in a bit. „You know, he has the qualities of the 
three words involved in the puzzle, too. 

„He‟s also got cash. I learned from Caleb he‟s just won 
himself another poetry prize. A national poetry prize particularly. 

„One grants him a travel privilege to run a writer‟s residency 
in the UK. I think at Edinburgh… the University of Edinburgh.‟ 

Yemi knew all those. She was only being coy with Kelvin. 

She breathed out an exhausted puff of air, as she reclined 
herself on the bed. 

Yemi sighed. 

Suddenly, Tolu sprang up with an afterthought. „And come to 
think of it, all that‟s on top a monetary award of £2000. And 
that‟s like one million naira!‟ 

She reclined her back. „I just wish he‟s my mama‟s kid,‟ she 
said a teasing whisper. And then, she yelled. „I‟d be walking with 
cocky shoulders all around campus already, I swear!‟ 

„Okay, okay… Royal Praise Singer!‟ Yemi said in a raised, 
humourous tone of voice. Her voice dropped just as soon. „How‟s 
it your bro‟s fault then? What‟s Kelvin got to do with the puzzle?‟ 

Yemi was suddenly sitting up again. „Oh, thank you for 
acknowledging us!‟ she joked, gleaming wide and cocking her 
shoulders in a simulated show of pride. 

„You see,‟ she gently explained, „last session when he was in 
the second year, he was used to providing answers to Professor 
Oni‟s puzzles. 
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„You know, he made the man think there‟s always a solution 
to every puzzle under heaven! 

„And I learnt it‟s your boyfriend‟s unnecessary display of 
brains back then that encouraged the old man to keep pestering 
students for solutions to stupid puzzles. 

„Now the man is looking for another Kelvin among us second 
year students.‟ 

Yemi raised a hand. „All right, ma‟am; we‟ll see if there‟s 
another Kelvin in the class tomorrow…‟ She packed her laptop 
aside. 

„But mind you,‟ she added rather emphatically and with a 
slight, coy smile in her face, „Kelvin is not my boyfriend; he is just 
a se—‟ 

Tolu interposed. „Yep, a senior colleague—I‟ve been 
expecting that!‟ She had a rather teasing smile highlight the 
corners of her lips. 

Yemi couldn‟t help unconsciously biting down her lip at the 
mocking grin in her friend‟s face that met her own last statement. 

She tried to hide the sheepish gleam in her own coy eyes. But 
it was bent on betraying her real feelings this time. 

She almost couldn‟t take the moment‟s awkwardness. 
„C‟mon, stop it!‟ she said in a low breath. 

She didn‟t want to say anything, though. The words had come 
much like a reflex. She now felt childish hearing how lame they 
sounded. 
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Tolu giggled. „Look,‟ she put in, „I‟m off to my room before 
you start complaining to me about how much you love-hate his 
confidence or pride.‟ 

She added some golden final words as she stormed out. „So, 
till tomorrow. Dream of Kelvin!‟ 

Before Yemi could retort a word of protest, Tolu had dashed 
out of Yemi‟s room. 

Yemi just chortled and had her lovely thin feminine voice 
send a lazy „Good night!‟ through her bedside window. 

To follow her friend‟s retreating footsteps. 
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Chapter 4 

_____ 

 

TESLIM wore the mask of a smile. But Jordan still never saw 
the face behind the facade. 

It was a cool Friday morning, nine days after the forty day 
ultimatum was set out by Khalid. The gang had just thirty one 
days left until the mission deadline. 

The gang had got just thirty one days left until the mission 
deadline. 

All hands had to be on deck right on. With eyes zoomed in on 
the D-day and minds mastering calculated steps towards the goal. 

„So, I‟ve to admit I‟m sitting with the second place winner of 
that national poetry contest of two weeks ago!‟ 

Teslim‟s small, round face shone like the radiant morning sun 
when he spoke. It was just as though he was really pleased the way 
he was radiant with smiles. 
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The twenty five year old had arranged a meeting over a meal 
with Jordan Samuel. 

The two guys were sitting over a lunch table of two plates of 
fried rice capped with grilled halved chicken each. A bottle of 
Malta Guinness each accompanied their dish. 

It was at an A grade restaurant on Ahmadu Bello University 
Teaching Hospital they‟d met. The prestigious University teaching 
hospital sat in the northwestern Nigeria city of Zaria. 

Jordan had just finished his final papers and viva in med school 
a couple of weeks back. 

He burst into a hearty laughter while he took his meal. 
„C‟mon, what‟s the big deal,‟ he snapped in a small joke, brushing 
off Teslim‟s hand with his arm in a gentle, little tug. 

Jordan was twenty four that year. He‟d been residing in the 
northwest with his mother since when he was in high school. 

Five years earlier, his father had transferred as a professor of 
medicine from ABU Teaching Hospital, Zaria; and to an 
administrative position at UA Teaching Hospital, Ankara. 

His mother owned a big transport business headquartered in 
Zaria; and so, she wouldn‟t tail behind her husband when he 
moved. 

Neither of their two teenage children at the time moved, too: 
neither Jordan nor his little sister. 

But Jordan now desired to run his one year internship 
program at UA Teaching Hospital, where his dad worked. In the 
southwestern Nigeria city of Ankara. 

But he‟d even go spend his vacation with his dad soon enough. 
And before the medical internship training. 
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Jordan was much of a reserved kid. He didn‟t talk unless he 
was spoken to. And he usually only responded when he felt 
comfortable with the person talking to him. 

Like he somehow was with Teslim now. 

And, Teslim. Well, he graduated from the University of Ilorin 
with a second class honours in the upper division. 

He studied Performing Arts at the University. 

The best parameter for excellence in his Department hadn‟t 
been mere academic grades, though. It rather was the versatility 
of the student in a specialised theatrical vocation. 

Teslim, interestingly, was one of the very best theatre 
directors on campus when he was an undergraduate. 

As a final year student, he was the principal director of a 
record breaking two hundred cast theatre show. 

The ground breaking feat had earned him fame on the 
University campus. As well as the respect of his lecturers. 

Teslim‟s name simply became a song on the lips of students 
on campus. Students who either watched or heard about the grand 
stage event. 

It was Khalid who singlehandedly sponsored Teslim‟s project 
play. That was when his Department‟s theatre company initially 
turned down his proposal. 

His Department had been skeptical about the practicability of 
his idea. But it was a dreamer like himself Teslim met in Khalid. 

Someone who‟d believe in what was thought impossible. 
Someone who‟d take a dare. 
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Teslim got in contact with Khalid in town when he went with 
his first girlfriend for a pottery workshop at Khalid‟s studio. 

His then girlfriend specialised in ceramics in college. 

Teslim had since sworn to live his life for Khalid. For he‟d 
funded his big idea when he lacked aid. 

So, he‟d wanted to work for Khalid when he graduated from 
the University. But Khalid didn‟t let him. 

He didn‟t want to own his life. 

Khalid consequently freed him to go live his dream in the film 
industry. 

And with an added clause. 

That Teslim would be available for him every time a need 
arose. 

And here was one. One hell of a need. 

Jordan and Teslim had been chatting on Facebook Messenger 
for about a week already. 

Teslim had sent a friend‟s request to Jordan on Facebook. 
He‟d accompanied it with a message of how much he‟d read and 
loved his poems. 

The message did have an honest feel. One that could make the 
reader want to picture what a real supporter wrote those lines. 
Those irresistible lines. 

Jordan was pleased to accept Teslim‟s friend‟s request. 

Teslim had struck off intelligent chats with Jordan just as 
soon, and which got friendlier by the day. 
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Teslim met Jordan‟s last statement with a genial smile. 
„Okay, I quit.‟ He took a spoon of rice and followed it with a little 
sip of malt. 

A chuckle bubbled in Jordan‟s cheeks, and then he scrambled 
his plate with his fork absentmindedly. 

„I didn‟t think someone would even think of my name with 
regards to the poetry contest. I was second place after all.‟ 

Teslim was frozen half a moment. „Oh why? Don‟t lemme 
think you don‟t believe in your skill yourself? You do, don‟t you?‟ 

Jordan smiled. He dropped his fork against the gold rimmed 
enamel white dish, the tiny clatter that followed mildly 
accentuating the moment‟s pause. 

He took a serviette paper and raised a chicken lap to his 
mouth. 

He decided to explain it better, or perhaps explain it away—
before he took a bite. 

„The case isn‟t that I don‟t believe in me but the guy that won 
the first place markedly dwarfed everyone else. 

„Well, when I see those who are just good, I know. Trust me, 
that guy‟s just so, so great! I wish to God we‟re friends.‟ 

He took a long bite and filled up his mouth. He dabbed his 
lips with a piece of serviette afterwards. 

Teslim dropped his fork and knife. „Then if you want so bad 
to be friends, why can‟t you chat him up on Facebook or 
something?‟ 

His eyes widened in a brief moment. Like they would leap out 
from their sockets in some sudden haste. 
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There was a certain curious, urgent look in those dark, bold 
eyes. But one that was so sudden and short lived that it escaped 
Jordan‟s ever so suspecting eye. 

Jordan smiled. „Oh I have, but he‟s rarely online. He rarely 
posts on Facebook; he hasn‟t replied my messages, too. 

„Gosh, I can just imagine him and me collaborating on a 
poetry performance project someday! Wouldn‟t that be just darn 
right cool?‟ He picked up his glass. 

Teslim waved a hand in a brisk sweep. „C‟mon, you‟re the 
best, second to none. He won because he‟s got passion for the 
contest‟s subject, not merely because he‟s got something for 
poetry.‟ 

Jordan halted his raised glass half way into his mouth. „How d‟ 
you mean?‟ 

Teslim was ready to throw some light. „The subject was 
terrorism, right? And you mostly write on love, don‟t you? 

„So I think you injected your love idealism into the terrorism 
subject. But you know that‟s not what the country needs. 

„The country needs to fight terrorism. And fighting, you 
know, is no love affair!‟ 

Jordan nodded. „Hmm, I see.‟ He took a sip from his cold 
glass to cool off. 

Teslim went on. „Kelvin Babalola, on the other hand, is a 
realist. He rarely writes on love. He writes about socio-political 
realities. 

„He isn‟t emotionally attached to anyone for now; so what he 
did was pour out his loneliness and loveless-ness into the anti-
terrorism poem. 
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„And what did we have? His poetry performance not only 
won him the prize, but also luckily gave him some deal of fame. 

„He‟s all over the country now.‟ 

Jordan peered through the restaurant‟s glass wall. He spotted 
a billboard on the street bearing Kelvin‟s picture alongside a set of 
punch lines from his poetry performance at the contest. 

He held out his forefinger. „Look at him here too,‟ he noted 
in a small, hushed voice. 

He looked on and scrambled his plate with his fork once 
again. 

His widened eyes stared at Kelvin‟s picture on the billboard. 
The photo was shot from his live performance If I was a Terrorist, at 
the contest‟s grand finale. 

It was as though the picture had come alive and had embodied 
Kelvin. 

Kelvin stood against the mic stand under a spotlight that 
highlighted him against a darker backdrop of heavy drapes. 

The metal buckles and buttons of his khaki costume dazzled in 
the stage lights. His both hands were spread a little apart and 
raised high above his head with clenched fists. 

His lips seemed to have been voicing a loud epic roar in that 
moment of the camera‟s capture. 

For a moment, he psychorealised Kelvin via the artistic 
picture of him on his first prize stage. He re-imagined himself on 
the stage that day as Kelvin winning the first place. 
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His eyes slowly drifted to the punch lines from Kelvin‟s 
poem. It was as if he was in fact hearing himself perform those 
lines. As if he‟d written them, in fact. 

You hear the crying echoes 
and screaming silence from Chibok, and 
Dapchi, and Sambisa… 
And you remember Goliath, Osama, Abacha: 
Dragongods fall by the sword of the terrorised nation! 

His eyes drifted off once more. This time to space, lost in the 
moment‟s sentiment. 

He muttered to himself. „If I was Kelvin Babalola… if I ever 
was like Kelvin Babalola! 

„I‟ll take performance poetry in English beyond elite 
communities. I‟ll make it widely received and appreciated at the 
grassroots.‟ 

He simply psychorealised the whole billboard piece in a 
peculiar manner. 

Teslim made a slight, little grunt. And then he sipped his 
drink. 

The moment‟s silence that followed made the words Teslim 
said a while ago ride on the blowing breeze back into Jordan‟s 
mind. 

So he confronted him; his young, slim face a little serious. 

„You earlier said Kelvin Babalola isn‟t emotionally attached to 
anyone presently. How would you know that by the way?‟ 

Teslim raised his head. His lips twitched. He brushed them 
slightly with a hankie, as if to spank them little. 
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He sat upright and placed a hand to cap a knee, following this 
with one or two gentle finger taps on his knee. He cleared his 
throat briskly. 

His face brightened up in a little smile. „It‟s easy to see that, 
isn‟t it? I‟m a lover of poetry. 

„I followed the poetry contest from the beginning to the end, 
and during the while I chose my favourites among the contestants. 

„I found out Kelvin Babalola is single by reading his post 
updates on Facebook. I also follow him on Twitter. It‟s just 
obvious he‟s single.‟ 

Jordan took a breath. „I see…‟ 

Teslim was following Kelvin Babalola on Facebook and on 
Twitter, he thought. 

Jordan hadn‟t find Kelvin posting anything personal on 
Facebook or Twitter. Kelvin only posted about poetry and that 
alone. 

How, then, did the stranger know Kelvin was single just from 
his post updates? 

He kept his thoughts to himself though. He didn‟t ask about 
them. 

Silence passed between them as much as the breezes passed. 
Both guys bowed their heads and picked at their meal. 

Teslim raised his head, a little grin on his face. „It seems you 
have a real good heart. Don‟t you feel jealous of Kelvin?‟ 

Jordan laughed. „You‟re funny! I don‟t have any reason to 
envy the guy or maybe be jealous of him. I‟m doing well, too. 
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„I can now have the poetry performance project I‟ve been 
planning for a long time now. I‟m beginning to give back to my 
parents. 

„Guys look up to me here like a campus celebrity ‟cause I‟m 
beginning to get somehow famous. Everything in my life‟s great 
so far. 

„Besides, I‟ve got my inspiration with me still.‟ 

Teslim would rather acquiesce softly to disperse the 
thickening mist of suspicion. „You‟re right. What more can a 
student ask of life, really? You have it all, I agree.‟ 

He took a few spoons from his dish and was at it again in a 
moment. „So, let‟s talk about your inspiration. What is your 
inspiration?‟ 

Jordan took a sip from his drink. „The medical field is, 
especially the operating theatre. I just completed my 
undergraduate medical studies, but I‟ve been immersed in my 
dad‟s surgical practice way back into my pre-med years. 

„I‟m especially fascinated with surgical procedures and can 
successfully conduct minor procedures like the appendectomy 
where we remove the appendix.‟ 

A slight smile highlighted the corners of Teslim‟s lips. „Oh, 
no wonder! Your poems are filled with surgical imagery—scalpels 
reimagined as daggers, zombies reimagined as cadavers.‟ 

Jordan laughed aloud; he was pretty at ease with this young 
man. Teslim joined in the hysteria. 

„Wow! So, you read me that much!‟ 

„C‟mon man, I told you I like what you write!‟ 
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Jordan beamed. „Oh thanks!‟ 

Teslim smiled too. „You always welcome, man.‟ 

They took a few more spoons. 

Teslim spoke first. „So your dad is a doctor? He works here 
too? 

Jordan wanted speak but a lump of food was just going down 
his throat. He motioned food was in his mouth. 

„Oh sorry,‟ Teslim said. 

Jordan pushed down his swallow with a drink and replied. 
„Yeah, he‟s a consultant and administrator in medicine. But he 
doesn‟t work here.‟ 

„Oh! He works abroad or something?‟ 

„No, he works and lives here in Nigeria; but not here in the 
North. He works in the Southwest—precisely at the University of 
Ankara Teaching Hospital in Ankara.‟ 

Teslim had a big smile. „Wow, you‟re one blessed chap! UA 
Teaching Hospital is like John Hopkins‟. So, you must‟ve have 
been thinking of working close to him someday, right?‟ 

Jordan smiled. „I‟m planning too. I‟d be having my one year 
internship at the teaching hospital there soon. 

„But in the meantime, I‟m travelling over tomorrow to spend 
my after-college period with him.‟ 

„Oh that soon! The son must‟ve missed his dad so much!‟ 
Teslim chortled. 

„You can say that again.‟ 
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Teslim laughed. „Oh that‟s expected! If I were you, I‟ll fly 
home down right now!‟ 

Jordan joined in the laugh. „Oh now you‟re teasing me! And 
for your information, this is home. 

„Mother, kid sister and me lives here after all. Only the old 
man had chosen to transfer… transport… or teleport himself 
southwest. So, see? I‟m not travelling home.‟ 

Teslim squinted. „I see.‟ He brightened up with a chuckle. „In 
any case, home‟s where the heart is. And it‟s obvious your heart is 
in Ankara! Aren‟t I telling the fact, man?‟ 

Jordan had a shy grin. „Okay, I quit. You win.‟ 

Teslim just gazed at him for a time. Jordan couldn‟t take the 
stare. „What?‟ he chuckled. 

Teslim‟s face bore some eager eyes. „I hope we get to see 
again,‟ he said in a matter-of-fact manner. 

„Cos I do frequent the University of Ankara lately,‟ he added 
softly, accentuating his words with a light smile. 

„I hope our paths cross, too,‟ Jordan replied. 

Teslim shook his head. „Nah, we‟ll definitely see.‟ 

Jordan‟s lips curved up with an expectant smile. 

„Maybe.‟ 
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Chapter 5 

_____ 

 

 

DOWN southwestern Nigeria, as well—precisely at the 
University of Ankara campus, a small tension also existed in a 
conversation at about the same time. 

It was a monitored phone call. But the caller and the receiver 
would never be aware their private calls have been bugged. 

It was one of those repetitive calls that‟d go on to determine 
many big things. 

A distinguished elderly professor at the Department of English 
and Literature was receiving a personal call from the University 
Vice Chancellor in his own office. 
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Oni, the professor of English literature, was answering a call 
from the Vice Chancellor Professor Boye, and who was also a 
nominee for a ministerial position. Particularly, the position of the 
nation‟s minister of education. 

Boye‟s tenure as the University Vice Chancellor was winding 
down and he was going to retire from civil service just after his 
tenure. Now he so badly wanted the political appointment he‟d 
garnered many recommendations for. 

This was his chance, his golden chance. And it had to go down 
for him a golden win. 

„Oh you‟re raising your voice at me again, Sir Vice 
Chancellor—or do we rather say Minister-of-Education-to-be?‟ 

It was Professor Oni having a sarcastic laugh on this end of the 
phone call. He chose to take some time to enjoy a funny scenario 
with a good laugh. 

Professor Boye‟s voice at the other end was by now a hesitant 
cowardly tenor. „I‟m… I‟m sorry. I truly am. But what I meant to 
say—‟ 

Professor Oni‟s coarse, age-broken voice took on a mock 
serious demeanour, halting his fit of laughter mid-way. „No, no… 
it‟s okay, haba? An ordinary professor like us doesn‟t address the 
VC directly.‟ 

It was Boye‟s turn to get the awkward feel. „Baba, no, Baba—
‟ 

„Oh… no, no Boye… oh—pardon me; how could I have 
called the-to-be Minister of Education by name? Could you 
pardon the brashness, Honourable Minister sir.‟ 

 „But Baba—‟ 
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„No please; I understand, you know.‟ 

„Baba, please listen to me just once… ‟ 

„I should listen. Okay, I am.‟ 

Boye‟s voice was entreating from the other end, as decorously 
as he could bring it to be. „Er… I‟m sorry for raising my voice on 
you, Baba… I‟m really sorry.‟ 

He paused to swallow and then resumed in a bit. 

„But what I‟m trying to explain is that it‟s a really tight 
situation what you‟re asking me to do will place me. And that‟s 
only because of the weight of this position.‟ 

He paused for a bit. „Could you at least find another way to 
help me, Baba?‟ he finished. 

A light derisive chuckle barely escaped Oni‟s throat. „The 
weight of the Vice Chancellor position.‟ 

He scuffed again. „You know, that sounds somewhat novel to 
me. How couldn‟t I have realised this is a lot different from other 
seats this little man here has brought you on before putting you on 
that throne up there.‟ 

He shook head while a sarcastic chuckle escaped his throat. 

„Age is definitely a burden. I so easily forget many important 
things nowadays,‟ he said. 

He swiveled around. „Come to think of it, I can recall a few 
just about now. 

„Wasn‟t there a place in a national research and intelligence 
committee we got you during Obasanjo‟s regime?  Maybe also the 
Zonal ASUU Chairman, if my memory serves me correctly. 
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„I guess there was also this place in your state‟s gubernatorial 
election committee we helped you secure. I think we merely 
eased the bureaucracy for you and made you come ahead a whole 
list of entitled names. 

„Oh boy, my memory isn‟t just as good as some thirteen years 
ago when I should be your age I suppose. I hardly remember the 
details of so many things.‟ 

He cleared his throat roughly. „I‟ll turn sixty eight next year if 
there‟s still life in this feeble body, you know.‟ 

His voice dropped with a decorous, earnest tone while he 
reclined his seat. „You know what to do, good fellow,‟ he 
finished: „do it as soon as possible and save your ass.‟ 

The Vice Chancellor hung up at the other end. 

For the fifty four year old Vice Chancellor, desperation was 
beginning to be the name he answered by. He was simply in want 
of the political seat. 

And the older professor was taking advantage of his dire need 
to prove a point. 

The older don was not just an academician, or else the 
University Vice Chancellor wouldn‟t have cowered at his voice. 

Oni was also a man of stature in the political clime of both his 
geopolitical zone as well as the nation. 

He‟d helped in strategising on political moves for elections 
before and had helped his party win the gubernatorial seats in his 
zone during elections. 

His party‟s place in his geopolitical zone this election year was 
one which many party stakeholders had thought of as being 
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impossible to regain. After it‟d been overtaken by the opposition 
for some time already. 

But then, in spite of his political success, Oni wouldn‟t go for 
any political position in the country. The elderly man was content 
with his humble calling, lecturing students. 

Boye knew what he needed from Oni was simpler than the 
drama the latter had been creating around it for some weeks 
already. 

The Vice Chancellor needed Professor Oni to use the power 
of his influence with the nation‟s president to give a sure deal 
recommendation for an appointment in his cabinet. 

As the new Minister of Education. 

All that the Vice Chancellor and intending Minister of 
Education needed was simple, yes. But all that the older professor 
and political godfather wanted was simpler. 

Or, so it seemed. 

Professor Oni had weeks earlier asked Professor Boye to 
come see him for help only in his office at the Department of 
English and Literature. 

And only during work hours. 

But that was if Boye perhaps still needed his humble 
recommendation, he‟d said. 

But then, Boye knew it was a million dollar recommendation. 
Yet he couldn‟t stand the thought of descending the senate 
building to visit a mere lecturer as it were, during work hours. 

He wanted to retain the sheer pride of being the Vice 
Chancellor and the one in administration. 
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But Oni had sensed this and wanted to break the Vice 
Chancellor‟s wings if he would help him at all. 

He wanted Boye to admit the latter needed him to be what he 
now aspired to be. And to admit he made him into all he‟d 
become so far. 

Neither of them would bend. 

Boye would entreat and argue to the point he‟d talk with a 
cutting edge. Oni wouldn‟t budge either. 

Oni wanted to see the Vice Chancellor descend the lofty 
tower of the Senate Building. 

He wanted to see him walk down the long, peopled walkway 
connecting the Senate Building with his Department. 

And without the glamorous company of his entourage. 

He wanted to see Professor Boye come to his office and ask… 
maybe beg, for what he needed. 

It was all what Oni wanted, needless as it was. And needless 
as it was, it conversely was probably what‟d grant Boye his 
political appointment. 

Professor Oni looked up the time on his wristwatch. „Oh! 
This boy should be here by now,‟ he gasped. 

He began packing a few things on his desk into his handbag. It 
was a small black Gucci bag made of real leather. Its hand and flap 
were made of leopard hide. 

There was soon a knock on the door. 

Oni muttered. „Here he comes.‟ He raised his voice a little, 
while still busy sorting his things. „Come in.‟ 
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The door opened in a slow, lazy swing; racking a tiny crack at 
its furthest point. It made a little slam on closing. 

„Kelvin, can you drive?‟ Professor Oni did not bother to raise 
his head when he asked. He was sure it was Kelvin. 

The boy replied. „I can drive, sir.‟ 

It was now that the don glanced up to confirm his guess. He 
was right. 

Oni threw his bunch of car keys at him and Kelvin caught it 
mid-air. 

Kelvin helped the professor with his handbag and they left his 
office. They descended the stairs and headed towards the faculty 
car park. 

They both headed somewhere. 

Somewhere only known to both of them… as yet. 
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Chapter 6 
_____ 

 

 

KHALID was as eager as hell that would break out. 

But he needed his men to heat up his furnace a hundred more 
times. 

He wanted them to expedite background plans so nothing 
would fail that moment when the countdown runs down to zero. 

His wide, brown eyes crawled forth and back through the 
mission plans and date logs marked out on notepads, and pinned 
to a board in his pottery company‟s conference room. 

He tossed a black inked marker in-between his fingers in 
quick, short paces. Standing there, his backside to the seated 
eleven young men was as strong and determined as his 
commanding visage. 
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He struck the marker against his lap with two brisk taps. He 
found what he‟d been searching for; what he‟d been solving in his 
head. 

He marked points out on the date logs. 

It was a bright Wednesday morning. Thirteen days had passed 
since Khalid‟s Dragonfire commenced the race against time. 

The gang of twelve was left with twenty-seven days. 

Khalid nodded, turned around and spun his seat at the head of 
the conference desk with a tug of a hand. 

„So, what‟ve you found,‟ he said to his seated men as he took 
his seat. „Team Alpha, present your report, please.‟ 

Mark was heading the team. 

A twenty-two year old, he had a young, fine frame. He was 
well bred. His father owned real estate investments in Britain and 
South Africa. 

He studied for a Bachelor of Science in ICT at the University 
of Kentucky. It was the love for adventure that‟d led him to 
Khalid. 

Khalid didn‟t choose him; he chose Khalid. 

Mark spoke for his team. „Team Alpha is taking care of the 
pre-heating stage. We‟ve ordered for the lighter from 
Afghanistan. 

„The plans for the heating have also been mapped out. Here‟s 
the report of everything, Boss.‟ He handed a file of papers to 
Khalid. 

Khalid leafed through the report. He scanned through bullet 
points, nodding and humming at intervals. 
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He raised his head. „All right, let‟s see what you‟ve got too, 
Team Beta.‟ 

Teslim spoke for the team. He was heading Beta. „We‟ve 
scanned through the site and found a point with rich deposits of 
clay. 

„We‟ve also begun to build a kiln around the spot. This is the 
report, Boss.‟ He tendered the report to Khalid in a file. 

Khalid scanned through the report awhile. He muttered. 
„Mm, very good.‟ 

When he raised his head, he asked the Gamma team for its 
report. A young man called Kabir headed the team. 

Kabir was twenty-seven at the time. He was a man Khalid had 
some regard for, owing especially to his inapt ability to improvise 
in straight situations. 

But when he first met Khalid—or rather, when Khalid first 
met him, such kind of ability wasn‟t in the least evident. With the 
state he met him in at the time. 

It was on the streets of Lagos the two men first met about 
three years earlier. 

Kabir was heading home from a big company where his job 
interview had gone awry. He‟d just been dismissed from 
participating in the job interview only because he kept a long 
beard, motivated by his faith. 

This was not the first time. It was, in fact, not the tenth. That 
he was dismissed from a job interview—only because he kept a 
long beard. 
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But this particular job interview was an important one to him. 
It hurt him he lost the job ever before he was interviewed that 
day. 

It hurt him to his very bones. 

It‟d been a bright sun shining in that afternoon‟s sky, but 
Kabir‟s visage hadn‟t been radiant at all. 

Khalid, with his uncanny eyesight for gifting in people, saw in 
the young man what he would, himself, not have notice. 

And he exploited that opportunity. 

Khalid met him walking with a downcast gaze and weaving his 
beard absentmindedly. Khalid saw him weaving his beard and 
became fascinated for heaven knows why. 

He approached him, talked with him and gave him his call 
card. He trained him in the art of pottery and offered him a job in 
his pottery business as his studio manager. 

This was how Kabir got enlisted. Thanks, or no thanks, to the 
discriminating labour market. This was how Kabir met the man 
Khalid. 

He spoke for Team Gamma. „We‟ve got the carriage ready, 
Boss. We‟ve found and are preparing the exit path for the 
carriage. 

„We‟ll also clear the coast after heating.‟ Kabir tendered the 
papers to Khalid in a file while the latter flipped through. 

Khalid took up Team Beta report again and crosschecked 
something. 

He raised his head. „Um, Teslim… what‟s the deal with the 
bridge, by the way? How‟s that going?‟ 
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Teslim adjusted in his seat. „We‟re working it, Boss. Only 
one side of the bridge is ready. The other side‟s not ready yet.‟ 

Khalid squinted. „Hmm, so what‟s your plan?‟ 

Teslim sat up, his hands gesturing a little broadly as he spoke. 
„We made findings. We realised the other side doesn‟t have a 
phone to make bonding conversations with the first side easier.‟ 

„Then get him one. There must be trust between the two 
ends. No betrayal without trust, remember.‟ 

„Yes, Boss. We‟re on it already sir; he‟ll get one in two 
weeks.‟ 

„Make it a week. We don‟t have the luxury of time.‟ 

„Yes, Boss.‟ 

Khalid slammed the files closed. He took a calming breath. 

He raised his head and scanned his men‟s eyes. „You must be 
wondering why the two have to be friends for the mission to be 
carried out successfully. Well, you‟ll remember one is a means to 
an end…‟ 

He leaned back on his seat, swivelling in a slow, sluggish pace. 
„It doesn‟t hurt fishes that they‟re cooked and eaten by humans. 
What hurts them is that they‟re cooked in water. The same water 
that was home to them becomes their grave.‟ 

He sat up. „You see, the game is more fun when there‟s a 
twist of trust. So let‟s build them a strong, sturdy bridge of trust 
before we breech that trust!‟ 

The house was impressed. A murmur of commendation filled 
the large room. 
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Khalid raised a hand to have his men‟s audience for a second. 
„I‟ve done the calculation. After one end gets the phone in a 
week, there‟ll still be two full weeks before the D-day to allow 
both ends form a good bond.‟ 

The young men nodded with agreement. 

Khalid finished. „Let me hear one thing about this in the next 
meeting. That it is done.‟ 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

‘Now here’s your boyfriend heading this way,‟ Tolu alerted 
Yemi. 

The two young women stood leisurely that same Wednesday 
morning in the peopled lobby of the Department of English and 
Literature. 

The lobby always had students loitering around in their large 
numbers during week days. 

Some standing around press boards, searching their eyes 
through some news stories or a trendy campus gossip. 

Some others resting on the lobby railings, or simply sitting on 
the long benches there, chatting about just anything talkable. 

Yemi span her gaze around in a moment. Kelvin was just right 
behind her. She was caught pretty unawares. 

She shot her gaze back to Tolu, but it was her retreating 
backside she saw. Tolu had excused herself soon enough. 

She returned her gaze to face Kelvin now. And she only 
stuttered. „When… did you…?‟ 
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Kelvin interposed in a soft, hushed voice. „You‟re asking the 
wrong question. You don‟t think what you should‟ve asked me 
was why I came to you?‟ 

Yemi‟s look was a little askance. Kelvin was a master of 
eccentricities, the novel way he spun rather odd ideas and 
manners. 

Kelvin continued irrespective of what went on in Yemi‟s 
mind. „For your unanswered questions. The ones you‟ve asked 
and the ones you‟re about to. You can listen to my answers.‟ 

Next, his eyes closed lightly. 

„First, your gown‟s really nice on you,‟ he breathed as low as 
the whisper of a passing breeze—„I‟ll love to get two of it,‟ he 
added, and then went on in a quiet, little voice.  

„Second, I know you‟re boiling with jealousy now. An 
uncanny sixth sense tells me your lovely brown eyes widens 
within their sockets with some moist, reddening jealousy! 

„But don‟t let ‟em be ‟cause the gowns aren‟t for some 
admirers as anyone may think. 

„I haven‟t told you I have younger twin sisters but now I do. 
They are only for them.‟ 

He cleared his throat briefly. „And last, I came behind you 
today cos I‟m afraid to look in your eyes; it‟s a little scary. 

„Why‟s your makeup a little excessive today? Is another 
handsome dude catching your fancy somewhere? 

„Are you really taking a fancy to someone else other than me? 

„And if not for this excess, I swear I‟d have told you a 
precious secret this morning, but I can‟t stand your eyes!‟ 
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By the time Kelvin had his eyes open, Yemi was walking away 
already. 

Kelvin knew she must‟ve been really angry with him, but why 
she must be that angry to walk out on him was what he still didn‟t 
process. 

She‟d taken only about six steps away when he parted his eyes 
open. She must‟ve heard almost all he said. 

He looked on as she gorgeously walked away. With her long, 
dark lustrous hair swaying over her slender shoulders. 

She just looked so darn cute and kissable, he thought. 

He shook his head and muttered with a smile. 

„She is going with my heart again.‟ 
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Chapter 7 

_____ 

 

 

KELVIN took a trip home later that Wednesday in the 
afternoon. 

Home was Joba, a developed town less than a fifty kilometre 
bus trip from the campus in Ankara. A trip from campus back 
home often came on impulse for Kelvin. 

And this time, it was pretty more than an impulse. 

He‟d planned to spend the rest of the week at home. He 
hadn‟t taken a proper break since his last poetry performance, the 
biggest one of his career. 

And here was another already, an ongoing poetry contest on 
campus which he was participating in as a contestant. 
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Kelvin wanted to take a brief break at home with his family 
before the next stage of the poetry contest. And before the mid-
semester tests starting the week following. 

Kelvin had bought along two pieces of the dress he saw on 
Yemi for his younger twin sisters. 

He was with the younger twin Kehinde. Kehinde tried the 
outfit on and liked how it looked on her. 

The only expression Kelvin got with which he knew her sister 
liked the gift was just the smile that lit up her face when she 
received it. 

But that was all he got as a thank you. 

Except that he also got the only expression her lips uttered. It 
was a light mock on how he usually spent his money.  

Kehinde chuckled. „Apart from buying clothes and shoes for 
us, is there any other thing you ever use your money for? 

„I know the money you got from your numerous awards is 
enough to start a business. Won‟t you do something for yourself, 
big bro?‟ 

Kelvin and his sisters were used to that manner of speaking. 
The way they showed they liked or appreciated something was to 
put their feelings in the ironic. 

They teased, or simply taunt. And it seemed to work to 
shroud their emotions in a duvet of invulnerability. 

Perhaps they hated the feeling of being naked. Being exposed. 
Being weak. 

It was a self-effacing veil. It was a mask they make use of to 
save face; to cover up being vulnerable. 
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Kelvin couldn‟t take what he usually did to people. He 
laughed. „Here you go, again! Can‟t you just appreciate the gift 
and leave me alone?‟ 

The manner his sisters talk was a clear mirror image of him. 

Kelvin joked. „Why am I even talking to you? I remember you 
stole my fish the last time I came home and I haven‟t punished you 
for it. 

„Now lemme answer your question. I also use my money to 
buy belts.‟ He stood up and went to his backpack. 

„And one of them I‟m going to use to flog you,‟ he joked, 
zipping open his backpack and ransacking it for a belt he didn‟t put 
there. 

Kehinde ran out to the yard, screaming with deliberate 
exaggeration. Kelvin ran after her in a blithe, sprightly zigzag 
chase. 

An elderly neighbour stood in front of his flat with his arm 
folded across his unclad, sunken chest. 

They called him Baba Tailor. He watched the kids play silly. 

Kelvin charged forward and, with a sweep a hand, caught his 
sister in his grasp. Both kids fell on the low grass on their back, 
exhausted and drained. 

They stayed on the ground for a long while, trying to steady 
their breaths. 

„Were you in town recently? I mean, were you in Joba at all, 
and you didn‟t come home?‟ Kehinde‟s words puffed out amid 
frequent gasps of breath. 
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Kelvin turned his head to look at her for a second while they 
lay on the grass. And then he turned his gaze back skywards. He 
mumbled. „No, I wasn‟t. Why d‟ you ask?‟ 

Kehinde spoke without looking his way. „Well, Baba Tailor 
told mum he saw you in town very recently. And he said he was 
sure it‟s you.‟ 

Kelvin chuckled. „You don‟t think you‟ll see me at home if I 
come to town at all?‟ 

„I thought as much,‟ Kehinde replied; „don‟t mind me 
minding Baba Tailor‟s funny assumptions!‟ 

Kelvin glanced at her sister and held her hand. „Do you trust 
me? Generally speaking.‟ 

Kehinde‟s reply was instant. „Of course, I do. I trust you, but 
not to the extent of trusting your dog with meat. 

„I don‟t trust you with girls, your admirers. But I trust you in 
another sense. I trust your sense of responsibility.‟ 

Kelvin was glad to hear that. „I feel like hugging you but Baba 
Tailor is watching. He might go to mom this time again to tell her 
that we‟re sleeping together in the garden!‟ 

They couldn‟t hold the hysterical laugh that followed. They 
burst out in fits of giggles. 

Kehinde laughed so hard her tommy ached. 

When she quietened, she said, „You know that man is his 
parents‟ only child. He doesn‟t know what it means to have a 
younger sister or a sibling. So you can‟t blame the poor old man.‟ 
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The older man was in his seventies. Baba Tailor was a strict 
man and a disciplinarian. He was the fruit of his mother‟s incest 
with her younger brother. 

His father figure hadn‟t been fertile. But there‟d been a long 
term sexual affair between his mother and his maternal brother, 
before she got married. 

Marriage does put a pause to some habit, at times. Her incest, 
although unknown to her husband as yet, ended before she took 
the marital vows. 

But not for long. 

It seemed hard times do bring back dark pasts. For when Baba 
Tailor‟s mother eventually learnt that her husband was not fertile 
at the hospital they visited together, she secretly went back to 
messing with her brother. 

And till Baba Tailor came into the world. 

The stone heavy weight dangled down the heart of Baba 
Tailor‟s mother after she gave birth to him. 

Her weakened heart was caving in from a great deal of guilt 
for the act. It was a guilt she sheltered in her chest for the 
remaining years she lived. 

And it was the reason she decided to stop the child making art 
with her brother at just one fruit of the womb. 

And stop the incest altogether. 

When Baba Tailor‟s father figure was eventually able to 
suspect he couldn‟t have fathered his son, the son was already old 
enough to comprehend a little of some mature things. 
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And the manner in which the consequent pleas, agitation and 
family meetings blew up so loud, it didn‟t escape the sensitive ears 
of the curious, growing son. 

Mother, then, had much explaining to do with her angry son. 

And even though her marriage eventually got shattered. 

Baba Tailor detested his birth, the taboo and the controversies 
that surrounded it. 

This perhaps was why, when he had three daughters, he was 
so strict with the girls that he never allowed them the company of 
male friends when they were growing up. 

He also enrolled them in an all girls‟ secondary school. In a 
bid to afford them a wall high protection from boys. 

It didn‟t occur to him that the girls would someday get 
married. 

When his girls were closing in to thirty, Baba Tailor was still 
on the monitoring mission over them, and wadded off prospective 
suitors. 

A family meeting had to be summoned for Baba Tailor to calm 
his nerves on the way he handled his daughters. 

It was after the family meeting he agreed to free the young 
women for marriage. Things were that messed up for him and his. 

No thanks to the incest in a far-flung past he never was part 
of. 

When Kelvin was admitted to the University and leaving for 
school, his sisters had hugged him and cried they would miss him. 

Baba Tailor had stood at his doorpost, watching with 
laughable disgust. 
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The old man later went on to report them to their mother, 
telling her to watch out for her kids lest they commit incest. 

Since then, Kelvin and his sisters had always made a mockery 
of Baba Tailor‟s overly serious demeanour. 

As the two kids now lay on the grass and thought about Baba 
Tailor‟s predicament, they now pitied him far more than they‟ve 
mocked him. 

„Poor man!‟ Kehinde exclaimed. „He‟s traumatised from what 
his mother did to bring him to this world! Bearing the hurt of his 
mother‟s mistake.‟ 

Kelvin chuckled. „Like… sins of the mothers!‟ 

Kehinde slapped him small. „C‟mon, it‟s not funny!‟  
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Chapter 8 

_____ 

 

 

CALEB was waiting in Kelvin’s room at Herbert Macaulay 
Hostels. 

It was Sunday night when Kelvin returned to campus from 
home. He‟d taken a trip home for a recess since Wednesday, and 
now he was back. 

He wasn‟t in his room now. Caleb had been waiting for him 
for about twenty minutes already. 

He took a mental note his friend had only recently returned 
from home and didn‟t go somewhere far off. 

His backpack lying carelessly on his partly rumpled bed was 
the first testimony Caleb‟s searching eyes found. 
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Along with his still moist bathroom towel spread neatly over 
the foot of the bed. 

Kelvin‟s pair of blue sneakers still felt warm to the touch 
where he laid them out bare to the night‟s breeze somewhere 
across the window view. 

He mightn‟t have gone far away and could be back anytime. 

Caleb also took note of something about Kelvin‟s study desk. 

Kelvin had an empty but moist mug sitting accomplished at a 
corner, and a quarter-way full jar of iced cold water manned its 
terrain like a sentry. 

An empty sachet of the iced kolanut beverage Kolffity lay used 
beside its deluxe leather-cased 24-sachet pack. 

Kelvin had just taken a refreshing cup of the instant iced 
kolanut tea. Particularly the Platinum edition, with sachets cased 
in an exclusive leather jacket. 

The desk was littered all over with rough sheets of paper. 

The papers were marked all over with scribbles of unfinished 
poem lines and a completed draft elsewhere. 

And an uncapped, nearly exhausted pen lied idly over the 
loose, rumpled sheets. 

Kelvin for certain had been experiencing a writer‟s block, 
Caleb thought. He certainly had been trying all in vain to reach at 
his muse. 

He must‟ve been trying to find emotional succor with some 
lines because of the hurt he caused Yemi the previous week. 
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So, he could‟ve probably gone for a walk that late night as 
soon as he returned from his trip home. He must‟ve been 
desperately trying to clear his head. 

If there was something Kelvin was guilty of with poetry—as 
noble as poetry is as an art form—Kelvin was guilty of 
„Obsession.‟ 

Poetry was more to Kelvin than an art inspired by his creative 
muse. 

It was itself the Muse. 

It was a god that craved all of his attention and interest. All of 
his devotion and worship. All of his breath and life. 

All! 

Caleb had always reminded Kelvin the popular saying: 
„Whoever chooses to not worship God will worship a lesser-than-
God.‟ 

 Well, for Kelvin, sets of lines and stanzas on phone and 
laptop screens were GOD. 

They were all he lived for. They were all he could die for. 

Poetry inspired Kelvin‟s every day like a virgin paper page 
meant to be conquered inspired creative writing. 

It controlled his inclinations, motivations and everyday 
actions. So much his ordinary day was more like a poetry stage 
leaping out from the poetry page. 

He was like a recluse amid a crowd. A wanderer with a home. 
A bookish nerd with all fun vibes only plugged into his ears. 

Only, Kelvin called it Passion, and not Obsession. 
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He dubbed it „the Writer Life‟—not Extremism. He 
described it in the terms of Self-love, Self-aggrandizement or Self-
fulfillment. 

But the word „Idolatry‟ at that height he reached wouldn‟t 
ever come close to an appropriate term. 

His choice terms were a proud badge he sported in his mind. 
It was like a name badge. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

It was three years ago. 

Kelvin started to have strong doubts about God. His own dad 
had just died of jaundice. 

The bright promising teenage kid had just been admitted into 
the University when his family lost its breadwinner. 

Kelvin had prayed with tears every single day of his dad‟s 
sickness, for God to heal the once vibrant middle aged man. 

He‟d asked God to show pity on his poor family and save his 
dad‟s life. He‟d hoped for a change for the better with each 
passing day. 

But everything only grew worse. 

When Kelvin‟s dad eventually passed away, the hurting young 
adult had several many questions sprouting up in the crevices of 
his troubled mind. Like the tough blades of wild grass surviving a 
prolonged draught. 

„God!‟ he groaned where he sat on his dad‟s empty bed one 
quiet, lonely night. „I‟ve totally believed in you since I was little. 
And I‟m only about twenty now. Dad didn‟t just believe in you; 
he trusted and served you his entirely life! Why, God?‟ 
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His reddened eyes were moist with tears. 

„Why did you kill him then? Why?! Why the hell did you take 
him, God?! What did he freaking do wrong?! What did we ever 
do wrong? Oh no, why did you take my dad?! Why? Why, God! 
Why?‟ 

He moaned with a long drawn out sob, wiping his face once 
and again with the back of his hand. 

There was no answer. 

Everything was dead silent. And he could only hear himself 
sob. 

But what he never knew was that the cool, soothing answer 
was on its way. Waiting for that beautiful quiet night his broken, 
hurting soul would‟ve been able fully comprehend. 

And now, that beautiful night was close already. 

And it‟d be after another big win of a poetry contest. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Caleb looked at it his wristwatch. It was five past ten. 

He‟d been waiting in vain for Kelvin to return. 

He made for the door just about now and was met by his 
returning friend. 

He couldn‟t hold back his frustration. „Where the heck have 
you gone, Mr Man?‟ 

Kelvin strode in lazily and made for his bedside, his pair of 
sneakers hanging down from his right hand. 
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He busied his left hand with zipping open his hoodie and 
unbuckling his wristwatch. „I‟m sorry I kept you waiting; I‟ve 
forgotten you called me in the afternoon that you‟d come by night 
when I‟d have arrived.‟ 

He sat down and dropped his sneakers, the pair of smart 
midnight blue footwear thudding against the striped floor rug. 

He pulled off his hoodie altogether, and hanged it on a wall. 

He unbuckled his pair of sandals with his right hand, took it 
off and slid his feet into a warm, comfy pair of cotton slippers. 

He took the same time to unbutton his shirt with his left hand, 
pushed his backpack to a side and sat on the bed, altogether 
exhausted. 

Done with unbuttoning his shirt, he leaned forward and 
buried his head in his hands. 

He breathed an exhausted sigh. 

Caleb walked up to him, raised his chin with a finger and 
looked at him squarely. „You went for your walks again this 
ungodly hour, didn‟t you? Since the University got that notice 
from the notorious terrorist group Dragonfire, every sane person 
had been on guard. But never Kelvin Babalola!‟ 

„There‟s nothing to be so worried about,‟ moaned Kelvin; 
„have I ever been cornered by sudden events since you know me?‟ 

„But that doesn‟t make walking to places people rarely go at 
night safe at all, does it? You went all the way to Azikwe again 
tonight, right?‟ 

Kelvin didn‟t reply; he couldn‟t bring himself to. He wanted 
this done with already. 
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Caleb shot on. „Oh, you‟ll get yourself into trouble one day, 
Kelvin. Stop walking around lonely places at night like a ghost, 
huh?‟ 

Kelvin slid his slippers off his feet and leaned fully back, his 
backside rested on the hard bed. „That‟s not what you‟ve come to 
talk to me about, is it?‟ 

Caleb pulled out a seat from the reading desk, sat, and then, 
drew himself close to the bedside. „Tolu told me about the things 
you said to Yemi yesterday morning at the Department,‟ he 
began. 

Kelvin sat up, his ears attentive to every word down to the 
littlest thing said. 

Caleb spat his words. „You‟re callous and freaking insensitive, 
man! You hurt Yemi with your words on Wednesday. D‟ you 
know that at all?! 

„You hurt her so much she was crying when she told Tolu 
about it this later that day. You know Tolu would tell me that 
kind of thing so I can talk to you. 

„By the way, how on earth would you tell a lady you‟re scared 
to look at her because of her makeover? 

„Why on earth should you say she must‟ve taken a fancy on 
some other person other than you? 

„Who the freaking heck d‟ you take yourself to be by the way? 
Prince Charles or Prince Charming!‟ 

Caleb‟s eyes were glowing red hot by now. 

„Or, d‟ you by any means have prince syndrome, man?! Like, 
you feel the whole wide world must certainly revolve around you, 
or something! Huh!‟ 
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Kelvin swallowed hard. The words were a hot moist towel 
pressed to an aching wound; it hurt him and yet soothed him. 

 „Must you show admiration for her dress when you knew 
you‟d eventually rubbish the fact you were appreciating her. 

„And I‟m sure you chose your words on purpose. Must you be 
that callous? That freaking callous? Must you, Mr Stone Cold? 
Answer me, huh?!‟ 

Kelvin rubbed his hands together absentmindedly. „She 
looked particularly lovely yesterday morning. Er… so much I 
don‟t know how to tell her, really. 

„I don‟t want to appear too emotional and weak. I don‟t want 
to feel so vulnerable with what I have for her, really.‟ 

He had a husky, quivery voice weakened by emotion. 

Caleb scoffed. He paused awhile, not knowing what to say to 
his excuse. He scoffed again. 

And then, he decided to wave his lame, silly excuse. „You 
really messed up and this time I don‟t know how to clean up your 
mess!‟ 

Caleb had scarcely been this angry with Kelvin. Perhaps the 
only time he was like this was when Kelvin called Tolu a bimbo. 

Caleb was so furious to hear Kelvin refer to his girlfriend as a 
young woman with beauty and little brains. 

He was angry even though Tolu wasn‟t there to hear Kelvin 
talk such gibberish. 

He couldn‟t hold in his anger that day. He suddenly began 
punching Kelvin so hard. 
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Kelvin didn‟t exchange blows with him. Somewhere at the 
seabed of his bottomless bosom, he knew he‟d messed up with 
that remark. Like he often did. 

He just stood blocking off Caleb‟s punches from every angle, 
until the fire of his friend‟s fury burned out. 

Caleb cleaned up his mess that day: he never let Kelvin‟s 
balderdash pass on from him to Tolu‟s ears up until then. 

Kelvin‟s nonsense talk died in-between him and Caleb with 
the round of scores settling punches Caleb dazed him with. 

Caleb was still angry. „Gosh! What is so difficult in telling a 
girl that you love her, dude? What‟s so hard in expressing exactly 
what you feel for her? 

„Heck, what‟s so very bad in being real and vulnerable with a 
girl that‟s this much into you?! 

„You won‟t ever understand how much she was hurting to see 
you treat her that way, goodness knows! Tolu told me she cried 
all night!‟ 

Kelvin was staring at Caleb. He was reading his lips; he was 
taking in every word. 

Caleb gave up. „I only wish to God you‟re not going to lose 
her!‟ 

Kelvin buried his lead-heavy head in his hands spread upon his 
bent knees. A worry laden sigh escaped his throat in a quiet, 
hushed breath. 

Caleb watched him lower his head. He finished his lines in the 
peak of the moment‟s irritation. „Silly little boy!‟ 
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Kelvin sighed again. Rather than protest, he let Caleb‟s words 
hit him like his score settling punches had sometime done. 

Caleb wasn‟t satisfied; he wanted the words to stay with 
Kelvin long after he had left. He wanted something Kelvin would 
remember for a long time. 

„I learnt a guy in her class is asking her out,‟ he put in; „and 
the guy is good in every respect—that I‟m sure of.‟ 

Kelvin raised his head a little. He stuttered. „A—a guy in… 
her class.‟ 

Caleb scoffed. „You don‟t know him—save your head some 
headache!‟ 

Kelvin lowered his head into his spread hands again. „I will 
not lose her,‟ he muttered. „I know she likes me too; she won‟t 
want to leave me for some other guy, you know?‟ 

Caleb scoffed again. „No, I don‟t. Perhaps only you know 
that.‟ 

Defeated, Kelvin stammered. „Ok-ay.‟ 

Caleb stood up to leave. „Just don‟t make her cry again, guy! 
If you can‟t keep her the happy girl she is, just step away!‟ 

Kelvin didn‟t say anything; he just buried his head there. 

Caleb turned out without a good night. When Kelvin didn‟t 
hear him speak he raised his head. 

Caleb had left. 

But he left an echo in Kelvin‟s head.  
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Chapter 9 

_____ 
 

 

IT was the Monday after Kelvin returned to campus that 
his mother got a quit notice from her landlord. 

The widowed Mrs Babalola was shocked and devastated. It 
was a notice to quit in three months; yet it was so sudden and 
unexpected. 

Her family‟s rent was only due in six months and here she was 
being evicted before time. 

She imagined how she was going to manage moving out and 
searching for a good apartment in town within three months. 

The rigours of moving out to find another good place were 
daunting enough. 
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Somewhere in the deep recesses of her bosom, she wished she 
had her own house, a place she could call a permanent home. 

But that was a remote need, anyway. A pressing immediate 
need was getting enough money to move to a new rented 
apartment in three months. 

Nothing was more urgent. 

She thought to call Kelvin and let him know about the family‟s 
plight. But she didn‟t want to bother him yet with this. 

She thought the worry she‟d cause him might affect his 
studies. 

She had no idea how so much Kelvin made from regular 
writing and ghostwriting, poetry performance contests, guest 
appearances on shows and an investment of a sort.  

Kelvin was more of a secretive lad. Nobody had a clue. 

Kelvin‟s mother wanted to plead with the landlord, Baba Jos. 

The man had said he needed to use the apartment and had 
assured her of returning her bill for the months she‟d no longer 
the apartment, out of her one year rent. 

But she knew there was more to the notice to quit than meets 
the eye. Both parties knew the unspoken reason behind the 
drama. 

But then, Mrs Babalola wanted to give it a try to tug at the 
heartstrings of Baba Jos brazen chest. If perhaps he would 
reconsider. 

She went to him with the notice to quit in her hand, her eyes 
keenly imploring and her other hand clutching a worn silvery grey 
purse. 
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She sat on a small bench next to him, when he didn‟t offer her 
a seat. 

Would she have to look for another apartment again? She was 
just a school teacher who could only undertake sizeable projects 
by taking loans from cooperative societies. 

She did spend her savings on her daughters‟ tuition fee. And 
she had no one to be her backbone since the family lost its 
breadwinner, her husband. 

Baba Jos sat reclined in a deckchair, unmoved and un-
persuaded. He drummed his finger on the arm of his seat and 
shook his head, humming a line or two. 

He enjoyed that anxious, jittery feeling he was causing to the 
beautiful forty-some woman. He loved to watch her plead. 

He interposed. „Oh, that! Is three months not enough to find 
a new apartment, madam? I told you I‟ll return the money for the 
remaining months; didn‟t I, madam?‟ 

He decided to use the manner of speaking; he wanted to 
sound rather formal this time. 

There was a smack in his face when he spoke those words, and 
which soon turned into a grin. „I want to use the apartment. I am 
getting a pretty young woman for me and I‟ll need a good place 
for her.‟ 

Those words hit Mrs Babalola as heavily as they were hurled 
at her. 

That’s it. This is what everything’s about. I said it. 

Her presumptions were true. 
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Baba Jos had earlier been making amorous advances at Mrs 
Babalola since she became his tenant. 

His wife and twin children were based in Abidjan where they 
trade, and they came home about once in two years. 

Also, he‟d retired early from his construction business in Jos 
and settled quietly to one of his residential estates in Joba. 

Mrs Babalola loathed the idea of being Baba Jos‟ mistress. 
She‟d shunned his several advances in no equivocal terms. 

She didn‟t want to have that sort of help: she didn‟t want 
financial security in the warmth of his amorous arms. 

She didn‟t want to render him a help, too: to be his bedmate 
while his wife was abroad. 

Mrs Babalola had had enough. This was one of the times she 
wished to God she‟d built a house. 

It was one of the few times the fact that she‟d got no place she 
could really call her family‟s very own home brought a sting of 
tear to her lovely dark eyes. 

Her husband was about to buy a land in Joba and build his 
family a house when he fell terminally ill. The family had spent all 
they had to keep him with them. 

And there was eventually nothing left for the little family 
when he died. 

Mrs Babalola swallowed, and then she put up an 
expressionless look. „We will leave your flat in three months, 
Baba Jos.‟ 

Baba Ibeji glanced at her with a frozen smile. 
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She brought out from her purse two copies of paper he‟d 
earlier given her, and she appended her signature on them. 

She handed him one. „Here—you‟ll be fulfilling your side of 
the contract, returning our remaining three month rent.‟ 

He laughed hysterically. „Of course! Why not? I just need my 
apartment for my pretty young woman.‟ He gave her a teasing 
eye. 

A call came in on his Samsung Galaxy tablet and he laughed 
some more. „Talk of the devil!‟ he said, signaling with a hand 
pointed at his tablet beeping. 

Mrs Babalola felt rather awkward. She turned around. 
„You‟ll, please, excuse me.‟ 

„Nah, nah, nah!‟ Baba Jos blared. „You wait, madam. I still 
have some things I like you to know.‟ 

Mrs Babalola had never been more infuriated. But she 
managed to keep her head cool, sitting with her arms folded 
across her chest. 

Baba Jos picked up his call, plugging an earpiece into his ears. 

„Hello, baby girl!‟ His smile was as bright as morning light. 

Mrs Babalola only looked away and made her mind wander 
aimlessly. 

A long silence of tensed attentiveness passed from this end of 
the phone conversation, and Baba Jos resumed only with an 
impassioned plea for a pretty someone to reconsider leaving him 
that soon. 

It was what brought Mrs Babalola back to the ongoing drama 
around her. She made sure she took in all of it. 
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Baba Jos became aware of Mrs Babalola lingering presence, as 
though he never made her stay. He had spilt out so much from the 
manner he begged the young damsel on the phone. 

He‟d lost the fight before it started. 

And everything was playing out in the full glare of the woman 
he‟d wanted to spite. 

He felt very awkward and altogether embarrassed. But he 
didn‟t want to hang up yet; he wanted to beg some more. 

But then, he could tell that her young blood would never 
change her mind from their conversation. 

He felt devastated, yet he wanted to beg some more. 

„You may leave please; I‟m sorry for keeping you waiting,‟ he 
said to Mrs Babalola. 

It was Mrs Babalola‟s turn to act some melodrama. „Oh 
excuse me?‟ she whispered in a barely audible voice. 

„I said you may leave.‟ 

„Oh, I thought you wanted to tell me something important, 
Baba Jos…‟ 

Baba Jos only hissed, got up and turned inside. 

Mrs Babalola stood up, her arms akimbo; and she had a very 
good laugh. 

It was her turn to amuse herself.  
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Chapter 10 

_____ 

 

 

CALEB’S walking gait had a bolt-like pace as he dashed 
along the Fela-Amina route. 

He was double crossed by someone he recently noticed. 
Someone he recently acknowledged at an ongoing poetry contest. 
Here on the University of Ankara campus. 

It was Jordan Samuel, from Zaria. 

It was only twenty days to the all-important deadline for 
Khalid‟s men. Twenty impatient and fast racing days were what 
every one of them was left to grapple with. 

„Hey, excuse me,‟ the handsome young medic called. „Can I 
see you for a minute or two?‟ 
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Caleb halted. „Oh well, yes.‟ 

Caleb remembered the face. He was the second place winner 
in the trending videos of the national poetry contest at Abuja 
several weeks before. 

The contest where Kelvin won the first place for his 
performance If I was a Terrorist. 

Again, Kelvin recognised the young man before him as a high 
flying contestant in an ongoing poetry contest on their campus 
here in Ankara. 

The ongoing contest was to award the prize of an iPhone and 
a publishing deal to the overall winner of the contest, alongside a 
sum of British £200. 

Caleb was following the event. He wasn‟t contesting, but his 
friend was. 

Kelvin was not the type to let a poetry contest pass him by; 
and this wasn‟t going to be the exception. 

Kelvin was fighting. Not for the prize, whatever stuff prizes 
were made of. 

It was for glory. Nothing but glory. 

Jordan spoke. „Er… thanks. I‟m Jordan Samuel….‟ He 
offered him a hand. 

„Pleasure meeting you, Jordan.‟ Caleb‟s face was lit with a 
charming smile when he spoke. 

His smile always got people, except Kelvin. He always saw 
the lie beneath his clever smile. He always saw him completely: 
he was slow in trusting people. 
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Jordan expected Caleb to extend his hand to him for a 
handshake, but he didn‟t. Jordan gleamed. „The pleasure‟s 
actually mine.‟ 

Caleb turned and searched around for a seat. „If you‟re not in 
a rush I‟ll want to find a place to sit; ‟cause I‟m not good at 
standing.‟ 

Caleb was not a person that cared for simple courtesies that 
much. But his charisma always stood in for the gentlemanliness he 
lacked for people he hadn‟t got a reason to trust yet. 

He‟d got the lustre in his personality that made him just 
unshunnable even when he snubbed a person. 

He was the likeable, irresistible type. 

Jordan spotted an empty concrete seat in the lawns around. 
„Over there‟s a good spot.‟ 

They found a place to sit. 

Jordan started. „I learnt you‟re Kelvin Babalola‟s friend. I 
want to make friends with him on the grounds of poetry 
performance, creative writing and literature.‟ 

He hesitated for a bit and then moved on. 

„He‟s somehow difficult to reach on phone, and perhaps hard 
to start conversations with. So I thought to approach you first.‟ 

Caleb chose to be a little forward this time. „All right, I think 
I know you. You‟re the medical poet from ABU Zaria, aren‟t you? 
The guy who won the second place prize in the televised poetry 
contest last month.‟ 

Jordan had a lovely smile. „Yes.‟ 
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Caleb squinted. „And don‟t tell me you travelled all the way 
down here to compete again with us?‟ 

He enjoyed the music the emphasis on „us‟ made. He knew 
Jordan would get what „us‟ meant. 

„‟Cause I spotted you in the on-going poetry contest here,‟ he 
finished. 

Jordan explained. „Actually, I completed my medical college 
studies several weeks ago. I‟m in Ankara cos my father lives and 
works here at the University Teaching Hospital. I‟m preparing to 
have my one year internship at the teaching hospital here soon.‟ 

Caleb was pretty satisfied. „Wow, that‟s cool. So, it‟s just 
some coincidence, right?‟ 

Jordan gave a teasing smile. „Yes and no.‟ 

Caleb joked. „Oh… why chase two mice?‟ 

Jordan‟s rejoinder was fun. „‟Cause it‟s game, I guess.‟ 

„I think I love that game, too,‟ Caleb chuckled. „So if it‟s not 
just some coincidence, what else is it, then?‟ 

„Well, Fate.‟ 

„Fate?‟ 

„Yeah, karma!‟ 

Caleb stopped for a second, stared into space for a little bit 
and then struck his temple with a finger. „Wow, I got ya there! 
You wanna beat Kelvin at home, since he beat you in Abuja the 
last time?‟ 

Jordan burst out in giggles. „Whoa! How can you be so smart, 
man!‟ 
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Caleb joined in the laughter. He‟d come to like Jordan. 

Jordan explained. „I decided to participate in the contest to 
meet Kelvin Babalola ‟cause I admired his skill with the pen. I 
learnt he‟s participating soon enough. 

„But much more, I wanna win this time. And we can bet on 
it—I‟ll win the iPhone!‟ 

Caleb laughed. „I thought you already know Kelvin‟s king! 
Except, of course, you won‟t give up till your hundredth try!‟ 

„Oh no, that sulks!‟ 

„Truth sucks, man. Truth does suck.‟ 

Jordan warmed up at him. „Hey man, I‟ll treat you to a meal 
when I win the semi-final stage of the contest tomorrow.‟ 

Caleb chuckled. „Okay! I wish you luck anyway.‟ 

Jordan drew a little close. „So, about your friend the poet. 
I‟ve tried to have a chat with him on Facebook when I was in Zaria 
but he didn‟t reply my messages. Well, I think he‟s been snubbing 
me. 

„When I came to the southwest here and started participating 
in the contest, I only find it more difficult to approach him. I think 
he‟ll only snub me still. 

„Yet I want us to do stuff together on poetry performances 
sometime. I think he‟s not as social as I feel you are. My thoughts, 
though.‟ 

Caleb tried to correct an impression. „Kelvin wasn‟t snubbing 
you on Facebook. He wasn‟t responding to your online messages 
‟cause he almost doesn‟t access his Facebook account.‟ 
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Jordan was a little surprised. „Oh, why?‟ He couldn‟t 
understand why a youngster like him wouldn‟t run a Facebook 
account so frequently. 

Caleb chuckled, amazed at how surprised Jordan looked. „Oh 
no, it‟s nothing. He just didn‟t feel like getting himself a 
smartphone to browse the net.‟ 

Jordan was more amazed. He sat still, looking askance. 

Caleb snapped at him. „C‟mon, what‟s the fuss about?‟ 

Jordan wore a little sheepish smile. Like a scientist that 
suddenly arrives at the expected conclusion of an experiment. 

„I said it,‟ he gasped—„he‟s not as social as you.‟ 

Caleb spanked him light and chuckled. „Oh stop that already, 
will you. It‟s my friend we‟re talking here.‟ 

Jordan chuckled, too. „Oh sorry, man.‟ 

Caleb‟s Blackberry rang. It was Tolu his girlfriend calling. 

Caleb was on his way to Tolu‟s hostel when Jordan met him. 
He was going out with her that evening. 

He‟d called Tolu moments before and she expected him to be 
at her hostel already. 

He picked up her call now. 

He flipped open his hardback notepad at the same time, 
smoothed a little crease on the corner of a page and held it out to 
Jordan in his left hand. 

He answered his phone call. „Hello, baby. I‟m… well, I‟m 
close by. Just close your eyes and count twenty down to zero. 
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Then open your eyes. What you‟ll see at your door‟s going to be 
me.‟ 

He paused to listen to Tolu on the other end. 

He motioned for Jordan to take a black Rotring pen in the 
notepad‟s cover. He whispered. „Here. Your number, please.‟ 

He laughed out loud, and directed his next words at Tolu. 

„O you woman of weak faith, if your faith shall be as strong as 
your complaint now, you shall count twenty down to zero and I 
shall be at your doorstep.‟ 

Jordan took the notepad from him. „OK,‟ he said and began 
putting down his mobile number. 

„Here‟s it,‟ Jordan whispered, handing over the notepad. 

He brought out a loose sheet from his trouser pocket, placed 
it on the notepad in Caleb‟s hand and whispered. „Your email, 
please.‟ 

Caleb penned down his email address and handed the leaflet 
back to Jordan. 

„I‟ll send some of my poems to you,‟ Jordan whispered to 
Caleb and the latter nodded. 

Jordan handed him the pen as Caleb motioned he‟d call him 
later. 

Jordan waved him goodbye as Caleb nodded back at him. 

Caleb glanced at his wristwatch. „Okay baby. Start counting 
down, will you. 

„Twenty down to zero.‟ 
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Chapter 11 

_____ 

 

 

AT the moment when Caleb got the call from his girlfriend 
Tolu, the latter was in her friend Yemi‟s room at Amina Hostels. 

Tolu‟s room happened to be just a few doors away from 
Yemi‟s. 

Tolu had just spoken to Caleb on phone, reminding him to 
keep to time. They‟d got a date this evening. 

Tolu wanted to while away time with a little chitchatting with 
Yemi in her room while she expected his boyfriend. She knew 
Caleb would call when he arrived at the hostel entrance. 

Tolu sat crossed-legged on Yemi‟s bed, bowed over a game of 
checkers she was playing against herself. 
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Most of Yemi‟s roommates had gone for some evening classes 
they had, or had simply gone to read at the University library. 
Some others might just be hanging out around the hostel. 

It was only Yemi, along with Tolu who came to check on her, 
that was left in the room. 

Tolu raised her head. Yemi was still pacing about. She‟d been 
pacing aimlessly around the room for close to five minutes 
already. 

„You‟re not yet decided, sweet girl,‟ Tolu teased. 

Yemi blurted out the words. „If he wants to apologise, I 
believe he should‟ve done that this afternoon when he saw me in 
the Department; but his ego—his stupid ego—won‟t let him do 
that! 

„Imagine—he now wants me to come take a walk with him! 
‟Course, I‟m definitely not going to answer him, goodness knows! 
Not when I know he‟s being mean on purpose!‟ 

She paused and scoffed. 

„Who does he think he is by the way? If you ask me, he‟s too 
full of himself. Really! And mean, on top of that! You see, 
answering him is the last thing I‟ll bring myself to do!‟ 

Yemi felt embarrassed by the fact that she really loved to hang 
out with Kelvin. The same Kelvin that hurt her days ago and 
didn‟t even feel remorseful. 

She hated to admit she loved him this much not to still care 
about taking a walk with him… that she loved him that bad. 

She hated to admit this, and denying the feelings she had for 
him was just so easier. 
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She blurted. „I just hate people like him, really! I hate people 
like him. I just don‟t like him at all. Really!‟ 

Yemi didn‟t know she was overreacting. She doesn‟t also 
know it was obvious. 

A sheepish, mocking smile marked Tolu‟s face. 

„Why d‟ you hate him so much?‟ she chuckled. „Why all the 
energy in saying that you hate him, I mean? He‟s not Osama Bin 
Laden, is he? Well, you didn‟t need so much energy to dislike 
someone, do you?‟ 

Tolu paused a moment, squinted at a quieted, silent Yemi; 
and gave her a teasing smile. „Oh, don‟t tell me this is what I‟ve 
been looking for, uh! Don‟t tell me this is love. I mean L-O-V-
E—love!‟ 

She paused again to read her eyes. Yemi would‟ve mouthed a 
word of protest, but she couldn‟t. 

Tolu went on.  „Yeah, that‟s how it rolls, I bet you! You‟re 
perfectly in love … with… I mean… with that charming dude!‟ 

She finished her words with a little wink that entirely got 
Yemi. 

Yemi yelled. „No, I‟m not!‟ 

 „You‟re denying it—that‟s more like it!‟ 

„Well… I‟m serious! I‟m… I‟m dead serious. I can‟t be in 
love with him—why would I be? Tell me why I‟d be in love with 
that very proud guy?‟ 

She‟d just resumed pacing about again. 

Her mind wandered into the terrains of memory. 
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◙ ◙ ◙ 

Earlier today, Yemi anticipated a sincere apology from 
Kelvin. 

 She was sitting in the peopled lobby of the Departmental 
building at the Faculty of Arts. She plugged her ears with an 
earpiece and bowed herself over her phone. 

She busied herself with reading a short story from the free 
web series Hurting Hearts and Haunted Heads by Kayode Olla. 

A warm hand touched her on the shoulder from behind. It 
was Kelvin. 

„Hey!‟ Kelvin flashed a sweet smile at her. 

Yemi turned around. „Hello,‟ she muttered, with her face was 
rather inscrutable, but an expectation lingered beneath her mask. 

Kelvin surprised her. He looked into her phone; figured what 
she was doing and only asked her about novels. 

He asked if she‟d got any of C. S. Lewis‟ Chronicles of the 
Narnia series. He wanted to borrow any of the novels if she‟d got 
them. He said he‟d planned to read any of them after exams. 

When Yemi replied she didn‟t have any of those books, he 
remarked that the first thing he‟d do when he got a phone was to 
read web novel series, too. 

Yemi thought he must really be unserious to bring up reading 
novels. Especially when he knew she was angry with him for what 
he did the other day. 

Well, was he doing that on purpose? 

Probably yes. 
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Yemi was not in the mood for all these. How wouldn‟t this 
proud dude know there was no reason for her to feign interest in 
what he was saying? How wouldn‟t he get that? 

Yemi‟s face grew red hot in a moment, but she tried to 
maintain her cool. „Okay,‟ she muttered in a flat tone of voice. 

Kelvin took a seat beside her and warmed up to her. „You‟re 
reading a web novel, right? I know. Can you, at least…‟ 

Yemi rolled her eyes and scoffed. „Erm… what else?‟ 

„Well, you‟re vexed having me around, or something?‟ Kelvin 
had a sly smile in his dark face. 

She knew Kelvin was deliberately avoiding the standing issue. 
He was that clever. And mean, she said to herself. 

She threw him a hard, cold glare; and her lips curled up in a 
short lived smile that accentuated her mean stare. 

„Gotta go!‟ she snapped at him in the instance, stood up and 
walked away. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Tolu had to call Yemi back to the present. She‟d been pacing 
about a single point. 

„Hey, is it that you wanna take a walk by yourself in the room 
by pacing up and down this way. Or you wanna take the real walk 
by your Prince Charming‟s side?‟ 

Yemi threw her a pillow. „Shut up!‟ she screamed, and turned 
out through the door. 

Tolu giggled and sent her voice following Yemi through the 
bedside window. „Hey! I understand you‟re madly in love with 
Kelvin. But, please, don‟t go out in your underwear, huh!‟ 
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Yemi chuckled. „Silly girl! She thinks everything‟s a joke!‟ 

Tolu drew her board game to herself with some eagerness, 
bowed over it and smiled to herself. 

When Yemi heard Tolu‟s last words through the window, she 
thought of Kelvin. 

She had to wilfully wipe out a smile already forming on her 
lips at the thought of the charming boy. 

Oh no, she couldn‟t be smiling just at the thought of him. She 
chided herself. 

After a little while, she was back from the restroom where 
she‟d headed. She started dressing up in a cream sleeveless blouse 
on top a coffee brown pleated skirt with cream polka dots. 

She slid her slender feet in a matching pair of coffee brown 
leather sandals with white soles and golden buckles. 

Tolu paused in her moves on the board game and took a 
moment to gaze at her friend. 

Yemi applied light makeover on her face and applied just lip 
gloss and just a little cologne. It was evening anyway. 

She took her silver necklace in her hand and hesitated for a 
second, not sure whether she wanted to have it on tonight. She 
decided on having it on. 

She lifted it to her neck, standing in front of a long mirror 
suspended on the wall. She checked in the mirror how the 
necklace would look on her. 

She turned back all of a sudden. She realised Tolu‟s staring 
eyes had been rested on her all along.  She chuckled. „What?‟ 
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Tolu shook her head, a teasing smile appearing on her face. 
„Kelvin must be a perfect criminal to have been able to steal this 
iron lady‟s heart!‟ 

Yemi‟s hands dropped. Again she was at loss on what to say. 
She didn‟t want to look silly like the deep feelings she‟d got for 
Kelvin was bent on making her seem. 

She wanted to say something at least; whether she was sure of 
herself or not. She attempted. „Well…‟ 

Tolu‟s phone rang. 

It was Caleb. Tolu had got to go. 
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Chapter 12 

_____ 

 

 

YEMI joined Kelvin at a cross junction that led off the road 
from Amina to Macaulay and onwards. 

Kelvin‟s expectant eyes were fixed much farther ahead when 
Yemi appeared beside him. 

„Hey! Is it me you‟re looking for or someone else?‟ It was 
Yemi‟s voice that cooed behind him. The cute slim voice jolted 
him back here. 

Kelvin stepped back and just laughed a little. „Gosh, you 
caught me unawares! I was thinking you‟d probably only be at the 
head of the road about now. I was even taking someone else 
coming up there to be you, actually.‟ 
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He was delighted she came. 

Yemi chuckled. „Well, I guess you need a pair of glasses to 
recognise me, then.‟ She said that matter-of-factly. 

„Oh no, that‟s not it at all, seriously!‟ Kelvin‟s rejoinder was 
rather apologetic. 

He stepped back a little. Yemi‟s cologne caressed his nostrils 
and he covertly took in the fragrance a moment and let it fill up 
his sense of smell. 

A cool breeze fluttered the end of her skirt lightly. She gently 
smoothed some imaginary poor formed crease in her pleats in a 
bit. 

Kelvin tightened his fist a little and swallowed. Ah, why d’ you 
look so, so adorable!  

She looked really smart and lovely in her simple casuals 
tonight. She looked even younger. 

Yemi felt awkward with him staring at her. She wasn‟t exactly 
in a mood to indulge him this time. „What?‟ she scoffed. 

Kelvin beamed. „To goodness, you‟re looking so charming 
tonight! If I may actually say so.‟ 

Yemi‟s heartbeat stopped a second. The lines felt so 
irresistible to the ears, the sweet way this charming dude spun 
those words. And with the honest feel it had. 

„I think it‟s gonna to be dark soon.‟ Yemi‟s rejoinder was an 
excuse for a distraction, but it came with a cute smile. „How 
about walking on right away?‟ she said. 

Kelvin nodded. And he held out his hand to her. „Permit me,‟ 
he whispered in a charming, irresistible low breath. 
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Yemi glanced up at him and at his stretched hand. She 
chuckled. She wasn‟t even sure she‟d pardoned him already over 
how he hurt her the last time. 

She wasn‟t fully sure if she wanted this yet, with the way 
Kelvin‟s unwilling side was playing out. 

She pictured herself about to take a walk with this handsome 
dude she loved so much. And who‟d hurt her regardless of how 
much of an interest she‟d pinned on him for no particular reason. 

She decided she loved and wanted him regardless. 

To Yemi, Kelvin wasn‟t a campus celebrity. He was just a 
special friend she loved altogether for his person. She‟d loved him 
with all his peculiarities and all. She‟d loved him heart and soul. 

And she‟d nursed the beautiful dream of going on to walk the 
near future with this young, handsome man. 

Yemi‟s lips curled up in a little smile. She held his hand and 
took the first step. 

Kelvin followed. And they both walked through Kelvin‟s 
habitual route of leisure walk. 

Up in the open expanse of skies above them, Kelvin had his 
fellow stars peer from the faraway gloom and sombreness. 

It was fully lit right up in the skies. Kelvin gazed up and 
silently acknowledged the star-studded galaxy up high. 

He took in the sight and wanted Yemi to share in the 
spectacular beauty of night. 

He was still gazing up when he said to her, „You ever wonder 
if it‟s just more beautiful to be one of those stars up high? 
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„They‟re just eternal and forever shining! You know it‟s the 
greatest thing to be… well, to be that high up and shining, don‟t 
you?‟ 

When Yemi didn‟t respond, much less gaze at what he was 
talking about, he faced her. „What d‟ you think, dear?‟ 

Yemi wouldn‟t respond still. 

Kelvin was eager to start a chat as they walked, and that was 
why he brought that up. It was what he said to himself. 

„Okay, are you still angry because of what I said the other 
day?‟ 

Yemi wouldn‟t bulge. 

Kelvin stilled her. „Okay, I know you want me to apologise, 
Yemi. But look at it well, I was telling you what‟s plainly on my 
mind and that‟s the truth. Really, dear, if you‟re going to make up 
that much, then make up with me. And I‟m not kidding.‟ 

Yemi smiled lightly. 

„Cos as for me‟, Kelvin went on, „I‟m ready to make up for 
everything.‟ 

Yemi‟s smile widened just a little more and she walked on. 

Kelvin caught that pretty smile and beamed himself. He ran 
after her and caught her by the hand. „Thank you; thank you,‟ he 
said in a flutter. 

He knew Yemi had pardoned him without him pleading. She 
understands the thoughts I’d never utter. She understands the stories in my 
eyes. 
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Much as Kelvin‟s heart beat for poetic lines and stanzas, his 
smart girl Yemi had her heart throbbing only for the genius 
stories. 

Yemi‟s great mind always intersected with the creative works 
she encountered essentially at the level of storytelling‟s pyramidal 
build-up. 

She always found herself immersed neck-deep in great stories, 
whether it is written or enacted, on the pages of a book or the 
screen of a device. Yemi consumed great creative stories and 
comes alive when talking about them. 

She also read a thrilling story out of every form of art, 
including abstract art. When she gazed at a beautiful painting, she 
saw beyond a montage of colours and strokes of paintbrush. She 
saw the creative story beneath the canvas.  

Kelvin, on the other hand, reads poetry into every form of 
art. 

But then, their mutual eternal love for painting was where 
their margins intersected. 

By the time they‟d left the Student Union Building far behind, 
Yemi had become rather at ease with Kelvin. They talked about 
everything; from painting, to storytelling, to poetry, and then, to 
life. 

They made a turn around their faculty. Azikwe Lecture 
Theatre was just metres ahead, but Kelvin wasn‟t going to lead 
her special friend into that dark, lonely stop. 

If it was him alone taking a walk, he wouldn‟t have stopped 
until he reached Azikwe at the head of this turn. 

But he was walking with a woman, his cherished personal 
person. 
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Now they were just around their faculty car park. 

Yemi asked to know where Kelvin got inspirations for his 
poems. 

Kelvin laughed. „Will you believe me if I tell you?‟ 

„Oh why not. Tell me.‟ 

„It‟s from this kind of walks I take at evenings.‟ 

„Are you kidding me?‟ 

„For real.‟ 

„Wow, that‟s so cool.‟ 

Kelvin motioned for them to cross over to the almost empty 
car park. And he asked for them to take a sit on a concrete 
pavement there for a while before they head back. 

They sat. 

Yemi resumed. „So how do your inspirations come? I mean… 
is it like a quiet dropping of an idea in your mind, or something? 
Well, is it like you just feel something new in your head or what? 
Like how do they come, really?‟ 

Kelvin laughed. „Well, they just arrive!‟ He gestured broadly 
with hands flapping apart both ways. 

„You know,‟ he added, „like you arrived by my side tonight at 
the crossroads and my mood changed.‟ He laughed heartily. 

Yemi couldn‟t help joining him. 

Their laughing voices were a pair of sort. They found their 
laughter amusing, so much it made them laugh some more. 
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And a brief silence soon enveloped them. 

Yemi wanted to tell him they should start heading back when 
Kelvin‟s soft toned voice broke the silence. 

„Yemi, you know something? Whatever the end of this 
monologue is, know that I don‟t joke at night.‟ 

The tall, dark and charismatic dude lifted his eyes to look into 
hers. Yemi‟s heart would leap out of her chest, and she tightened 
her fist to get control of herself. 

Kelvin went on, his eyes turned into space ahead of him. „My 
greatest fear in life is failure; it is top on the list of what I can‟t 
bear. And despite the record I‟ve set in the nation‟s literary 
sphere, I still fear to fail. 

„In three and a half years, I‟ve successfully participated in 
thirty seven poetry contests, the on-going contest on campus 
making it thirty eight. 

„I‟ve got to the final stage for the first eight but I didn‟t win. 
I‟ve won the other past twenty nine contests and my destiny in the 
on-going thirtieth is unknown. 

„The memory of the eight failures is still as fresh as morning 
dew in my mind. The moment when the result of a contest is to 
be announced is like the moment of death and life to me.‟ 

He paused awhile as Yemi looked on. 

Kelvin‟s hands were visibly shaking; he couldn‟t hold it in. 

Yemi would‟ve asked if he was okay, but she just saw herself 
looking on. Why was he telling her these in the first place? 

Kelvin went on in a moment. 
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„Before I met you, what comes to my mind at those moments 
is my mother. I want her to always be proud of me. 

„But ever since I met you, your picture occupies my mind at 
my happiest moment, at my saddest moment, and at my most 
frightful moment. Yemi, you are deeply stuck within my skull.‟ 

Yemi never anticipated this; she never thought he could break 
down like this. Was this happening right now? It was something 
that beat her wildest imagination. 

„You are the poetry contest I hope to win,‟ Kelvin went 
further. „Maybe when I win you, I‟ll stop chasing words. You are 
the music I am yet to sing, the hymn I am yet to chant. Yemi, I 
think… no, I don‟t think it—I am sure that I love you…‟ 

Kelvin locked eyes with her special girl as he repeated the 
magical words with emphasis. 

„I do love you,‟ he cooed in a broad deep toned voice. 

Yemi was dazed; was too shocked for words. She couldn‟t 
hold her gaze. Her eyes dropped. Silence swallowed them. 
Emotion, too. 

Kelvin wrapped his arms around Yemi and hugged her tight. 
„Please‟ was the word he parted his lips with as he made to hug 
her. 

Yemi stiffened up in his arms. It was more than she wished 
for, definitely. 

She tried to disengage from his arms to ease her nerves. 

Kelvin let go and he smiled. 
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„What do you think of that dialogue? It‟s from a work of 
fiction I‟m writing. D‟ you think it has the potential to give a twist 
to any story?‟ 

Yemi‟s eyes bulged like they would just pop out of their 
sockets. She heard him right. The confession was another joke or 
something? 

Did he mean what he just said now? Which part was serious; 
which was a joke? Which part should she believe; which should 
she dissuade? Which was the confession, and which was fiction? 
Where did the margin lie? 

She was now altogether confused. But she didn‟t utter a 
word. 

Again, why would the character in Kelvin‟s story share the 
same personality with the writer? Maybe it is what literary 
psychoanalysts referred to as the fact of writers‟ developed 
characters being a reflection and projection of their unconscious 
self. 

All these went on in Yemi‟s mind, but she didn‟t say a word 
to Kelvin. 

Kelvin decided to apologise and he did that sober. But Yemi 
didn‟t give in. 

Kelvin made jokes to make her laugh but she wouldn‟t laugh. 
He held her hands to watch how she‟d react but Yemi didn‟t bulge 
still. 

Kelvin was frustrated with her girl‟s silence altogether. He 
beat himself and used her hand to beat him; screamed at the top of 
his voice, hugged her, abused himself… but Yemi didn‟t say 
anything. 

Yemi glanced at her wristwatch, and got up to head back. 
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Kelvin signalled for them to take a shorter route back. Yemi 
obliged without a word. She just walked on silently while Kelvin 
followed by her side, begging her to respond at least. 

Kelvin couldn‟t bear the silence. It was why he‟d decided for 
them to take the shortcut to help him escape the awkwardness 
faster. 

Time dragged its feet lazily because of the killing silence. 

Kelvin couldn‟t stand it too long. He took Yemi‟s phone in 
her hand, scrolled through her playlist and played Justin 
Timberlake‟s Mirror. 

When her sweet friend didn‟t talk or resist him at least, 
Kelvin put off the track and slid the phone back into her hand. 

And the rest of their walk together was a long, lonely one. 

Because of a young man‟s fear of being naked. Being 
vulnerable. Being truly human. 

But something big and sudden was set to change the whole 
course of events. 

And here it is already.  
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Chapter 13 

_____ 

 

 

A CREATIVE genius of a poet performed. His first lines 
went before of him; his rising voice right ahead of him. Like the 
hooting horns of a train pulling into a level crossing. 

It was a humid Saturday night at Ulli Bier Arts Theatre on the 
University of Ankara campus. 

It was the night following the evening Kelvin and Yemi took a 
walk, out under the eyes of a doting gazillion stars up high. 

And here about now, silence wrapped up all of huge Ulli Bier. 
Only the performer‟s bass toned backstage voice boomed within 
the four walls through large speakers. 
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This earth is not my art 
This earth… this art is my heart 
My worth is not this world 
My worth… my world is my word 

Everything went silent all over again. 

Suddenly, the heavy wine drapes backdropping the semi-
circled empty stage parted open at midpoint. 

In a moment, a silhouette of a young man advanced towards 
the spotlight. His lowered head capped in a silver-rimmed black 
bowler hat. His majestic length garbed in an ash grey tuxedo. 

His right hand moving a black and silver walking stick, 
clacking against the hard floor in the rhythmic company of his shoe 
thuds. 

And the silence lingered. 

Head lowered in the spotlight even still, the dark skinned 
dude switched over his walking stick to his left hand. He reached 
forward with his right and yanked off the cordless microphone off 
its stand with a deft sweep of a hand. 

Next, he switched over the microphone to his left hand to 
join his walking stick in his grip. 

And with his right hand he doffed his hat for a second and 
capped the mic stand instead with an elegant swift move of a hand. 

A deafening, glorious chorus of applause followed, like a 
thundering echo would tail the flash of a lightning bolt in a 
clouded sky. 

The young man raised his head. And it was Kelvin. 
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A frenzy of mad shouts and screams joined the ecstatic rounds 
of clap. The art theatre shook like that of the monstrous arrival of 
a massive volcano. 

Heartbeats. Mad Noise. Pure Fire! 

And everything quieted again when the master of stage 
resumed in his bold, overwhelming performance voice. 

He was performing the piece, In Your Head. It was a poem 
he‟d started writing when he came back to campus from home 
recently. 

He bellowed his lines and they were coals of fire. 

Hear the untought-of, see the unsaid 
Think the unseen, say the unheard-of 
 
Voiceless words, toughing sight 
Wordless expressions, voiced silence 
 
Silence shouts, voices feel 
Thoughts speak… breathless words! 

Kelvin had his audience‟s rapt attention. 

Their eyelids did shut in every moment. Their hearts listened 
to every sound. Their ears picked every signal. The 
performance… the sway it held on souls was literally 
breathtaking! 

Now it talked of prejudice; talked of discrimination. It talked 
of condescension, and of self-righteous arrogance. 

The conservative going extreme in a fight against extremists. 
The sincere going pretentious in a fight against double-standard. 
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The prey becoming predators in the fight to end predation. 
The righteous endorsing wrongdoing in the battle to end all 
wrong. 

It spoke of the unpopular in a peculiar style. 

Kelvin‟s gaze span wide. It rested a moment on the high table 
on the apron. He‟d just seen the film celebrity introduced today as 
the contest sponsor cringe a little. 

He was just seeing the celebrity today—today being his first 
appearance since the contest started. 

The young man had got a small, round face and a good-
looking pair of eyes. And he could be in his mid-twenties, Kelvin 
observed. 

Kelvin didn‟t know his face. He wasn‟t as much social as to 
keep abreast of films and celebrity actors anyway. 

But then, Kelvin didn‟t know that this was Teslim. 

The one who‟d been sent to fetch him. 

The two young men‟s gazes were locked for a few seconds. 
Kelvin‟s heart leaped up in an unconscious flight. 

A warm blood coursed through his chest in a bit. He gasped 
up in short warm breath and ran his gaze back to his audience. 

He didn‟t understand why his breath went up with that short 
frenzy. In any case, he‟d got to catch up with himself so he 
doesn‟t forget his final lines. 

He resumed. 
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This culture cutlasses her moral excesses 
She says she’s no dumbass brooding beneath its wings 
This faith-of-the-fathers finds him divine life 
He says he’s no foolhead staying within its glow 
These ideologies heeds my id and fuels my ego 
I say I’m no madman for seeking to know 

In your head, 
We are climbing up an infinite ladder 
Down an endless, buttomless gulf 
In your head, we’re livin’, we are passin’ 
We are dying: yes, we are 
 
If ever we are wrong, if ever you are: 
Oh pity, both parties are fated doomed 
For all our self-righteous prejudice! 

Kelvin Babalola took a bow. There was a moment‟s silence of 
meditation. The lines tore through heaving chests like a brazen 
arrowhead. 

Suddenly, the whole of Ulli Bier Theatre was up with a 
standing ovation for the grand, genius performance. A heavy rain 
of applause poured and resonated through and through for 
minutes on end. 

Kelvin walked out sight but the clap was not ending yet. The 
audience was absolutely impressed. Some brought out whistles 
and blew so loud in an ecstatic thrill. 

It was Kelvin‟s style to thrill his audience beyond control. 
And nothing was going to stop the audience now. 

Jordan Samuel appeared on stage; he was the next in line. But 
the audience was still chanting a mad chorus of „Kelvin-Kelvin!‟ 
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Caleb gazed at the stage where he was in the audience. He 
wondered how Jordan was going to beat Kelvin‟s feat. He chatted 
with a roommate beside him. 

„That guy standing there ain‟t gonna beat this!‟ he tried to yell 
above the noise. 

„Sure stuff bro!‟ the boy shouted back. 

Suddenly everywhere was quiet. Jordan Samuel was a 
performance poet of repute. And he‟d just stolen… no, he‟d 
simply taken back his spotlight. 

Right in the spotlight was the poet performer, dropped down 
on one knee, facing east. He had his head cocked as though 
skywards. 

Everyone had sunk to their seat and was highly curious in the 
moments of tranquility that wrapped the stage and the entire 
theatre. 

They raised their heads up the slide when the slideshow 
turned on. 

And the poem‟s title glowed out above in a cool, soft blue. 

QUIETEASE. 

Not until now did the audience realise they‟d unwittingly 
fulfilled the initial purpose of a performance poem, the way 
they the poet had so effortlessly quieted his audience. 

Caleb raised his head too and his mouth fell open. „Whoa, 
whoa, whoa… this guy is freaking good!‟ he gasped. 

Jordan‟s voice came up in a quiet, steady rollout of his lovely 
poetry lines. 
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Ones that stood out as a sweet prayer. A precious creed. A 
beautiful hymn. 

Light showers and sparse sunrays 
beaming through the rains 
are intermittent rainbows of respite 
and relief – in the sun-heat of our busy world: 

 
give me a life of some quiet, a comforting sunshine 
against the window of my sombre writing study! 
 
Let me be able to see over me a star-lit night sky 
unmasked by skyscrapers or factory exhausts; or, stand still 
and be able to hear the birdsong from woods 
un-swallowed by the nagging noise of wailing sirens 
and roaming helicopters and congested roadblocks 

Everyone followed all the way through rhythms of the poetic 
hymn. Lines after lines, and stanzas after stanzas. 

By the time the young poet was getting up on his feet with a 
last couplet, everyone was rising off their seats with him. 

And lem’ be able to take a walk, take a shower 
take a nap or take a vac every once in a while. 

A beautiful chorus of amen greeted Jordan‟s ending couplet. 
Followed by a lengthy cheer of jamming hands and screaming 
voices. 

A second place compensation prize was awarded to Jordan 
Samuel, „for a poetry performance that holds a sovereign sway 
over its audience‟s attention with all creativity.‟ 

Jordan came to the stage to receive his prize, greeted with a 
standing ovation. 
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Teslim shook hands with him and offered him a sealed brown 
envelope. „Well, this envelope contains a free ticket for an 
intensive screenwriting workshop.‟ 

Teslim awarded the winning prize of an iPhone, a sum of 
money and a publishing deal to Kelvin Babalola. 

„For a grand poetry performance that skillfully and 
ingeniously engages on unpopular subject in a peculiar and 
creative style.‟ 

Like he‟d weave plots and actions into a full film on the big 
screen, Teslim with his perfectly honed skill had successfully 
directed a poetry contest—and given what he had to give to get 
what he had to get.  

But then, Kelvin was no small chap either, with the 
confidence he exuded. If he‟d got nothing at all, it appeared life at 
least always kept him safe. 

But then, one cannot be so certain. 

With a born terrorist as Khalid! 
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Chapter 14 

_____ 
 

 

THE whole cause started for Khalid many years ago. 

It was when he attended a teenager academic award event in 
London. The Under-17 Millennium British and Commonwealth 
Academic Accolades Fiesta. 

It was the year Khalid had the best result throughout West 
Africa in the regional Senior School Certificate Examination. 

Khalid had looked forward to an eventful, memorable 
experience. One that‟d leave its prints etched deep into his heart, 
with memories fond enough to recall every now and then. 

And yes, the experience did leave indelible marks. But they 
rather were scalds that‟d never heal up. Scars that‟d never leave. 
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Even though it only appeared the steams that wrought those sores 
weren‟t so particularly scalding hot. 

It was a day to the award night. The large grand steakhouse 
where the kids were treated to a meal of grilled beef seemed 
exclusively furnished for them. Especially the way their cute, 
delicate frames fit into every lovely space. 

It appeared the restaurant was lit up by those small, happy 
faces that bore bright shining eyes, than by the beams that shone 
off those glided clandestine tubes that hanged over their heads. 

The kids were the brilliant, young minds from Great Britain 
and nations of the British Commonwealth. 

Cloistered up in several little groups against tables with 
comely dishes of steak, the sitting kids appeared like an 
intercontinental montage of colour. 

There were just three kids at little Khalid‟s table. And they 
seemed to be as distant as the North, East and West. The three 
boys didn‟t care to exchange conversations between themselves. 

Whoever assigned them to the same table clearly didn‟t think 
it through, they thought. It was as though they‟d been familiar 
with themselves from a previous world. 

And it was as though their friendship in the first world had 
ended in a sore betrayal. As if they had one other murdered, in 
fact. The way they glared at themselves. 

Khalid picked up his fork and steak knife after a while of 
staring at his dish. He‟d never taken steak with fork and knife 
before. He was pretty at loss on how to cut a chunk off the beef 
without making a mess. 

He looked ahead of him. The boy who faced him on his table 
had his way with the dish in a classy, tasteful manner of dining. 
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And why wouldn‟t he have, after all? He came from Oxford 
City. He was born there, in fact. 

When the boy came to table, he‟d simply introduced himself 
without shaking hands. 

„Hello, I‟m Dominic. From Oxfordshire County here in 
England. Born there.‟ 

He looked into the faces of the two other boys. „So, you tell 
me your name and what place you come from. Or whatever you 
want me to know about you.‟ 

Khalid muttered. „This boy is sort of rude and arrogant. 
Really. He sounds like someone that‟s full of himself.‟ 

The second boy had replied first. „I‟m Samir. From Kolkatha 
in India. So, you have your info now!‟ He capped his lines with a 
slight smirk that somewhat got at Dominic. 

It was Khalid‟s turn. „Khalid. From somewhere in Nigeria. 
That‟s all you need to know.‟ 

The three boys eyed themselves with an unsettling, cold look 
that told they wouldn‟t trust one another with a conversation. 

Dominic laid a cloth serviette over his lap, took a steak knife 
and a fork and had a neat easy cut into the steak each time with a 
dainty little bite. 

Khalid stared at his dish and eyed Dominic from time to time. 
He wasn‟t sure he could take his steak this way; and he felt rather 
embarrassed to take it with his bare hands. 

Dominic had just taken notice of Khalid‟s gaze resting on him. 
A smirk appeared on Dominic‟s face, accentuated by a light scoff. 
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But Khalid wouldn‟t take being floored; he was going to start 
his meal. 

Little Khalid clamped a fork in his hand, pinned down the 
piece of grilled beef with it and began tearing it away with a knife. 
It all seemed his dish of steak was somehow tougher than 
Dominic‟s. 

Frustrated already, he put in some more effort to the 
business. And the piece came apart in several long shreds like an 
old, worn wool-knit cloth—its tiny pieces splattering 
everywhere. 

Overwhelmed, he stuck up his head with a slow, gradual 
raise. His sober, little eyes met with his partners‟ frozen gaze that 
seemed for something entirely out of this world. 

Khalid ran his gaze forth and back, staring back at his 
onlookers with a defeated, embarrassed gaze. 

Dominic had his fork and knife stuck into his dish, with his 
jaw half dropping and his bright eyes popping out of their sockets. 

Samir had the steak just halfway into his mouth. He had the 
grilled beef in a hand, gripped with a serviette paper. 

Samir‟s eyes seemed to gleam with one silent question: „Why 
go through so much stress to act like him?‟ 

It was until now Khalid noticed Samir had been savouring his 
delicious dish with only the hand. 

He was just processing this, when his ears rang with 
Dominic‟s hysterical laughter. „Please God, not this!‟ little Khalid 
muttered, shutting his eyes and wishing the bitter cup passed him 
by. 

The voice he heard rang like rumbles of thunder. 
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„Wow! Bravo!‟ It was Dominic yelling. A loud, heavy clap 
followed like the downpour of the September rain would bless 
children on their playground back home in Nigeria. 

Let me just sink into the ground, please God. 

Dominic was back. „Oh! Is this how you take a dish of steak 
“somewhere in Nigeria?” Or you don‟t even use the fork and knife 
there, do you?‟ 

Khalid‟s eyes remained firmly closed. He held his fist in a 
tightened grip. Their table was quiet. Every little word sank in. 

„I heard you guys take some of your meal with the bare hands. 
Isn‟t that sort of interesting? No, I mean… ridiculous! 

„Oh anyway, you can do yourself a favour by taking some 
dining etiquette class here before you return to that nameless 
wonderland. We‟d consider giving you quite a few tips on using 
the fork and knife to start with.‟ 

Khalid moved in his seat. His fist brushed his dish, and his fork 
and knife dropped down with a clatter. He shut his eyes still, 
hoping to hide himself from the awkward moments. 

He wished to God he could drop down with the cutlery. And 
just then, he heard another voice. 

It was Samir. 

Khalid‟s eyes glared open. 

„You must be thinking there‟s only one manner to take steak 
in the whole wide world, c‟mon!‟ It was Dominic the words were 
directed to. 

Samir‟s tone of voice was a confident mockery; and he 
finished his first sentence with a smirk in his face. 
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Dominic had a reply ready. „Oh no but this is United…‟ 

Samir mimicked him in a slur. „This is United Kingdom.‟ He 
finished with a scoff. „So?‟ 

Dominic wondered what he meant. „I don‟t think you get 
me…‟ 

Samir interposed. „I was in Kanpur in Northern India during 
school vacation. I went to a restaurant with my aunty. 

„There, I saw an Englishman in the company of an Indian at 
the restaurant. What they ordered was chole along with a poori. 
Those were a favourite North Indian dish with worldwide 
popularity. 

„The Indian ate with hands. And you know what? The 
Englishman ate in a very English manner. And he kept confessing 
he liked the dish. 

„Nobody crucified Mr Englishman for not dining the Indian 
style. That‟s being civil, mature and sensible!‟ 

Samir paused a while and smiled. „That day I knew there‟re 
more manners to eat the chole with poori. 

„My dad told me Nigerians eat swallows and meat with bare 
hands. You can ask Khalid to teach you that manner of eating, in 
case you need to add intercontinental dining styles to yours.‟ 

Khalid wished to utter a millions thanks to Samir as he 
watched Dominic‟s face contoured with lines of a bitter defeat. 

He glanced at his cutlery on the ground and smiled. He 
wanted to dip his hands into his dish right away and begin relishing 
the dish with such a renewed joie de vivre. 
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And now, he dearly wished he‟d learnt to take pride in 
himself long before now. 

But he did set off on a wrong lane. Hate from hell was born in 
him that day. 

He hated himself for not being him. He couldn‟t bear the hate 
alone so he looked for punching bags for the rage of his hate. He 
looked for whom to blame and hate in his stead. 

Perhaps it was because humans find it easy to blame others for 
their mistakes. Or because the anger he had was so much for him 
to bear all by himself.  

He blamed the societies that uproot their own cultures to 
plant another‟s. He blamed the nation that adopted another‟s 
civilization because she couldn‟t grow to create her own. He 
blamed the world that set success at the zenith of another‟s 
civility. 

But then, hating kowtowing cultures and peoples were only 
an excuse for Khalid. He simply loathed humans. 

People that reminded him of his younger self. 

And from that day, Lucifer found an ambassador. 
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Chapter 15 

_____ 

 

A SMALL, crisp wind tore through the ornamental shrubs 
that lined the perimeters of Ulli Bier Arts Theatre. 

It was the night Kelvin and Jordan performed at Ulli Bier. 

A teaming crowd of spectators surged out from within the 
theatre, with many warm hands congratulating the two bright 
poets. 

Jordan was pleased to meet Kelvin via this medium. Meeting 
to become buddies after a mighty clash on the poetry stage 
moments ago.  

Kelvin and Jordan warmed up with a chat where they stood. 

Caleb walked up to the excited two and joined them in their 
chatter. 
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The semifinal stage of the contest Kelvin and Jordan were 
anticipating a few days back had held. But the poetry contest was 
suddenly wound up with today‟s event. 

The event that was meant to determine the runners-up for the 
final stage was suddenly made to produce the winner. 

The boys talked about everything. From everyone‟s poetry to 
Jordan‟s medicine. They talked about the relationships between 
poetry and medicine. 

Their talk led them into looking for poetry in everything in 
life and every field of study they could think of. They garnished 
their discussion with jokes and laughter. 

Kelvin liked Jordan already. He felt as comfortable with him 
as he was with Caleb.  

The three boys also exchanged contacts. 

And to Jordan, it was like the arrival of a long anticipated 
party. It thrilled him the friendship he‟d always wanted to weave 
with Kelvin was here. He did savour every moment. 

They were lost the passage of time until Jordan‟s phone rang.  

Jordan picked up. It was his father calling and he needed him 
around. Jordan had to go now. He told his partners. 

And then, he disappeared into the darkness ahead of them. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Kelvin and Caleb were seated now. 

The fast racing winds have altogether softened into little 
breezes of moist air. And they whizzed past every once in a while. 
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The two friends were down on their butts to talk on some 
more personal stuff. 

Kelvin went first. „You know why I wanted to see you?‟ 

Caleb shook his head. 

„I have a secret I want leave in your hand,‟ Kelvin said, his 
voice both soft and low. 

Caleb wanted to reply with a joke. „I hope you didn‟t commit 
a crime, son of man?‟ That was what he‟d wanted to say and reek 
with a contagious laughter. 

But then, Kelvin‟s demeanour was always the serious one. 
And especially now. Caleb wouldn‟t know if his friend meant his 
words to be taken seriously. And so he wouldn‟t joke about this. 

Caleb was concerned about his friend already. „I hope you‟re 
well. I hope you‟re not sick, or something? Is everything okay?‟ 

Kelvin laughed. „Look at you! D‟ you think I got a medical 
report that I‟m terminally ill, or something? Don‟t worry, man. I 
don‟t have any sickness I‟m tending to. At least, as of tonight!‟ 

Caleb chuckled. „C‟mon, dude!‟ he said, elbowing Kelvin. He 
flashed an eager grin to his friend. „So Mister Man, what‟s your 
emergency. That your face looked so serious?‟ 

Kelvin looked at him, his eyeballs a dull glow. „Promise me 
you won‟t tell anyone. Not even Yemi.‟ 

Caleb shot him a quizzical look. „Okay, I promise,‟ he 
breathed. 

Kelvin began. „You know Professor Oni. You know I go to 
him often.‟ 

„Yeah, yeah… I know that. What about it?‟ 
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A poised silence passed between them. Caleb‟s gaze quietly 
searched Kelvin‟s wan eyes. The glint in those eyes lacked the 
lustre and vitality. They seemed too vague and expressionless that 
they made Caleb all the more perplexed. 

Caleb lowered his searching eyes to Kelvin‟s slightly parted 
lips when his friend resumed speaking. 

„He‟s helping me oversee the flat I‟m building,‟ Kelvin 
whispered. 

Caleb was lost. „Wait a second, I don‟t get it. You mean… 
no, I still don‟t get it…‟ 

Kelvin explained. „I‟ve been investing in cash crop plantation 
farming since about three years ago. That‟s with the money I‟ve 
been making from poetry performances, ghostwriting novels for 
celebrities and participating in art fellowships. 

„I own a plantain farm on a five hectare land I bought in a 
village. And plantain farming is one very lucrative cash crop 
agribusiness in West Africa.‟ 

Caleb was speechless. He wondered how much he didn‟t 
know about Kelvin. 

Kelvin went on. „None of my family knows about this and 
you‟re the first to know.‟ 

Caleb muttered. „Wow, that‟s unbelievable!‟ 

„Perhaps,‟ Kelvin muttered with an acquiescing gleam. 

He resumed. „I started to build the flat for my mother and my 
siblings without my family knowing. My dad wished to buy a land 
and build our family a house before he died three years ago. 
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„We spent the entire money dad got to get this done on the 
illness that eventually took him. Since we lost him, I‟ve wanted to 
do this for the rest of us—my mother and my siblings. 

„And that‟s why I invested in agribusiness when I started 
becoming successful.‟ 

Caleb gasped. „That‟s so great, man!‟ 

„I‟m telling you this now because I really want to feel excited 
tonight. Why, tonight‟s poetry win for me is a big crowning for 
the completion of the house last weekend.‟ 

Caleb couldn‟t hold his utter amazement. „Wow, wow, wow! 
You finished the house last weekend, too!‟ 

Caleb sprang up on his feet and stood with arms akimbo. 

„No, no… this is great big news, Kelvin! Of course, it still 
remains a secret with me. But seriously, this isn‟t something to 
tell me with a dull face, man! Don‟t you know? This is… my 
goodness, this is big news!‟ 

Kelvin smiled wanly and pulled him down to his seat. „I 
know,‟ he interposed. „Get your butt down.‟ 

Caleb couldn‟t hold it in, the excitement. He flashed a 
quizzical smile at Kelvin and elbowed him. „C‟mon dude, be 
happy! What‟s up? Why‟re you all sulky, man? Come on!‟ 

Kelvin‟s voice was altogether hollow and shallow. „I‟m 
excited, man. But it‟s like this excitement‟s got no real happiness 
as it were. I‟m sort of happy, but it‟s like this happiness has got no 
real joy or something like that.‟ 

He paused awhile. 
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Caleb took his face in his hands, and searched his dull, dark 
face. 

Kelvin pulled off and faced elsewhere. „I don‟t know, but 
something has always been missing,‟ he went on. 

„It‟s a void I keep trying to fill up with more vibes around,‟ he 
said. „I hate to hear you tell me something I know myself. I hate to 
admit it‟s something about God.‟ 

He bowed his head heavily and buried it within his cupped 
hands. 

„Ah, why do you keep haunting me? Can‟t you forget me 
altogether, uh? Just let go; let go of me, huh!‟ 

He held his head in his hand and cringed into a bundle. 

Caleb patted him on the back, wrapped a hand around him 
and stared into the starless skies. 

The sound of his voice was both soft and low. 

„You remember the Saturday night we went to the art gallery? 
That night you asked me to accompany you. When you wanted to 
buy that luxury mixed media art classic you saw on Friday.‟ 

Kelvin pulled out an acquiescing grunt from his throat. 

Caleb mused. „I think we were told it was the only replica 
remaining that Saturday night.‟ 

Kelvin raised his head up a little. „Yeah,‟ he said in a dull, 
weary voice. „I met two replicas on Friday; one had been sold out 
by then. 

„Actually, Caleb, the gallery made an announcement that the 
legendary artist created just three replicas of the same design. But 
each having uniquely different colour combinations. 
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„I told you I just went to appreciate the artwork the previous 
day and didn‟t even take my credit card along. Really, Caleb, I 
didn‟t know then I‟d love it so much.‟ 

He bowed his head into his laps again. 

Caleb slapped him small on the backside. „Silly guy! You 
know I still won‟t ever understand why you have to miss getting 
that rarity of an artwork! Come to think of it, it was a sentimental 
exotic classic you wouldn‟t ever get in that particular form!‟ 

Kelvin moaned. „I was stupid that night, I know! You kept 
telling me that Saturday night that I was drunk.  That I saying the 
grand artwork was unimpressive was just because I wasn‟t seeing 
it from the clear perspective.‟ 

He raised his head, pinned his elbows over his kneecaps and 
sank his head in-between his spread palms. 

„I dearly wished I got it that night—goodness knows! I was 
told when I returned on Sunday morning that it was sold out that 
very Saturday night! 

„I realised how much alcohol blurred my sense of judgment 
and my eyesight, Caleb. I stopped taking alcohol ever since. I no 
longer drink but the scar is still there. It was really painful.‟ 

Caleb breathed. „I bet it was.‟ 

Kelvin sat right up and shot a gaze into Caleb‟s gleaming eyes. 
„But why wasn‟t I listening to you that night?‟ 

Caleb squinted at him. „Because you were drunk, brother,‟ he 
said in a soft breath. 

Defeated, Kelvin muttered. „Oh I was.‟ 
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„And that‟s my point all along,‟ Caleb added, patting his sober 
friend on the back. 

„What is?‟ Kelvin queried; his bland face turning a little 
quizzical. 

Caleb eyes stared blankly into space; his face‟s turned in an 
angle that casted its frame in a dark silhouette.  

“With the merciful you will show yourself merciful,‟ he 
mused aloud; „with a blameless man you will show yourself 
blameless; with the pure you will show yourself pure; and with 
the devious you will show yourself shrewd.”‟ 

Kelvin was lost somewhat. He couldn‟t place the words. 
„What was… who said that? I mean, those lines are from where in 
particular?‟ 

Caleb went on in a bit. 

„And it added, “For you will save the humble people, but will 
bring down haughty looks.”‟ 

He paused a little. „Sorry, bro; that was the Bible, talking 
about God. Psalm chapter eighteen, and verses twenty five 
through twenty seven.‟ 

Kelvin would‟ve flared up. But he was curious to know how 
Caleb was going to tie things together. And so he listened. 

Caleb resumed. „If you‟re looking through a broken lens, you 
know the resultant vision will certainly be broken. 

„Well, Kelvin, I remember what you told me once before 
about what made you rebel against God. How you liked to call 
yourself an atheist, or at least an agnostic since then. 
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„Look, I‟m really touched for the costly loss of your dad and I 
know how much that is hurting in itself. I see it can be really more 
hurting to dearly pray your dad gets well and he only dies 
eventually. And that‟s after you‟ve spent his entire fortune on 
making him well!‟ 

A slight grunt escaped Kelvin‟s throat. And his eyes were 
moist. 

Caleb went on. „You see, when we lose a loved one in this 
part of the world, the general thing people do to console is to 
present the bereaved with worst case scenarios. Things more 
horrible than death. 

„Like the deceased having a lifelong acute schizophrenia 
instead. Or them being brain dead for life. Or if the deceased had 
become a sickening monster or a serial killer. Or even became a 
carrier of a major pandemic. 

„People often get consoled hearing these, become grateful to 
God and move on. Bereaved people sometime don‟t even wait to 
be consoled before they comfort themselves along this line. If this 
doesn‟t work for them, time eventually heals. 

„But then, my concern is why you haven‟t been consoled for 
the past years. 

„Your mum lost a husband; your sisters lost a father. It wasn‟t 
your loss alone. I‟m sure your mum and your sisters have all 
moved on. Why haven‟t you been consoled? That‟s the only 
question I‟ve always asked myself.‟ 

Kelvin made a rough, weary grunt. 

„And, of course,‟ Caleb went on, „after I thought of it many 
times, I found the answer. It‟s not because the incidence was so 
grave you can‟t be consoled. The issue is with you. 
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„Your service to God then has given you some kind of 
justification for pride. Yes, pride. Not to human; but to God. 

„To a great extent, you‟ve forgotten the Almightiness of God 
that you thought your service and loyalty to him in the past has 
leveled you up to Him. 

„God‟s not the president of your country that you can protest 
against. He‟s God that knows what‟s best for you and does what 
He wants. You can‟t make a case against God. You don‟t even 
have a case against Him. 

„Have you served Him more than the angels that worship Him 
day and night; and yet He never gave them a free will like we 
humans? 

„No matter how fatherly He is to you, how friendly He is to 
you and how much you think you‟ve served Him, He is still not 
your mate. He is God!‟ 

Kelvin heaved a deep sigh. 

Caleb resumed. „Have you ever wondered why Abel‟s 
accepted prayer would make him love God more but Cain‟s 
denied prayer would make him hate God even more? 

„Have you ever wondered why hearing about God will be like 
a soothing massage to some people but to some others it‟ll be like 
touching an open wound? 

„Have you ever wondered why hearing about Jesus Christ 
produces a beautiful smile with some people but with some others 
it makes their blood boil.‟ 

„God is ever good, gracious and righteous; but our heart‟s 
window pane which is sometime stained with sinfulness gives us a 
tainted view. 
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 „Just like the alcohol blurred your sense of judgment, the 
windowpane through which you peer at God‟s Almightiness is 
stained with pride and haughty feeling of entitlement. 

„And no matter how hard you look, you can‟t see Him right. 

Kelvin was still and quiet. The words had reached deep down 
into his soul. He could see Caleb was right all the way. He had no 
single thing against all his good friend had pointed out. 

A tear appeared in the corner of his eye. He sunk his head as 
the words soaked him like rainfall. 

His silence was surrender. 

Caleb looked up into the vast sky. 

„Kelvin,‟ he whispered, „that emptiness or void you talked 
about some moments ago is simply unavoidable when someone 
throws God out through the backdoor of their life. 

„It is a God-shaped vacuum that doesn‟t get filled up no 
matter how much stuff you stack into the vast cavity! 

„People who throw God out of their souls grope for Him 
throughout their entire lives with a haunting emptiness.‟ 

Caleb ran his gaze sky-wide and took in the sight of the vast 
night sky. 

He finished. 

„Like the loss of that priceless artwork. That still haunts your 
aesthetic sense up until now!‟ 
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Chapter 16 

_____ 

 

 

THE following week, Khalid sat alone in the conference 
room at his pottery company. 

He was listening to the tapped phone calls between Professor 
Boye and Professor Oni. 

Between the Vice Chancellor of the University of Ankara and 
an older don at its Department of English.  

But even this phone call was obliviously one to change the 
games for Khalid. 

It was a warm tropical morning that Wednesday. 
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It was twenty eight days since Khalid and his team embarked 
on their revenge mission and twelve days to the deadline. 

The open glass windows let in a dry, tense breeze every once 
in a while. 

Khalid‟s left hand clasped a chilled mug of Kolffity, an iced 
stimulant tea manufactured from the tropically grown kolanut. 

He freely turned the knob of the radio device with the other 
hand and listened with a headphone. 

All of a sudden, he dropped the purple glazed ceramic mug. 

Its base kissed the hard, dirty desk with a dull thud, as the 
mug‟s half empty fluid splattered out a little. 

Bubbles of the stimulant tea‟s froth, glistening in the morning 
light, gathered in scanty droplets across the mahogany desk. 

Khalid had just heard something that‟d matter big. Warm as 
the dawn of day was, an icy chill ran down his sturdy spine. 

He turned the knob of his radio device back. He listened 
again. 

Yes, he heard correctly. But now, he wanted to be double 
sure. He played back the conversation. It was the same. 

Khalid swallowed. 

Khalid remembered the beginning of his master plan. 

„I have everything calculated here! 

 „Human ways of doing things are only simple arithmetic. 

„You only have to make some intelligent calculations and 
every bloody person‟s just as predictable as sunrise and sunset. 
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„Believe me; this firing is one that‟ll certainly go down history 
lane a legendary blast of genius!‟ 

He remembered all. 

Khalid had projected into the future before time. He‟d 
painstakingly calculated when the D-Day was going to be by some 
parameters of reason. 

To Khalid, everything he does was for the good of humanity. 
In his head, he simply wanted to purge the society of 
disorientations. 

He had set up a court of law within his skull where he was 
both the prosecutor and the judge. 

He charged ethnic groups, peoples and cultures to his self-
presided court within his little cranium. 

„For polluting humanity with low self-pride and a slavery 
orientation,‟ he‟d state to himself. 

As the almighty judge, he would sentence them to death by 
bomb blast. And thereby (as he believed) purge the world of 
people that never knew the worth of being called Homo-sapiens. 

And he thought of the University of Ankara community, his 
Alma Mata. 

Starting from their self-imposed spokesperson, Kelvin the 
poet. The dwarf of a king called the University Vice Chancellor. 
As well Professor Oni the loser kingmaker. 

And down to a large swarm of narrow minded people all 
around them. 

He would destroy en-masse. 
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He‟d already plotted what the newspaper headlines would 
look like the morning following the D-Day. 

BREAKING NEWS: MINISTERIAL NOMINEE KILLED AS 
NOTORIOUS TERRORIST BURNS DOWN NATION‟S „CAMBRIDGE‟ 

TRAGEDY! UA BOMBED IN MASSIVE TERRORIST ATTACK. VC, 
1200 OTHERS KILLED 

AU LAMENTS ANKARA HIT, CALLS IT „AFRICA‟S PENTAGON 
TRAGEDY‟ 

UA TRAGEDY: WE‟LL BRING THE TERRORIST GROUP TO KNEES 
IN 30 DAYS —DEFENSE CHIEF 

UA TRAGEDY: IMF, ECOWAS, OTHERS PROMISE RELIEF AID 

Yes, Day Forty was going to be a week to the announcement 
of the ministerial positions. 

And Khalid could study everyone. He only had to meet 
someone or merely hear their speaking voice and they became an 
open book to him. 

He‟d purposely met the Vice Chancellor Professor Boye; and 
everything about him became just as much predictable. 

He was the sort of man to wait until the last minute to make 
up his mind on a crucial issue. It was his style of making sure he 
got things right. 

Again, humans would go a mile to keep their ego and a 
hundred to avoid what‟d hurt their pride. Oni‟s demand wasn‟t 
going to be the exception for Professor Boye now. 

As a matter of fact, Boye was a master of keeping that rule of 
thumb, Khalid observed. 

He was going to keep hesitating on Oni‟s demand till die 
minute this time, too. 
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The area connecting the senate with Oni‟s office 
characteristically had the largest loiter of people on Monday at 
noon. 

What Khalid and his men had termed as „deposits of clay 
abounding‟. 

Khalid had met Oni in his undergraduate days when he had to 
take a course as an elective in the Department of English. Oni was 
the lecturer for the course then. 

He‟d observed Oni was the dramatic type. He‟d never lend a 
hand except there was going to be a public acknowledgement at 
the end of the road. 

He wouldn‟t grant a thing except he‟d bring the whole world 
to observe. He‟d got a thing for public regard and narcissi. 

Monday noontime always had the largest gathering of people 
on the path the to-be minister of education would take to Oni‟s 
office. 

Monday of the week before the announcement was forty days 
away at the beginning of it all. It was the D-Day. 

Yes, the D-Day ought to be nine days ahead already. But 
Khalid got a rude shock about now. 

Everything was here. Down right here already. 

Oni had told the Vice Chancellor weeks ago that he could 
walk into his office any Monday he chose, knowing the path 
between the senate and the Department of English was usually 
populated on Mondays at noon. 

He emphasized that the Vice Chancellor must only come to 
him on a Monday and at noon. 
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The Vice Chancellor was ready to get everything done with. 

He‟d just received a call from a friend who tipped him off that 
the nation‟s president was compiling his ministerial list already; 
due to pressure from the opposition party. 

He was told the announcement might be made sooner than 
expected. 

Ego wouldn‟t be some restraining strings here. And self-pride 
wouldn‟t matter. The Vice Chancellor had to call Professor Oni 
just about now. 

Just now, to the secret ears of Khalid, Boye informed Oni he 
would come the following Monday. 

Khalid was shocked. It was a cold, hard blow on his 
calculative, predictive prowess that warm, sunlit morning. 

He was not God after all, turning the rudders of hearts, 
events and seasons wherever He so desires. 

He wasn‟t the Omniscient, foretelling humans‟ line of actions 
for the distant morrow. Things they themselves can never 
foreknow. 

He was… well, he was a mere mortal being. 

With a measured breath within his nostrils. A mass of flesh, 
blood, skeleton and measured lifespan that wouldn‟t understand 
there was a limit to him altogether! 

Some lines of Kelvin‟s poetry performance several weeks ago 
rang in his head. It was the satiric poem that mocked him and his 
cause altogether. 

He was thirsty to hear those words again and fuel his rage 
listening to the lines opposing him and his cause. 
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He swept his hand across the desk and reached for his 
Samsung Galaxy tab. He swiped it on, logged on to YouTube and 
clicked on the saved video. If I was a Terrorist. 

Let wishes be horses an’ beggars die 
Hilla-hillo—hulla-ballo! 
Let riders be dreamin’ a-bout a-fly 
Hilla-hillo—hulla-ballo! 
 
If I were, if I were but a-fly 
I’ll dare to be the dragongod 
Spittin’ infur’ated blacken’d billows 
On inflated whitened halos 
 
If I were, if I were to dare 
I’d dare to dream to die! 

He swiped the video closed just at the end of this first 
movement. 

That was it. That was all his soul craved for now. 

Multiple emotions cascaded in his belly like waves of a 
waterfall. Just like the first time he previewed the YouTube video 
alone. 

Only, what he felt now was even as hot as the raging hell. 

As furious as the tempestuous seas. 

The lines engulfed him in fumes darker than the flames of an 
atomic blast. It was what his dark soul craved for. 

The reflection it mirrored out from the artistic piece. 

It was like observing a sunlit scenery view through a tinted 
windowpane, the window giving a tinted outlook. 
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It was like a tainted mirror giving off a tainted reflection of 
reality. 

And that reflection was the reality to him. The only reality he 
lived. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Khalid was back with the passions he needed to charge 
forth towards the cause. 

He‟d give it all. 

All of his energy, breath and life. Everything it would cost 
him to make the mission of complete success. 

He paced about a point in the conference room space. He 
stopped short for a second or two. 

He walked to the glass wall and gazed absentmindedly into 
space. 

His clever mind ran forth and back through the group‟s 
alternate plan chart alongside its rehearsed executions. 

He altered a point or two in his head to fit in the current 
circumstances. Everything had to be wound up right away. 

He walked back, took his tablet and smartphone on the desk 
and turned out. 

He bolted the door locked and headed for his regular office 
downstairs. 

He entered his office, turned on the lights and the air 
conditioner and locked the door. 

His regular office was rather small and cramped up. 
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A set of books on ceramics and pottery cloistered up on the 
cream tiled floor at a corner just by the door. 

Right above it and facing Khalid‟s desk and seat was a framed 
painting of Malcom X. 

A small desktop sat on his desk at the right hand corner; 
slightly looking over a stack of files, envelops and typed papers 
cluttering the left and central part of his small desk. 

He hummed a Bob Marley tune as he pulled out his seat, sat 
and pulled up to his desk. 

He put on his computer, and tapped the desk to the music of 
his hum as the system booth took a while. 

He typed in a password as soon as the system came fully on 
and logged in to the company administrative email. 

He composed a message, giving his staff a week vacation 
starting from Saturday that week. He called it a well deserving 
vacation for their hard work. 

He logged in to his mission group email platform and sent a 
dispatch to the eleven, updating them on the status quo and on the 
next line of action. 

The group was converging on Friday for a test rerun of the 
mission. 

They were launching off to the target on Sunday evening. And 
Monday was going to be the D-day. 

He took up his black cased Hisense smartphone and dialled 
Teslim afterwards. 
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Teslim was lodged at the University of Ankara Guest House 
for some time now. He was the mastermind behind the just 
concluded poetry contest awarding an iPhone to Kelvin. 

Fate seemed to be particularly on their side already. 

As impossible as it appeared initially, Jordan had brought 
himself to Ankara and participated in the contest alongside Kelvin. 

The means to the end was there already… un-coerced. 

The issue of getting Kelvin a phone just to help in building 
trust through phone conversations between Jordan and him 
became unnecessary. 

But since Teslim and co were already at it, they had neatly 
tied things up in a manner that prevented strong curiosities. 

So now, Khalid had got a particular set of orders to pass on to 
Teslim regarding the mission. 

Khalid also put a call through to Mark, to make enquiries on 
his part of the mission. 

Mark was in charge of designing a custom made explosive 
device that is activated by a fingerprint sensor and covers an area 
of 4000 square metres. 

Mark‟s bomb was ready. 

But the walls of the University of Ankara weren‟t exactly 
prepared for the historic breech. 
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Chapter 17 

_____ 

 

 

TESLIM led Khalid and the team into the University of 
Ankara campus on Sunday afternoon. 

A black Hyundai jeep whizzed to a sudden stop in front of the 
monumental dome shaped edifice housing a sturdy frame of white 
brazen bars already flung open. 

The metal gate made a lazy creak as it was about to be swept 
closed in a moment of deft action. 

 A neat white Mitsubishi thirty two seater bus pulled to a 
halt behind with a loud, deafening screech. 

Its body had the name marked in midnight blue: „BOB MARLEY 

MEMORIAL POTTERY LTD‟. 
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And beside the names was the logo. 

It was a greyish black silhouette of the bust of Bob Marley; 
with the head glamourously flung leftwards and the signature 
dreadlocks all sprawled out in the air. 

Ahead of the two vehicles, and behind the grand University 
gate, a flag was up from the raised hand of a security officer. 

„Hush!‟ the officer bawled. His suspicion aroused already, he 
stepped forward. 

The University gate had been tightly guarded ever since the 
University received an invasion notice from the notorious group, 
Dragonfire. 

The group had its secret logo as a greyish black silhouette of a 
dragon head flung westwards (leftwards, that is to say); with its 
signature fire breaths altogether sprawled out in the air. 

The logo had gone along with the attack notice Dragonfire 
published on the University of Ankara‟s website at the beginning 
of everything. 

As it did always go with every other past notice. 

And that was when Khalid ordered Mark to hack into the 
University‟s website and publish the notice. 

As the security officer approached, Kabir stuck out his head 
from the thirty two seater bus. He was behind the wheels. 

There was fury written on his face when he spoke. „Hey! 
What‟s going on?‟ 

It was obvious he was yelling at the man. 

The officer stepped beside the huge steel horse and knocked 
on its sleek dark body. „Open your boot sir,‟ he said. 
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Teslim manned the rudder and had his boss beside him. He 
lowered his car window in the moment, reclined his neck against 
the head rest and held on to the wheel. 

Khalid, bespectacled in a dark shade, raised his wristwatch to 
his gaze and turned to Teslim just as soon. 

„Oh Director,‟ he mumbled, „aren‟t we running late for 
today‟s shoot? Didn‟t you get permission for Ankara Uni as our 
next location?‟ 

Teslim turned his eyes to Khalid. „I‟m sorry; it‟s my fault. I 
should‟ve introduced myself at the go. I overrated the fact people 
watch my films in the southwest. 

„I forgot here‟s not Lagos where everyone knows your face at 
the go. 

„So I‟ll just do that so we can catch up fast; we‟re still lagging 
behind with not just a few scenes. And thank God we‟ve got a 
good weather this afternoon.‟ 

Khalid mumbled. „Okay. Explain to him.‟ 

The security officer‟s ears have been tingling. He was curious 
to see the face of this film director, if perhaps he was also an actor 
who he was familiar with on TV. 

The officer docked his head and took a closer peep as Teslim 
turned back his face towards him. 

Teslim stretched a hand to the officer, and smiled. „Erm, 
Baba… well, I‟m…‟ 

The middle aged officer clamped Teslim‟s hand with both his 
own hands and shook it religiously. „Ah! I know you on TV. I 
know you. I know you.‟ 
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The middle aged man slipped his hands off and began rubbing 
them together in a manner that looked like a prayer form; bowing 
his head several times over. 

„God knows, I‟ve seen your films… many of them. Please 
keep on doing them. We love you here in Ankara… I swear!‟ 

Teslim wore a large smile. „Thank you. Keep buying our 
films, Baba,‟ he nodded. „We‟re on our way to shoot another,‟ he 
squinted. 

The officer gasped. „Aw… and I‟m keeping you waiting 
unnecessarily! I‟m sorry o! Please you can go.‟ 

Teslim stuck his head outside, looked back and returned his 
eyes to his listener. „That white bus behind is our team. We‟re 
together.‟ 

„No wahala,‟ the man gleamed. „Both of you… you can go.‟ 

Teslim nodded. „Thank you,‟ he muttered. 

The drivers were given the gate tallies and the two vehicles 
cruised in. 

They headed for the monstrous hills around the remote and 
lonely Azikwe Lecture Theatre. 

And where Kelvin‟s night walks might, or might not, always 
lead. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Teslim and Jordan met that Sunday at night on campus. 
Around the Students Union Building, the SUB. 

Jordan was more excited than the first time he met Teslim in 
Zaria. It was like a film script to him, the way their paths crossed 
again. 
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Jordan told Teslim he‟d always thought that if their paths 
should ever cross again after their first meeting in Zaria; it‟d be 
for a bigger purpose than poetry. 

And here it was as a paid screenwriting program with Teslim, 
Jordan said. 

„I‟ve always wanted to give life to my writings. I mean, I‟ve 
always wanted to bring poetry to a state of practicability. 

„And, trust me, this screen writing workshop is just so perfect 
for my dream. It‟s like a door I never knew existed; and suddenly 
my path leads to it. 

„Meeting you is really great. It‟s sort of fulfilling!‟ 

Teslim smiled. „Well, I assure you that what you‟re to bound 
to experience is really fulfilling and engaging. It won‟t bring just 
your poetry to life but also everything you‟ve always known!‟ 

Jordan couldn‟t help dreaming a world of experience hearing 
this. 

The two talked, joked and laughed as time passed. 

About twenty minutes of the chatter and talk, Jordan took a 
quick glance at his wrist watch. And it was about eight in the 
evening. 

He suggested he‟d got to be on his way; and Teslim obliged.   

Teslim offered to walk Jordan to his car at a nearby park a 
down the road; so they can chat some more. 

Jordan couldn‟t be more grateful for his kindness altogether. 
He‟d come to enjoy Teslim‟s company and had come to guess 
there was something great in stock for them both. 
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Perhaps it wouldn‟t have to be with Kelvin he‟d have a 
thing… maybe a poetry collaboration or otherwise. 

Perhaps it‟d now be a mighty stuff with the great celebrity 
himself. 

„That‟s just fantabulous,‟ he mused to himself. 

They were a few steps down the road and out under the shade 
cast by a broken streetlamp. The lamp post, numbered 12, stood 
in the dark just beside the SUB. 

Jordan thought to enagage Teslim with some questions as they 
walked. 

„Oh I‟ve wanted to ask,‟ he said, „but I hardly know how to 
put it. I‟m not sure I still know how to put this in words but let 
me just ask it however it comes. That‟s okay, right?‟ 

Teslim grunted. „Hmm....‟ 

A sturdy, sleek frame black jeep of Hyundai make, pulled out 
behind them with a rough, screeching sweep. 

Jordan was alarmed. 

„Aw! Come on!‟ Teslim yelled out, throwing his voice behind 
them. He pulled Jordan close to him just as soon. 

Jordan glanced back. „What the…‟ 

Teslim stilled him. „Never mind. Ankara Uni is full of those 
stupid rustlers. So where are we? I think you were going to ask 
me something…‟ 

„Yes, that‟s right. I was going to ask that…‟ 

Jordan was cut short by the thuds of approaching heels. 
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He didn‟t even hear the car door open or get shut. But he was 
sure there were steps behind him. 

And they certainly would be those guys racing that iron horse 
to a sudden halt beside them just a moment ago. 

Jordan heard Teslim coughed as the former was turning his 
head to look behind him. 

Next, Jordan felt the heavy bang of a large blunt object on the 
nape of his neck. His sight spun a crazy turmoil-filled whirl in the 
instance. 

He gasped out an unconscious yell. And everything went 
blank as his limp frame came slumping to the ground. 

He passed out. 
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Chapter 18 

_____ 

 

 

JORDAN’S eyes slowly parted open. 

The appearances the weary young man saw just as he regained 
consciousness were strange enough to tell him he was anything 
but safe. 

It was a large tent environment camped over a rather smooth 
rocky terrain. 

The thick dark-coloured tent was lit up on the inside by a 
number of small powerful led flashlights that scarcely ever 
reflected on to the outer side of the canvas. 

 Jordan turned his dim gaze around where he lay against a 
hard stony surface. 
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He could make sense of the figures of hardened men puffing 
up dense fumes through their gaping mouths and broadened 
nostrils. They were smoking what looked like exotic cigars along 
with some hemp. 

It was perhaps the confluence of the puffing smokes from 
those Cuban cigars across the paths of maddening scents from the 
Indian hemp that soon woke Jordan from the unconscious terrains 
he‟d passed into. 

He jolted up with an unconscious leg kick at nothing in 
particular. He realised his arms and legs had both been bound and 
his mouth sealed with a broad tape. 

He mumbled a stifled continuous sound and wriggled himself 
like a tadpole‟s frenetic dance in a quiet stream. 

The gang members turned to take notice of him. But some of 
them only looked his way and continued smoking their cigars or 
sniffing hemp. 

Some left their relaxed state to attend to what looked like 
delegated duties. Some others merely changed their positions and 
went outside the tent. 

Jordan observed that the young men within the tent weren‟t 
the only ones in the environment. He could hear light murmurs 
around the tent and a seemingly distant sound of a rolling car 
engine. 

Who were this people? What had he done? Why did they 
kidnap him? What did they want? 

A hundred billion questions went on in his mind. 

Perhaps those hardened young men were robbers. Or perhaps 
they were some cultists or even ritualists. 
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But what did these devils want? Maybe they wanted his father, 
yes. 

He wriggled in total fright. 

A man with a long beard at the root of an oblong face walked 
up to him, the thuds of his approaching heels beating a sound into 
Jordan‟s heaving chest. 

He stooped down. He brushed his beard with his fingers and 
began weaving a strand or two with some abandon and 
absentmindedness. 

He seemed to be the only one around that kept a long beard, 
though.  

Jordan was a still lump of wood, entirely terrified and frozen. 

Maybe... just maybe—maybe these were some Osama Bin 
Laden! Jordan shuddered. „Please, Jesus Christ, help me,‟ he 
breathed heavily. 

The man spoke. „We are Dragonfire,‟ he said. „Now, you‟re 
not our target. We want you to bring us Kelvin Babalola. The 
poet who performed If I was a Terrorist.‟ 

Jordan mumbled and wriggled some more. 

The man laughed aloud and halted with a scoff. „Call me 
Kabir,‟ he said. 

He dipped a hand into his right pocket and took out a silver 
cased android phone, flipped on the screen, scrolled through the 
contact list up to a point and clicked on a contact. 

He steadied the phone in front of Jordan‟s eyes. 

Jordan recognised the phone. It was his. 
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„You‟ll call this boy,‟ Kabir whispered matter-of-factly. 

The contact name that stood out large was: „Poet Kelvin 
Babalola UA‟. 

Jordan was dumbfounded. He wished he shouldn‟t have saved 
the name with that much detail. 

He stopped and dipped a hand into his left pocket. He drew 
out a black pistol, laughed maliciously and tucked it back into his 
pocket. 

„Well, now you know how I play, young man,‟ he said with a 
cold smirk. 

Jordan shuddered into calm and bowed himself over. 

Kabir raised Jordan‟s head with his index finger, reached his 
hand to his sealed lips and yanked off the tape. 

Jordan winced over and grunted. And then he mouthed a 
wordless „Please!’ 

Kabir held out a finger and crossed his own lips with it. 

Jordan shut his lips firmly closed. His handsome face was 
covered with heavy beads of sweat and his top was drenched in 
sweat from the neckline to its chest. 

Kabir untied his hands and feet. 

A tall dark man holding a tablet walked up to them. 

He‟d probably be in his early thirties. His walking gait had a 
commanding sense as he approached them. 

He got close and stood still. 
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The way he stood above them with squared shoulders seemed 
to Jordan as something more like the Pentagon standing over its 
neighbouring towers prior to the 9/11 tragedy. 

Jordan observed him to be the leader. 

Kabir crouched further down and lowered his head deference. 
„Boss!‟ he kowtowed. 

The man stroked his low shaven beard with his forefinger for 
a while, shaking his head in pity of Jordan. 

And then, he shoved a running slide show video from the 
tablet into Jordan‟s face. 

„D‟ you know this place at all?‟ he blared. 

Jordan saw several takes of a hit man in the verandah, balcony 
and vicinity of their permanent residence in Zaria, Northern 
Nigeria. 

He reasoned his mother and sister were home without 
knowing a thing. 

He gasped in utter fright. 

The boss blared on. 

„8, Usman Babayaro Close, Off Al-haji Ahmad Danjuma 
Mosque, Phase 6B, New GRA, Zaria, Kaduna State. 

„You call home, or anybody on this campus knows anything—
and your family dies a slow, painful death!‟ 

Jordan yelled out; a hot stream coursing down his face. „What 
do you want me to do, please?‟ 

The boss merely turned his back and retreated into the darker 
distance. 
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Kabir drew out his pistol with his left hand and dialled Kelvin 
on Jordan‟s phone with his right hand. 

He placed the call on speaker and stretched the phone over to 
Jordan. „It‟s ringing. Tell him in a calm voice to meet you 
somewhere on campus now. We‟ll tail you and pick him up.‟ 

Jordan took the phone and tried his best to be calm. 

His lips quivered as he muttered in a barely audible voice. 
„God, please God, help Kelvin.‟ 

Kelvin picked up. 

It was Jordan who spoke first. „Hello… Hello, Kelvin.‟ 

„Hello…‟ 

„It‟s Jordan speaking. Jordan Samuel.‟ 

„Oh Jordan… Sorry, I haven‟t saved your number; I‟ll save it 
when I drop the call.‟ 

„Oh… okay.‟ 

„So… what‟s up?‟ 

Jordan stuttered a little. „Er… I… I‟ll like to see you on 
something very urgent. Can we meet up, please?‟ 

Kelvin stressed his words. „Aw, this is about twenty minutes 
to ten!‟ He resumed on a pretty concerned note. „Or is anything 
the matter? I hope everything‟s okay…‟ 

„Well, er… everything‟s pretty well but…‟ 

„So, can‟t it wait till tomorrow morning?‟ 
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Jordan looked up at Kabir‟s eyeballs. They were glowing like 
hot embers. 

He lowered his gaze to the phone in his hands. „Er… I dearly 
wish so, too; but I‟ve really got no choice.‟ 

„Okay… where do I see you?‟ 

Jordan stammered. „Erm… erm…‟ 

Kabir hurriedly reached his hands to a pen and a leaflet close 
by. He scribbled something on it in a hurry and flashed the piece 
of paper in Jordan‟s face.  

Jordan took a look at the piece. „Okay… please let‟s make it 
beside SUB‟ 

„About now, right?‟ 

„Yes… please.‟ 

„Okay.‟ 

Jordan‟s voice quivered as he drew out his last words on 
phone with a slow breath. „Thank… you,‟ he muttered. 

Kelvin didn‟t say anything at the other end as Jordan hanged 
up. 

The latter heaved a heavy sigh after dropping the call. He 
rubbed his hands forth and back. „Please… in God‟s name…!‟ 

Kabir rose up and turned his back, as he retreated and turned 
out of the tent. 

„Hey, Johnson; it‟s time to get Kelvin Babalola,‟ he beckoned 
to a young man as he turned out. 
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As though on a cue, everyone got up from their relaxed 
position and got active with preparations. 

The young man Kabir signalled came in soon enough. He 
stood Jordan up, yanked off his drenched top and handed him a T-
shirt. 

„Put this on instead,‟ Johnson said with a dictatorial tone of 
voice. 

Jordan obeyed. 

Johnson‟s voice was a rough blare. „Let‟s head out, young 
man. It‟s time.‟ 

Jordan heard the car engine roll out some more from 
somewhere that seemed down below. 

When he stepped out to the open air, he realised the tent had 
been pitched on a remote rocky hill on campus. 

From where the buildings of the University of Ankara campus 
can be roughly mapped out. 

There was a crack in Dragonfire‟s plan, though. A crack they 
hoped could be managed. But it was soon becoming the cause of a 
crumble. 

Or perhaps not. 

Khalid had previously sent a hit man from the group to 
Jordan‟s home in Zaria only a few days earlier. 

He‟d only got there when the sudden hurried preparations 
necessitated by the changed deadline demanded the group‟s 
militants to be at the base for a more consistent drill. 

Khalid had found of a way to manage things. 
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He‟d come up with the idea of taking footages of the hit man‟s 
presence around the premises of the home without alerting the 
family. 

The hit man registered the family routine and movements and 
took enough footage to frighten Jordan of their presence in his 
home in Zaria, Northwestern Nigeria. 

Khalid thereafter summoned the hit man down to base in 
Ilorin, Southwestern Nigeria. To join the other militants in the 
rigorous drill in readiness for the new deadline that was only a few 
days off. 

And now, Jordan was yet to remember something that could 
scatter Dragonfire‟s plan. Something Khalid and his men never 
knew. 

That Jordan‟s mother and Jordan‟s sister would‟ve been in 
South Africa by now. And they wouldn‟t be in Nigeria, let alone 
at home, by now. 

Jordan had known about her mum‟s planned trip to 
Johannesburg with her sister before he left home. 

Jordan simply had to remember now. Only remember. 
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Chapter 19 

_____ 

 

 

THE day dawned in no manner different from other days 
today Monday. 

The doomsday marked out for the University of Ankara 
campus by Khalid Imran‟s Dragonfire. 

And especially for the University‟s Vice Chancellor, Professor 
Boye. The nominee for the position of the nation‟s Minister of 
Education from the southwest geopolitical zone. 

The sun rose in no peculiar manner than it usually did on days 
eventually judged to be ordinary. 
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Nothing in the skies forewarned an apocalypse, as it were. 
Nor did threading feet feel a mighty quake beneath them like the 
moments before a massive eruption. 

None of the birds flapping agile wings up in the bright, 
cloudless morning sky dropped to the ground a dead little thing. 

Nor was there a soul missing in the throbbing hearts of 
youngsters threading forth and back down below. 

Kelvin had been kidnapped the previous night when he got to 
Jordan, in the same manner Jordan previously was. 

Jordan told Kelvin he was sorry just before he was hit with a 
blunt rod and hurled into the backseat of the black jeep as he 
collapsed. 

Kelvin was unpredictable and untrusting and he wouldn‟t 
easily fall into the catch of the Khalid‟s group that night. 

Teslim had always thought the camaraderie built among 
Kelvin and Jordan from performing poetry on the same stage 
would be something to make use of. 

Jordan had earlier told Teslim when they met in Zaria that he 
was planning to come down to Ankara in days. 

Teslim couldn‟t just bank on that slim chance to make 
communication and a build-up of trust possible with the two boys 
thousand miles apart. 

What if Jordan wasn‟t going to make heading to Ankara 
eventually? Then, Teslim had got to press on with the plans to get 
Kelvin a phone. 

And so, there came the pottery contest. Only to grant Kelvin 
a phone, so Jordan can reach him and form a friendship bond. 
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„There must be trust,‟ the boss Khalid had instructed. „No 
betrayal without trust, remember.‟ 

When Jordan eventually surfaced in Ankara like he said, he 
never knew he was making the Dragonfire‟s mission a piece of 
cake. 

His obsession with poetry and with the poet Kelvin 
magnetised him towards the contest. Towards participating in it. 

Teslim had trusted his instinct that the two boys would 
definitely bond in some way. 

He‟d judged that Jordan‟s passion for poetry would‟ve 
definitely drawn him close to Kelvin and consequently formed an 
intellectual camaraderie between the two dudes. 

He reasoned the newfound bromance would‟ve built up 
enough trust in Kelvin towards Jordan to entice the former out of 
his cave and into their net. 

Teslim wasn‟t wrong after all. For it worked out exactly as he 
schemed. 

However, the young film star and Dragonfire member 
avoided a situation where the two young poets could obviously 
mark him with the operation. 

Because of his blooming primary career in entertainment. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Kelvin steadily came up awake. It was 9:05 that morning. 

He‟d been drugged back to sleep when he previously got 
woken from the unconscious state he fell into the moment he was 
hit the night before. 

Now his dull, heavy eyes were seeing the light of day. 
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He wondered where he was, as he lay down rounded by hard, 
vicious faces. The eyeballs that glared at him were literally 
fireballs shooting flames into his fear-wrapped face. 

He recognised the face of death when he saw one. This was 
death looking back at him. 

He jolted up just as soon and pulled back with a swift, 
unconscious jerk; a terrified gasp escaping his throat. 

In that sudden moment his lower abdomen ached with an 
acute pain, sending the excruciating sensation through his entire 
system. 

He dropped down, yelling as he wriggled his body back and 
forth. 

A young man stepped close to him with a syringe, tapped its 
needle with brisk, little taps and spoke with a matter-of-fact tone 
of voice. 

„This will remove the pain entirely and you‟ll not feel a thing 
throughout the mission. I‟m giving you an overdose of painkiller. 
We need you to be as hardened as the devil. You get that?‟ 

Kelvin only surrendered his limp, weary body. He couldn‟t 
bring himself to resist anymore. 

The hardened young man buried the needle under Kelvin‟s 
skin just as soon. 

Kelvin felt the injection fluid pass into his vein and spread an 
inexplicable relief through his whole body. 

He became a rock. Like a hump of iceberg. 
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Kelvin saw a tall, handsome man walked in from outside the 
tent. He had a sunshade on and wore his beard a low shave. He 
held a Rotring pen he flimsily tussled between his fingers. 

The other young men made way for him as he walked up to 
Kelvin. He must be the boss, Kelvin reckoned. 

The man crouched down beside Kelvin and flashed a brisk, 
malicious grin. Kelvin backed away a little. 

The boss scoffed, took off his shade and tapped his finger 
behind him. „Mark!‟ he called. 

A young bespectacled geek-looking man rushed to him with a 
large tablet and stretched it out to Kelvin‟s face. 

What Kelvin saw was the logo of the Dragonfire enlarged on 
its website‟s log in page. 

Khalid‟s visage was cold and earnest. 

The boss snarled. „Now you know who you‟re dealing with. 
Dragonfire.‟ 

Kelvin charged back with dread. „Please, don‟t kill me,‟ he 
pleaded. 

Khalid crawled to him. „Hush!‟ he whispered, laying a finger 
to his own lips. 

He laughed. „You are that mad poet who threatened our cause 
with a big performance in Abuja. You are Kelvin Babalola.‟ 

Kelvin begged, rubbing his hands forth and back. „Please, 
don‟t kill me, please…‟ 

„We‟ve being meticulously scheming for today since several 
weeks ago. We were the ones that organised the contest and got 
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you the iPhone. It was just to penetrate you since you‟d do 
anything for poetry!‟ 

Kelvin dissolved in tears; his weary hands clutched together in 
front of him. „What do you want from me? Please, I‟ll give you 
anything… just spare me, please!‟ 

Khalid had a long fit of laughter. „As if!‟ he scoffed. And then, 
he laughed some more.  

He resumed. „You‟re young and stupid! You don‟t give me 
what I want. I take whatever I want from you!‟ 

He paused a moment and then flashed a malicious grin at him. 

„I am Khalid Imran. I am the Dragongod. I show no mercy!‟ 

He reached his hand forward and unbuttoned Kelvin‟s shirt at 
the end next to his belly. 

Kelvin‟s mouth fell open at what he saw. He didn‟t know 
what to think, but he was sure something was grossly looming. 

Kelvin muttered, trembling. „Ah Jesus Christ, I know only 
You can have mercy on me! Please, save me this once!‟ 

He raised his head and stared at Khalid Imran with a curious, 
eager gaze. 

Khalid turned to the geek behind him. „Explain to him, 
Mark,‟ he said. 

Mark spoke. „Hey! Are you listening? I believe I‟m one of the 
very best hidden software designer and hacker in Africa. 

„I‟ve decided to design something that‟s never been in the 
entire African continent! At least, as far as we all know. It‟s an 
IED with a single touch fingerprint identity sensor for activation 
and deactivation.‟ 
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Kelvin was looking lost and Mark noticed he wasn‟t 
communicating. He decided to change his approach. 

„Okay… lemme come a little more clearer. Hey, are you 
looking here?‟ he said, and tapped his shoulder. 

He resumed in a bit. „Okay, what I‟m saying in essence is this. 
I‟ve designed a type of explosive… I mean, a bomb… that can be 
activated and detonated with a single registered fingerprint.‟ 

Kelvin shuddered a little. 

Mark finished, exuding with an aura of pride. 

„And in this case, it is Computer Genius Mark‟s fingerprint. I 
mean... mine!‟ He folded his arms across his chest and gleamed 
with delight. 

Khalid resumed. „With just a poetry performance, you made 
a terrorist of us; I‟m not angry. What do I want from you? I want 
you to be the terrorist you claimed I was!‟ 

He finished. „And you now have it in you.‟ 

He burst into a heartless, malicious laughter. 

Kelvin quivered as he lowered his gaze to his belly. A rather 
large stitch ran across just below his navel. 

Beads of sweat covered his temples and his lips quivered. 

Kelvin knew there was no more reason to plead with the 
men; they were as resolute as hades to have him destroyed. 

They were going to make him their suicide bomber carrying 
their weapon of mass destruction within his body. 

Khalid laughed. „And guess who handed you over?‟ 
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He held out his forefinger to a corner within the tent. Kelvin 
followed Khalid‟s hand as it navigated the tent‟s perimeter until it 
stayed its spin on a figure that only came up visible about now. 

It was Jordan Samuel. And he was soaked in tears already. 

A red hot knife of betrayal pierced Kelvin‟s heart and 
sundered it right at the centre. 

Khalid reeked with a wild, malicious laughter as a stream 
coursed down Kelvin‟s eye. For he now achieved one of his set 
objectives. 

Betrayal after a friendship bond. 

Khalid got up and walked out. Mark followed him, dragging 
Jordan along. 

Jordan was released. He had been used successfully as both 
bait and hook. 

Kelvin guessed the deed had been done; but he dearly wanted 
to live. 

He thought that if the so-called Dragongod wanted to destroy 
him at all cost; the Almighty God could want him saved—even 
though he least deserved it. 

He felt he wasn‟t even worthy to look up to Him and cry for 
help. He wondered what an ungrateful prodigal son he was. 

He cried, looking down with teary eyes. 

„God Almighty!‟ he breathed quietly and discreetly as he 
could muster a few words of prayer. „I know I am not even 
worthy to look up at You. I am not even qualified to have Your 
attention for a second. 
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„I am not even fit to ask to be spared! ‟Cause I have always 
known in my heart of hearts that You exist and are entirely good 
and yet I chose to rebel against Your almightiness!‟ 

He swallowed. 

He cried. „Please Lord Jesus, save me this once and spare 
me!‟ 

It was 9:30 AM. 
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Chapter 20 

_____ 

 

 

THE clock struck ten that morning. Professor Oni‟s cell 
phone buzzed. 

Oni perched behind his desk in his office, preoccupied with 
editing a certain professor‟s inaugural lecture typescript. 

His phone buzzed all the way through without him looking 
towards its side. 

The call came up a second time. 

Midway into its lengthy buzz, Oni reached out a hand towards 
the corner of the desk from where the phone buzz emanated; and 
without as much as following his hand with his eyes. 
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With his focus pinned on the computer screen, he groped for 
the phone lying deserted and forgotten amid a pile of books and 
papers. 

He raised the cell phone to his gaze. 

It was the Vice Chancellor calling. His boy, Professor Boye. 

Just now he remembered it was today he‟d asked the Vice 
Chancellor and desperate political enthusiast to meet him in his 
office and begged to be helped to make the selection for one of 
the nation‟s ministerial positions. 

Oni picked up the call and spoke first. „Oh! It is our 
prospective minister of education calling…‟ His voice had a deep 
toned slur. 

Boye took over. „Hello Baba. Good morning sir.‟ 

Oni chuckled. „I guess it‟s a good morning after all. So 
soon… Is it the time I asked you to come already?‟ He checked 
the time on his wristwatch. 

Boye responded. „Oh no… I just call you to remind you of 
our appointment ahead of time.‟ 

Oni had already forgotten the time he slated for the 
appointment. „What time did I ask you to come, by the way?‟ 

Boye replied him. „It‟s twelve noon, sir.‟ 

Oni laughed. „Oh very well then; I‟ll be here in my office 
expecting you. Make it the dot of twelve. I‟ll put a call through 
the President when you‟ve done what you‟ve got to do.‟ 

„Thank you, sir,‟ Boye replied. „I‟m grateful.‟ 
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Oni retorted a light response. „Oh why don‟t we keep the 
gratitude till when the deal‟s been sealed, uh? I‟ll be expecting 
you twelve noon.‟ 

Boye finished. „All right sir. Later then.‟ 

Oni gave a light grunt as Boye dropped the call. 

The former reclined in his seat for a bit and flexed his limbs. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Jordan was sad, confused and helpless. 

The moment he was released by Khalid‟s men, he‟d taken his 
car from the car park near the SUB. It was where he‟d parked his 
car before he was assaulted and kidnapped the previous day. 

He‟d then driven himself to the University of Ankara 
Teaching Hospital on campus; being his dad‟s workplace. 

Upon reaching UA Teaching Hospital, he walked with a 
downcast gaze and wouldn‟t hear anything around him. 

A billion thoughts ran through his dazed mind. 

He blamed himself. He blamed Kelvin for picking his call. He 
blamed poetry itself. He blamed Teslim. He blamed every soul 
and thing that crossed his mind.  

In the depth of his thoughts, he walked to the lift at the 
basement with some abandon and absentmindedness. He didn‟t 
know when he walked past and began mounting the staircase. 

When the blame game didn‟t satisfy eventually, he sat 
defeated on the stairs and sunk his head in his cupped hands. 

He raised his head all of a sudden; as though he just discovered 
a vaccine to a viral disease. 
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He was the last person to call Kelvin. If there was an 
investigation after the bomb blast, he‟d be the first suspect. 

He moaned quietly as he buried his head in his laps. 

Suddenly, a man‟s shadow stood over him. 

He was alerted and suddenly raised his head. 

He wondered who it was. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Time seemed to be racing; and it was 10:55 AM already. 

Kelvin sat on one of the benches in the lobby of his 
Department, the Department of English and Literature. 

Several emotions coursed through him. It seemed every gland 
in his body secreted hormones all at the same time. 

He was scared; he was sad. He was nervous and exhausted. 
His mind had wondered a million times what would happen to 
him next. He couldn‟t think of any way out. 

He‟d reluctantly conceded to the fact that he would die. 
Every moment of his life ran though his mind like a film. He saw 
himself from the second person‟s perspective. 

He thought of the glory of the stage. The glamor of light. The 
honourable applause. The camaraderie with Caleb. The love fight 
between Yemi and him. He remembered the warmth of his family 
and how much he‟d miss life. 

Everything ran through his mind. And now he had to leave 
everything and die. 
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„Death is easier written than experienced,‟ he mused. None 
of the poems he‟d written about the moment of death was close to 
what he was experiencing now.  

He was really going to die. He surrendered. 

Kelvin raised his head to take a glance at the world he was 
leaving behind. It was then he realised there were many people 
around him in the lobby. 

For the first time in his ordeal, he stopped thinking about 
himself altogether. He thought of the situation around him. 

He remembered Khalid‟s words. Every syllable of his words 
came to his mind like memorized poetry lines. It was more than 
poetry lines. It came with its meanings. 

Khalid was making a terrorist of him. 

And then he had a rethink. „I can‟t end it here. Even if I‟m 
going to die, I can‟t be a murderer; I can‟t die a terrorist.‟ 

And this was the one and only resolution he‟d been able to 
make since his ordeal began. 

He wasn‟t going to be a terrorist. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Khalid laughed to himself as he stared at the Samsung Galaxy 
tablet in his hand. 

He was watching Kelvin‟s environment; and from the look in 
eyes, the sight was a piece of entertainment to him.  

Mark had fixed a button-like camera on Kelvin‟s shirt that 
morning when they were to release him to blow up the 
Department of English and Literature. 
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Mark had laughed as he fixed the camera on Kelvin earlier that 
morning. „This is a follow up, dude,‟ he‟d said; „you‟re really 
trapped in our web.‟ 

Khalid had watched while Mark fixed the camera. 

Khalid walked to Kelvin and bent slightly to look into his 
eyes. „You can‟t afford to ditch us,‟ he said. 

„Every breath and every step you take, we got our eyes on 
you. If you don‟t follow our plan, then you lose your dear family!‟ 

He waved pictures of his mother and twin sisters at him. 

And now, Khalid was watching the lobby view from Kelvin‟s 
camera button. He was already feeling amused at how many 
people litter the lobby. 

He laughed out loud as he watched. „Beautiful!‟ He signalled 
to Mark. „Hey, get this recorded so we can all watch later in the 
day while we flex our muscles.‟ 

He checked on his wristwatch. It was 10:55 AM. 

„Let‟s pack up,‟ he blared. „We‟ve got one hour, five minutes 
to the blast.‟ 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Jordan looked up to see who it was that stood over him. 

It was Professor Samuel, his dad. 

Jordan lazily mumbled a good morning. He rubbed his hand 
on his cheek to wipe his tears. But his dad had already noticed he 
was shedding a tear. 

„What is wrong with you? You didn‟t come home last night,‟ 
Professor Samuel queried nonchalantly. 
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 He went on. „Don‟t tell me in just less than a month you‟ve 
spent here, you‟ve successfully got your heart broken by a girl. Or 
why do you look so dejected?‟ 

Jordan didn‟t reply his father. He couldn‟t think of 
articulating his ordeals in words.  

Professor Samuel assumed his son‟s silence was a yes to his 
question. He patted him on the shoulders. 

„Well, son,‟ he said, „you‟re coming of age; so, don‟t worry. 
Everything‟s going to be fine. 

„You see, at times like this, you should get close to your 
family to get through something like this. But it‟s a pity your mum 
and your sister are not in Nigeria.‟ 

This was the first time Jordan obviously came awake to his 
dad‟s words. 

He sat up. „You mean mum is really not in Nigeria right 
now?‟ 

„Of course, yes. Have you forgotten she left with your sister 
for Johannesburg two weeks ago?‟ 

Jordan sprang to his feet. „Yes!‟ he yelled. 

He clamped his hands on his dad‟s and shook the latter 
religiously. „Dad, I‟m really sorry for this...‟ And then, he dipped 
his hand into his dad‟s pocket and brought out his car keys in a 
jiffy. 

Professor Samuel was fond of sport cars and Jordan had 
quickly calculated that only his dad‟s car can help him race to beat 
time. 
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He dashed away with the keys and galloped through the stairs; 
leaving his dad absolutely confused. 

The time clocked 11 AM. 
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Chapter 21 

_____ 

 

KELVIN looked at his wristwatch. It was 11:16 AM. 

„I‟ve got only forty something minutes left. Please God, I 
don‟t want to die a suicide bomber. Please!‟ 

He desperately wished to not be a murderer than he‟d ever 
desperately wished to win a poetry contest. 

He stood up from the bench he‟d been sitting on, looked 
around him and thought desperately of what he could do. 

And then, Caleb appeared. 

Kelvin beamed with a glimmer of hope when he saw his 
friend. He drew Caleb to himself and hugged him. 

Caleb was surprised. His friend had never hugged him so 
tight. 

„What is wrong with you? Why are you unnecessarily 
affectionate? Where is your backpack? Aren‟t you going to attend 
literature class?‟ 
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Several questions rolled out in a breath but Kelvin couldn‟t 
answer any of them. 

Kelvin hurriedly got a hold of Caleb‟s backpack which he 
backed on one strap. 

And before Caleb could express his curiosity at his friend‟s 
sudden oddities, Kelvin had unzipped the bag, brought out a 
notebook and tore himself a sheet of paper. 

He also helped himself with a pen tucked into a pen pocket on 
the bag. 

Kelvin‟s voice trembled when he spoke. „I‟m sorry; I have to 
write a poem.‟ 

A lot of questions poured through Caleb‟s confused mind. He 
was shocked at Kelvin altogether, his odd behaviours and all. 

He‟d always known Kelvin was unpredictably different; but 
this was definitely not it. 

Caleb was curious. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

‘Boss, are we really going to allow him to write a poem?‟ It 
was Kabir asking impatiently at the mountainside. 

Khalid smiled. „Well what can we do? It‟s his last poem 
anyway. And we are good people. 

„His poetry brought him this far; and so, he wouldn‟t just die 
without bidding farewell to his treasured poetry. 

„The more I see him, the more I like him. He is funny, you 
know!‟ 

Khalid had a sweet humour in the tone with which he spoke. 
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◙ ◙ ◙ 

Kelvin knew it. He knew Khalid and his men were watching 
his environment through the tiny camera fixed on his shirt. 

He knew he couldn‟t afford to write just anything; or else he 
could put the lives of his family at risk. 

Every second mounting to minutes was precious. He 
wondered what he could do with the most precious moment of his 
life now. 

At the same time, he wondered what he could write to save 
lives. How he could inform the world there was a bomb inside 
him. 

He‟d got just one poem to write and the poem had to bear it 
all.   

The thought came to him like a bolt of inspiration. 

It was Yemi.  

Yemi was his only regret. She was his beautiful dream that 
never came to pass. The spectacular miracle that never happened 
to him. The one that never got to know his true feelings for the 
fear of losing. Yemi was his only regret. 

He mused quietly. „I have to write her a poem of love. I have 
to put my feelings in just a poem if I can. I have to write her my 
heart.‟ 

He held the pen firmly in his hands and his hands trembled. 

He calmed his mind and penned down the poem. 
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ACROSTIC 
(For Yemi) 

These words get incapable in a chase to capture 
How deeply I feel towards you! 
Even so, it frightens me how much I like you! 
Really, sometimes I’m lost for words; 
Even sometimes I’m lost to the world when 
 
I’m thinking, thinking about you… 
So much, over and again, I am lost in love! 
 
Tell me you know what it feels like, too. 
It’s like having your heart’s fancied gemstones 
Mysteriously happen so preciously, delicately, and 
Entirely in the quiet warmth of your chest! 
 
Boy, you wanna hold it, and hug it, 
Own it, and cuddle, carress it, and kiss it… 
Man, and just… and just love it all, 
Baby girl! And yet you don’t wanna crush it! 
 
I’m feeling just what that feels like now, Yemi. ’Cause 
Now and ever since, you’re my heart’s real desire 
 
Miraculously happening so exquisitely, pricelessly, and 
Entirely, oh boy, in the very core of my heart and soul! 
 
Knock, knock: and I wanna hold you and fold you, 
Enrapture you, cuddle and fondle you, care and caress, 
Envelop and seize you, kiss you… and just pour—just 
Pour my heart’s love on you! 
 
Oh my… and sometimes, sometimes I 
Fear how real much I love you, Yemi! 
For real, I love you to bits! 
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◙ ◙ ◙ 

‘It’s 11:16. I have forty four minutes left.’ 

It was Jordan talking to himself as he drove past the second 
gate of the University campus. 

The University of Ankara was a city on its own and had all her 
vast facilities in it. 

It accommodated the University Teaching Hospital situated a 
few kilometers away from the academic setting of the University 
campus. 

All the various facilities of the University environment were 
linked together with well tarred roads and barricades of gates 
serving as security checkpoints. 

The staff sticker on Professor Samuel‟s car was the pass for 
any vehicle that had to take the roads within the school mass of 
land. 

Jordan was easily allowed access at every checkpoint owing to 
the staff sticker on his dad‟s car. 

As Jordan sped on, a thought suddenly struck his mind. 

„If I get to Kelvin, what exactly will I do to save him? What 
am I doing right now? What plan do I have? What can somebody 
like me possibly do to stop an bomb blast?!‟ 

He slowed down in a bit, confused already. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Caleb’s eyes ran through a sheet of paper in his hands. 
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Kelvin had given him the poem he wrote some moments ago; 
and with a stern instruction that Caleb read, reviewed and 
analysed it immediately. 

Caleb was a poet, too. And as fast and intelligent as his best 
friend Kelvin. 

Caleb couldn‟t ignore his curiosity anymore. Kelvin who 
didn‟t like kinship of any form had hugged Caleb and whispered 
the instructions into his ears when he handed the poem to him. 

Caleb stared into Kelvin‟s eyes but Kelvin could only look at 
the sheet of paper in his friend‟s hands. 

Caleb knew he‟d got to read the poem immediately indeed 
and he got started. 

„It‟s a love poem for Yemi,‟ he said to himself. „This dude! 
Why did he have to hug me to hand me a love poem for his girl?‟ 

He read the poem through. And then, he read it a second 
time, curious about what was so special with the love poem that 
it‟d got Kelvin emotionally dramatic. 

He read the poem a third time and he became tired of 
reading. He was about to hand Kelvin the poem when he suddenly 
noticed the title of the poem. 

„It‟s Acrostic,‟ he exclaimed. „It‟s really Acrostic.‟ 

He took a deep breath. „Well, if Kelvin‟s telling me to analyse 
the poem now, then the poem is an acrostic in every sense of the 
word!‟ 

Caleb hurriedly pulled out a notebook from his bag. Kelvin 
saw Caleb had got the concept of the poem. He quietly backed 
Caleb and walked away from him. 
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Caleb sat on a desk and started to analyse the poem with a pen 
and a note. 

Caleb muttered quietly as he busied himself with the poem. 
„Acrostic is the mathematics of poetry. Acrostic is coding and the 
only analysis to do is to decode the message hidden in the poem.‟ 

Well, Caleb was right. 

The Acrostic is a type of poem that encodes a message via the 
first letters of each lines of a poem. The first of the lines of the 
poem spells a word or words. 

And Kelvin had chosen to write Yemi an acrostic love poem 
and had given his poet friend to decode. 

Caleb could not help thinking there was more to the love 
poem. 

He began to write on the note he brought out. With a hurried 
pace, he penned out the first letter of every line. 

He used the spacing of the stanzas to make spacing between 
words. 

And eventually, he got his answer: 

THERE IS A TIME BOMB IN ME KEEP OFF 

Caleb was startled. No, that didn‟t make sense at all. 

He glared at what he‟d written out as though he wasn‟t the 
one who wrote it. He crossed out the words and spelled out the 
acrostic letters again. 

THERE IS A TIME BOMB IN ME KEEP OFF 

He was shocked. He looked at the poem‟s title again to be 
sure. 
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„It‟s Acrostic!‟ he nodded. He gazed at Kelvin and saw only a 
ghost of his real self. 

 And then he shuddered with a cold chill. „T-time… b-
bomb!‟ 

Everything that had transpired between him and Kelvin since 
he saw him some minutes ago rushed through his mind. 

If this was it for certain, he thought, he‟d got to look for a 
way out. He wanted to doubt the situation but he knew there was 
no time to deny. 

There was somehow a time bomb ticking inside Kelvin‟s 
body. 

„O God Almighty!‟ he trembled terribly. 

He desperately wished this was a joke. He wished there was 
someone to tell him everything was a rude joke. 

And then his phone rang. 

He picked up the call. 

It was Jordan Samuel. 
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Chapter 22 

_____ 

 

 

I NEED you to, please, do us a favour. I will send you a text 
now. Please read it and read it again.‟ 

It was Jordan speaking at the other end of Caleb‟s received 
phone call. His unsettled, earnest voice sounded un-help-ably 
urgent. 

After much thought, Jordan had concluded he had to get 
Caleb to evacuate people in the building where Kelvin would be. 
He wanted to do everything possible to lessen the degree of the 
oncoming tragedy. 
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He remembered Kelvin saying he‟d got a Departmental 
course for noon that following morning when he saw him the 
night he was kidnapped. 

He‟d further calculated that if Kelvin had got a class, the same 
would go for Caleb. Caleb would also be at the Department of 
English with Kelvin. 

And that was why he put a call through to Caleb. 

Already aware his calls might be monitored by the notorious 
Dragonfire group, Jordan resolved to send Caleb a text message 
after the call, detailing his instructions. 

The Dragonfire group had hinted Jordan as well as Kelvin 
with its plan at the moments they were individually released at the 
mountainside. 

The group let the two boys know that Kelvin was to be 
stationed at the congested lobby of Department of English and 
Literature. 

That the Vice Chancellor would be attending an appointment 
at the building at exactly noon that Monday. 

That the bomb inside Kelvin‟s body would trick off and give a 
massive destructive blast at the dot of twelve noon. 

Khalid‟s men hinted the boys with their massive plan to 
incapacitate them with unutterable dread. 

And they added a dreadful threat. That their entire family 
would die a slow, gruesome and painful death if anyone else at all 
got to know of the plan. 

But, Caleb, being unaware of all these things, was confused 
with Jordan‟s sudden phone call. 
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What’s wrong with Jordan too? No ‘hi’; no ‘how’re you doing?’ And, 
by the way, who are the ‘us’ that needs a favour? What’s wrong with 
everyone today?  

Caleb‟s eyes soon drifted from his phone screen to searching 
for Kelvin in the Departmental lobby. 

Just now his phone beeped with the notification of a new text 
message. 

He hurriedly clicked on it and read it to himself. 

Please, quietly evacuate everyone from where Kelvin is. The building 
accommodating the Department of English and Literature. There is a time 
bomb implanted inside Kelvin’s belly. It will go off by the dot of twelve 
noon. We don’t have time. 

Caleb‟s jaw dropped. 

Really, it wasn‟t a joke at all. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Caleb glanced at his wristwatch at once. 

The time was 11:27 AM already. 

He glanced up; his eyes again searching out where Kelvin was. 

He still couldn‟t find Kelvin in the lobby but he could see why 
he had to stop looking for him. 

There were a lot of people in the lobby. And with the text 
Jordan sent him, the bomb would soon go off and kill many 
people. 

He wanted to evacuate people from the building as quietly as 
possible; but he didn‟t know how best to do that without causing 
a commotion. 
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He saw Tolu and Yemi walking into the lobby. He became 
more determined to save the situation. 

He walked to the two young women. 

„Why are you here? Do you have something to do in the 
Department? Or, do you have a class? What class?‟ He was 
directing the torrent of questions at the two. 

The girls were surprised at how Caleb didn‟t care about 
saying hi before he started with his questions. 

Tolu grabbed Caleb by the hand and dragged him aside. 
„What‟s wrong with you? Why are you so rude to us?‟ 

Tolu was obviously wearing an upset look when she noticed 
just then that Caleb was sweating.     

She was surprised. „Why are sweating profusely? What is 
wrong with you? What‟s the problem, uh?‟ 

Caleb couldn‟t respond to the showers of questions that 
rained on him. He couldn‟t articulate a fact he himself was yet to 
fully grasp. A situation that beat his wildest imagination.  

He thought of what to say in response but found none. Of all 
his many worries, what dominated his thought was how he could 
quietly evacuate everyone from the building. And fast. 

That was the only thing that mattered right at the moment.  

He finally spoke up. His voice was low and quivery. 

„Tolu, you see, there‟s no time to explain what‟s going on 
right now. Please don‟t ask me who, why or how. I mean just 
listen and help me without asking any questions. Please.‟ 

Tolu gazed up at him, searching his bewildered eyes. Caleb 
hadn‟t been more serious than now. 
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Caleb held his girl‟s hands and went on in a bit.  

„We need to evacuate everyone in this whole building in just 
five minutes. And we need to do it very quietly. 

„We really need everyone out of here in five minutes. I‟ve 
thought about this and I can‟t find any way around it. Tolu, can 
you please help me?‟  

A tear slowly trickled down the young dude‟s cheek. 

Tolu was startled and she knew her man really needed her 
help. 

She took a deep breath and laid a hand on his shoulder. 

„Okay. Calm down first and please stop crying. I don‟t know 
why we have to do this; but since you‟re like this, then it must 
really be serious. Well, let me think of a way….‟ 

Tolu paused for a bit, dropping her hand. Caleb wiped his 
face with a hankie.  

Tolu spoke at last. 

„There are many people here right now and they‟re not 
robots; so they won‟t move just because we tell them to. In fact, 
telling them to leave without a reason will only create drama.‟ 

Exhausted and frustrated, Caleb bowed his head with a heavy 
sigh. 

Tolu suddenly beamed with a bright smile. „Drama! Yes, 
drama. That‟s it!‟ 

Caleb raised his head; his look altogether furlong. 

Tolu went on. „All students of English language and 
literature—I mean all students in this Department; they always 
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offer a drama course in the far-away Department of Dramatic 
Arts. 

„So, let‟s send an urgent text message to every class rep that 
every class‟s drama result has been pasted in the Dramatic Arts 
Department. 

„You know, everyone‟s expecting either their test or exam 
result; or even both. So we‟ve all got something to do with that 
Department. Everybody will spontaneously and instantly leave to 
check their result. 

„We can get people, not only out of the building, but also far 
away from it. Remember, the Dramatic Arts Department is a bit 
far from here.‟ 

By the time Tolu finished, Caleb couldn‟t help exclaiming. 
„Wow! Wow! Brilliant!‟ He rubbed Tolu‟s shoulder approvingly. 
„That‟s a great idea; really great one. Thank you.‟ 

Within a moment, the eager smile on Caleb‟s face had faded. 

„But wait a minute,‟ he said, „most of the students here are 
waiting for their next class right now. Won‟t they choose to check 
the result stuff after their classes?‟  

„Mmm, you are right.‟ Tolu mused. 

She had her left arm crossed over her chest; her right elbow 
pinned over her left fist and her right forefinger tapping temples, 
as she thought out a solution. 

She had an idea ready. „What if you include in the text that 
the lecturers are presently in an important conference, and so 
there won‟t be any classes today?‟ 

 Caleb exuded with a fresh excitement. „Great idea! Great! 
Thank you so much. Thank you.‟ 
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He decided to engage Tolu in the urgent work. „Please, dear, 
send the message to every social media group you are on. I‟ll do 
same, too.‟ 

He added a clause. „But please don‟t tell Yemi how I 
desperately needed to evacuate people, for now. Only tell her 
about the information you are sending to everyone. 

He finished. „And, please, you two should leave the lobby 
immediately and go back to your hostel. I‟ll see you later in the 
day to explain everything to you, I promise.‟ 

Tolu clamped his right hand with her two hands. „You asked 
me not to probe you with questions. But are you really okay?‟ 

There was longing in her weak, husky voice. 

Caleb managed to put up a smile. „I am, dear.‟ 

Tolu held on. „But… but, really…‟ 

Caleb laid his left hand over her hands. „Baby… please, you 
really have to go now. Please, go straight to the hostel together 
with Yemi. I‟ll come see you soon.‟ 

Tolu let out a weak, little whimper. „Okay, promise me 
you‟ll be fine, please.‟ 

Caleb smiled. „I‟ll be fine, I promise. Don‟t you worry; I‟ll 
really be fine.‟ 

And then, he drew her close and wrapped his hands around 
her; patting her on the back with a hand. 

When Tolu‟s eyes were becoming moist, she disengaged from 
Caleb‟s hands. 

She didn‟t want to think he was going to be in danger; else she 
was going to break down with uncontrollable tears. 
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She wanted to hope that he was going to come back to her 
soon, safe and sound. 

Caleb gave Tolu a brief warm look. 

He whispered in a cool, soft voice. „I love you, dear. And 
thank you so much.‟ 

Tolu only backed away without saying a word. 

Lest she should break down with tears. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Khalid thought it would be difficult for his men to exit the 
campus after the bomb blast. So he quickened up his men they 
packed up. 

Not wanting to take any chances of being caught, Khalid 
ordered his men to burn up their materials as well as the camping 
tent. 

Some of Khalid‟s men sat around the fire, watching it burn. 

Among those men was Johnson. Johnson was the one who had 
operated upon Kelvin and implanted the bomb inside his belly. 

Just now, Johnson raised an eyebrow over the fact that Kelvin 
was no longer showing the view of the lobby via the camera on his 
shirt. 

    While everyone was busy packing up, Johnson only busied 
himself with a phone tablet in his hand, from which he kept an eye 
on Kelvin to see how their plan progressed. 

The dude noticed Kelvin had only been standing in front of 
one the press boards placed in the lobby for some time already. 
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The young man Johnson was another key player in Khalid‟s 
team of eleven. 

He was a veterinary doctor. His desire for surgical procedures 
had led him to apply for medicine and surgery at the University of 
Ilorin. 

But then, the young man couldn‟t make the cut off mark for 
his desired course. And so, he had to make do with veterinary 
medicine which he was offered instead. 

When Johnson graduated, he got a well-paying job at a federal 
veterinary medical centre. And then, Johnson‟s passion for 
surgery took over his work. 

He began to practice his long desired complex surgical 
procedures on animals. Procedures like head transplant, brain 
transplant, heart transplant and so on. 

He had his surgical procedures experimented on many healthy 
animals and ended up killing them in much numbers. 

His superiors couldn‟t understand his zeal for bizarre 
surgeries which was killing healthy animals. 

They had to fire Johnson. 

Khalid had picked the young man up and set up an animal 
farm for him where he bred animals solely for his surgical 
experimentations. 

Johnson called on Khalid. „Boss, the boy‟s not showing us the 
Department view anymore. He‟s been facing this board for quite a 
while. Shouldn‟t we call him up?‟ 

Well, Kelvin‟s action was probably worth the concern. 
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Kelvin stood as if reading the articles on the press board. But 
he wasn‟t. The young chap was trying to avoid the preying eyes of 
the Dragonfire group, while the building was emptied. 

Khalid refuted Johnson‟s alarm. „It‟s the boy‟s last moment 
on earth. Let‟s leave him to explore his feelings. It‟s called Last 
moment grace.‟        

Johnson gave up. „Alright, Boss.‟ 

Johnson was in the middle of his words when Khalid 
interposed. „Hey Mark! What‟s going on? Why isn‟t that put in 
the fire? What‟s that metal device you‟re holding onto?‟ 

Mark was holding one of his beloved inventions. It was a 
metre to measure the fire capacity of a bomb. 

When Khalid had first announced the mission at the beginning 
of the whole thing, he‟d given Mark some specific instructions. 

He didn‟t want to raze down the whole University campus. 
He only wanted to burn down Kelvin‟s Department, the 
Department of English and Literature. 

Mark had then gone ahead to invent a metre before making 
the bomb. It was a device that could measure and set out the 
progression of fire. 

Mark thought the continuous work on the newly designed 
device could help in making bombs that could be used in firing 
pottery wares. 

He thought he could replace wood, coal and electricity with 
bombs to fire pottery wares. He was still working on the device, 
and so he didn‟t want to destroy it.  
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Mark replied Khalid. „It only has to do with measuring fire, 
boss. And the size is small; it could pass for any other device and 
not bomb stuff. So it‟s not going to implicate us.‟ 

Khalid was unwavering. Mark knew Khalid wasn‟t convinced 
about letting him keep the device; and so, he went on. 

„Boss, imagine if we can use a bomb to fire your pottery 
wares. When I‟m done working on this, we can use this to make 
bombs that can fire pottery wears. I‟m still working on it, boss. 
Please let me keep it.‟ 

Khalid chuckled. „You are planning to make bombs to fire 
pottery wares?‟ He laughed. 

The skilled potter had an amused look on his face. „Do you 
even know why, regardless of what method we use to fire, we 
spend a good number of hours firing clay works? 

„We don‟t fire because we love fire, uh? Firing is simply the 
lid that caps our work. When we fire, we get our pottery works 
cooked—to make it burnished, presentable and usable.‟ 

He looked at him for a second and chuckled. „And now you 
want to burn them all up at once! Look at you; can you cook with 
a bomb?!‟ 

Khalid wanted to stop Mark from keeping his new invention 
but hesitated a little. He became curious and interested in Mark‟s 
invention all of a sudden.  

He waved at Mark. „Well, let see how it works out. But you 
won‟t experiment with that in my studio. You get that?‟ 

Mark smiled with satisfaction.  

Khalid suddenly wore a stern face; and the voice that bore his 
next words was deep and laden with unmistaken authority. 
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„Now let‟s get out of here; we are running out of time!‟ 

It was 11:35 AM. 
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Chapter 23 

_____ 

 

 

IT was twenty five minutes to the bomb blast. 

Almost every student in the Department of English and 
Literature had left the building. 

Caleb could now see Kelvin. He wanted to talk to him. He 
was walking towards him when he remembered the lecturers.  

He remembered there were lecturers in their offices here at 
the Department. Excuses could be forged to get students 
evacuated on time; but that wouldn‟t be the case for lecturers. 

 He decided to go through the Departmental offices and make 
every effort to get even the lecturers and the non-academic staff 
to leave the building in no time. 
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Monday was one of the busiest days of the week. Caleb knew 
there would be many lecturers occupied with work in their offices 
on a day like this. 

He began going from door to door, starting from the first 
floor where he‟d set out at the lobby inlet. 

He mounted the stairs of the tall building of the Department 
of English and Literature; his breathing pace racing as fast as that 
of a marathon runner. And his brow was damp with beads of 
perspiration. 

He juggled himself to a lecturer‟s office. It was Dr Bello‟s. 

Caleb gave a quick knock on the door. He didn‟t hear a 
response but he was really sure the lecturer was in his office. 

He knew he didn‟t have the luxury of time to keep waiting for 
an answer; so he banged on the door a few times. There still was 
no response from within.  

Caleb was frustrated at the silence and he stamped his feet on 
the floor. 

It was just about then that Caleb noticed there‟d been a 
couple of students behind him. He could hear one of them laugh. 

„What makes you think he‟ll open the door for you while he 
hasn‟t answered us since morning?‟ The student, a young man in 
his early twenties, scoffed and went on in a bit.  

„We gently knocked with all politeness and he didn‟t answer 
us. And here you are banging the door on him. You are really 
funny!‟ 

  Dr Bello had given an eight o‟ clock appointment to the final 
year students whose degree long essay he was supervising. He‟d 
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told them to come with the introductory chapter of their long 
essay. 

The students turned up as instructed, only for Dr Bello to 
keep them waiting since eight in the morning. 

Bello was known for this habit. He enjoyed keeping students 
waiting for him. He would check his doorstep at the given time of 
appointment to see if they were punctual at all. 

But then, like caged birds were frequently checked on, Dr 
Bello would do a follow up check at every hour to ensure the 
students were still waiting for him. 

Earlier that year, he‟d kept a pregnant postgraduate student 
waiting for him for about five hours. And the long, rigorous wait 
led to a threatened abortion for the poor woman.  

Caleb didn‟t respond to the student; he was in no mood for 
jokes. He turned to address all of them. 

His tone of voice was both urgent and earnest. 

„There‟s going to be a bomb blast in this building by twelve 
noon. So, in God‟s name, quietly leave the Department now and 
don‟t use the lobby route unless you want to get us all killed 
before twelve.‟ 

He finished his words with stern look in his face. „Or why 
would I dare to bang on a lecturer‟s door when I‟m neither drunk 
nor mad!‟ 

Caleb didn‟t wait to see their reaction or hear their response. 
He left the students as well as Dr Bello, and went for the next 
office. 
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◙ ◙ ◙ 

Kelvin could feel the lobby empty as he faced the press 
board. He wondered how Caleb got everyone evacuated. 

He only told his friend there was a bomb inside his body and 
so he should keep off. But now Caleb had done more than just 
keeping off. 

He wondered how he thought of helping him to evacuate 
everyone while he himself was incapacitated. 

„God must have really heard my prayer. That I don‟t want to 
die a murderer,‟ he mused, staunching a tear in a corner of his 
eye. 

He took a quick glance at his wristwatch and began to be 
tensed again. 

He wasn‟t going to die a murderer but he was going to die 
nevertheless. 

He silently cried with a desperate hope. „Ah God Almighty! 
Please save me!‟ 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Jordan arrived at the Humanities Car Park behind the 
Department of English building. 

He gave a quick glance at his wristwatch, and it was twenty 
minutes to twelve.  

His brow glistened with beads of sweat. He felt like a lost 
child in the middle of a jungle. His pulse raced at the speed of a 
bullet shot. 
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He knew he was at the end of a road barricaded by a stone 
wall. He knew the sky high wall facing him wouldn‟t crumble 
down. 

He was at the end of himself altogether. He felt suffocated, 
and exhausted.  

But then, right at the moment, he didn‟t want to concede to 
his weakness or give up his desperate grip on hope. 

He dearly wished for something impossible to pave a way 
through the stone wall. He wished for a path in the jungle. He 
dearly wished for something incredible. He wished for a miracle. 

Frustrated already, he threw his hands up and screamed out 
loud. 

„Oh my God!! What should I do?!‟ 

Well, it wasn‟t a question for Jordan. It was a total exhale. It 
was an expression of a frustrated heart. 

But what he didn‟t know was that the statement didn‟t change 
its form to God who he cried out to. 

It was a question to a caring God, a question that begot an 
instant answer. 

And here was the answer for Jordan. The way paved out 
through a stone wall; the path Jordan could thread out of the 
jungle. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Within minutes, while going from door to door, Caleb was 
able to get almost all the academic and non-academic staff 
members in the Department to leave the building quietly. 
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When they heard of the looming bombing of the Department 
as well as the fact that there was only a little time left, they 
obeyed every instruction he gave them. 

Some lecturers, however, didn‟t allow him into their offices 
or give an audience to the third year undergraduate student. 

They were about the only few staff members that remained on 
the bomb scared building. 

Among the few lecturers who didn‟t give a listening ear was 
Professor Eze. 

Eze was known for his notorious adulterous habit. Students 
nicknamed him Glutton, owing to his hungry sexual appetite for 
female students. Eze would threaten female students with failing 
them, just so he could sleep with them. 

And today, too, Professor Eze was with an intended prey in 
his office. And so, he refused to open the bolted door for Caleb. 

 Jennifer was the girl. She was in her final year and had been 
failing Professor Eze‟s course since she was in her second year. 

Eze had told her what she‟d simply got to do to pass his 
course. But Jenifer was a devoted Christian and wouldn‟t bulge an 
inch. 

She knew reporting the Casanova professor to the authorities 
would boomerang because she‟d come to learn that the system 
itself could not be trusted. 

So, she‟d resolved to praying and studying harder. 

She was only a few weeks close to writing the year‟s papers 
and she was worried about failing yet again. 
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Jennifer went to plead with the hardened professor like she‟d 
been doing before. But then, Eze warmed up to her that morning 
and didn‟t threaten her like he‟d been doing in the past years. 

This time around, a now desperate Professor Eze implored 
the young girl of twenty three to give in to his demand of many 
years.  

„You see, Jennifer,‟ he cooed, „I know you‟re a Christian just 
like I am. I also understand your fear that if you give in to my 
demands, you‟ll feel guilty that you‟ve sinned to God, uh?‟ 

He searched Jennifer‟s face as the nervous girl clamped her 
visibly shaken hands below her sweat moistened chin. 

The fifty six year old man went on. „So, I had a rethink. I‟m 
an understanding person, so I won‟t make you go against your 
faith in God. But just since we‟re here already, let‟s do it this 
simple way.‟ 

Jennifer was eager to hear what Eze would say. She wiped the 
tears in her eyes with the back of her hands. 

The professor went on. „You see, you don‟t have to sleep 
with me anymore…‟ 

Jennifer couldn‟t wait for Professor Eze to end his words. The 
poor little girl wouldn‟t even know there was something else to 
end those words with.  

„Ah thank you, sir! Thank you so much, sir!‟ Jennifer was 
rubbing her hands back and forth, genuflecting at the same time. 

Professor Eze wore a deliberate smile and went on in a bit.  

„Well, like I said, you don‟t have to sleep with me anymore. 
But then, you have to undress yourself for me here and now. The 
door‟s bolted as you can see. 
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„You see, it won‟t be too fair if I let just you go based on how 
you feel. I haven‟t spared anyone regardless of how many tears 
they cry in front of me. 

„Hey, you know I‟m soft on just you. I‟m not asking to take 
you to bed before I pass you on every course I‟m taking you. I just 
want to take a look at what I‟m unable to have a taste of. Just 
simply that!‟ 

A stream of tears rolled down Jennifer‟s eyes. 

The sex hungry man ignored Jenifer‟s tears and went on 
persuading the young undergraduate in a softer, sweeter voice. 

„My dear, it‟s a very simple thing; you‟ve got absolutely 
nothing to lose. At least, your doctor gets to see this thing when 
taking your delivery sooner or later. It‟s less of a big deal, really. 

„You see, I won‟t sleep with you or even touch your body. 
You don‟t have to feel so guilty about it; after all, it‟s only what 
you need to do to graduate with your classmates. 

„Look here, I‟m being soft right now; so just be a modern girl 
for once and play along, uh?‟ 

Professor Eze was determined to break Jennifer that morning. 
And the young girl was getting swayed by the moment. 

„Jesus Christ,‟ she muttered to herself, „please, help me. Is 
this really not a sin? Can‟t I comprise for once and go back to God 
again. Please help me, God.‟ 

She looked down, held her hand to her chest and slowly turned 
out her shirt‟s first button. 

There was a rushed bang on the door. 

And it was Caleb. 
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Jennifer was the shocked one of the two people behind the 
bolted door. Professor Eze was angry right into his bones. Here he 
was, about to have his way; and there was this rude bang on his 
door by who on earth knows.  

In a moment, Jennifer became aware of the step she was 
about to take. A feeling of shame and embarrassment enveloped 
her. 

She wished to simply disappear from where she stood. She 
couldn‟t imagine she was about to unclad herself and stand naked 
in Professor Eze‟s office. 

She thought of how much she‟d fallen and how she could have 
sunk lower but for God‟s mercy. 

She hurriedly buttoned up her shirt, picked up her handbag, 
bolted the door open and ran out of the professor‟s office.  

Jennifer was too embarrassed to look at Caleb at the door. 

Caleb had a quick grasp of what had been going on and 
ignored the drama. 

He turned to the girl. „Please, leave the environment 
immediately and use the other way—and not the lobby,‟ he said. 

Caleb was pointing to the direction of the second stairway 
leading to the car park. And Jennifer took the route Caleb pointed 
at. 

Caleb continued to knock on Prof Eze‟s door. But the man 
didn‟t respond. 

Eze felt very bitter and embarrassed with the way everything 
played out. He decided to busy himself with a two hour porn film 
on his laptop in his office. 
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Remembering there was really no time to waste, Caleb 
instantly moved on to other offices. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

Professor Oni had left his office following Caleb‟s words. 

As a politician and an academic, Prof Oni has become so open 
minded that he didn‟t doubt a burn fire on the ocean or a heavy 
downpour in December in Nigeria. 

He‟d come to open his mind to odd possibilities. When Caleb 
told him there was going to be a bomb blast by twelve noon, Oni 
knew it wasn‟t a lie based on Caleb‟s demeanour. 

Oni only went ahead to ask the boy where the bomb was 
planted and Caleb had quickly explained to him. 

„Kelvin Babalola, sir. The bomb is inside his body. I think he is 
being monitored by those who planted the bomb in him sir. The 
only way he informed me was through an acrostic poem.‟  

After Oni had left the building, he first canceled his 
appointment with the Vice Chancellor, and also put a quick 
message through to other staff of the Department.  

Based on Caleb‟s message, Oni knew Kelvin was in a deep sea 
of trouble. He wondered who could do this to a young boy. 

He knew the conspiracy was larger than he could possibly 
imagine. But of all his worries, he felt it was an insult to burn 
down his territory before his eyes. 

He decided to do everything possible to stop the bombing. 

He put a call through to the school chief security officer who 
happened to be a nephew. He passed the information to him and 
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told him to tighten up security to ensure catching up with the 
culprit. 

Professor Oni wouldn‟t rest still; he wanted to do even more. 

What he really wanted was to prevent the bombing. He felt it 
would be a slap on his face if his very own Department was razed 
down. And by all means, he was going to save his Department. 

He put another call through to the University chief security 
officer. 

He asked him to call for aid from the bomb squad at the army 
barracks there in Ankara City. 
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Chapter 24 

_____ 

 

 

KHALID and his Dragonfire group were about leaving the 
University campus. 

They drove to the University main gate in their black Hyundai 
jeep and a white Mitsubishi thirty two sitter bus. 

They soon met a long queue of slowly moving vehicles at the 
campus gate. 

The Chief Security Officer had ordered his minions to make a 
thorough search on every vehicle that turned out of the campus 
via the main gate and other security check points. His junior 
officers were also to halt incoming vehicles for the time being. 
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Khalid perceived the stench of oncoming trouble but had to 
trust in Teslim‟s celebrity personage to again get them through 
the fully manned gates. 

Teslim drove the huge Hyundai jeep, steadily following the 
thirty two sitter bus that conveyed Khalid and all his other men. 

Kabir manned the wheel of leading white Mitsubishi bus; and 
Mark was sitting next to Khalid in the backseat. 

Mark was already becoming jittery as their bus approached the 
security checkpoint at the gate. And Khalid noticed Mark was 
nervous. 

He muttered quietly. „Relax, Mark.‟   

The words were meant to soothe the young man‟s tension; 
but they sounded more like an order to Mark. 

Kabir was pulling over at the order of a security officer when 
Khalid checked the time on his wristwatch. 

It was 11:45 AM. 

Fifteen minutes left the bomb blast. 

Khalid put out a question to Mark. „Did you say it‟s only your 
fingerprint that can work on the remote sensor to deactivate the 
bomb?‟ 

Mark gave a quick response. „Yes, Boss.‟ 

Teslim‟s vehicle tailed behind. And so the film star couldn‟t 
be the group‟s pathfinder this time around. 

But Teslim still made an effort anyway. 
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He pulled over and opened the car door. He was about to set 
a foot on the ground when seven huge military peacock vans 
whizzed into a sudden stop just at the entrance gate. 

Within a nanosecond, the battalions of soldiers were down on 
the road; with their dreadful boots thumping a ferocious thud. 

The military men were the squads assigned to the University 
campus from the Ankara Army Barracks. They arrived upon the 
emergency call from the University‟s Chief Security Officer. 

Teslim rushed back in and slammed his door close. He knew 
his celebrity status wouldn‟t work here. 

The Chief Security Officer had a briefing with the 
commanders within a minute or two. 

And afterwards, the general commander of the battalions 
ordered a thorough check of the waiting vehicles by his men. 

Khalid had been bothered about getting out of the University 
campus before the military men arrived. 

But now, he knew getting out of there would be more 
difficult than the tough trip a thread takes through the needle eye. 

A security officer approached the bus conveying Khalid and 
his men, holding a metal detector in his hand. 

One of the soldiers also approached the bus; and he asked 
Kabir to open the boot. 

Kabir hesitated for a while. He waited to hear instructions 
from Khalid but nothing was forthcoming. He knew he couldn‟t 
stall any longer. 

He gave in and opened the boot. 
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Both soldier and the security officer approached the vehicle‟s 
rear side. They checked the boot for a few seconds. 

They were just about to close the boot when the soldier 
sighted the fire metre, the new bomb control device Mark was 
working on. 

The soldier picked up the device and examined it for a while. 
He couldn‟t figure what exactly he was holding; but it had raised 
his suspicion already. 

He summoned a few of his fellow men. 

The other soldiers examined the metal object. 

One of them identified the device. He had seen a similar 
device in Zimbabwe when he was drafted into a mission squad 
there some years ago.  

The soldiers became alert the instant they knew what it was. 
And they ordered everyone out immediately.  

That very instant, Khalid knew they‟d been caught. 

While Khalid and his men filed out of the bus, the only 
thought that enrapt Khalid‟s mind was one about his big plan. 

By all means, he wanted his plan to succeed and he was ready 
to do anything to make it fall through. 

Khalid watched Mark‟s nervous demeanour as the younger 
man matched out in front of him. 

He couldn‟t trust Mark could stall until the dot of twelve, 
without divulging any information to the soldiers. 

He only needed the clock to strike twelve. He only needed 
the bomb to go off just then as he‟d schemed. 
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He wanted Kelvin dead by all means. But at the moment, he 
wasn‟t sure he could really have his way. 

His mind raced through lanes of ideas. He thought desperately 
of what to do. 

  Mark‟s fingerprint was the only way to deactivate the bomb. 
Mark was the only one that could disrupt his plan at the moment. 

He was Kelvin‟s only way out.  

Khalid was about to step out of the bus. 

He knew that once he was out he wouldn‟t be able to do what 
he was about to do. For he‟d be asked to throw up his hands in 
surrender.  

Khalid didn‟t give it a second thought. 

He pulled out a pistol tucked in his hip pocket and fired a 
close shot at Mark‟s heart. 

The young handsome man slumped to the ground; his heaving 
chest smeared with a surge of blood. 

A hot stream coursed down Mark‟s wide open eyes as he 
gasped. 

It was a weary last gasp of breath. 

The sudden bang of the shot was like a drop of stone into a 
still pool; sending out ripples after a sound. 

The ripple effect of the gunshot sound was a ringing echo in 
every ear. 

Civilians were stiff and still in a moment. Some others 
crouched down to the ground, cowering. An ice cold dread 
wrapped up the whole environment. 
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The situation alerted the soldiers. And the general 
commander was quick to react. 

He passed on an order through his walkie-talkie immediately. 
„Don‟t shoot to kill. I repeat: Don‟t shoot to kill.‟ 

Commander Jubril knew the gunshot wasn‟t from his men. 
He knew the shot was fired from a pistol. 

 The Commander was fast to calculate that killing the culprit 
would be granting the death wish of a person that didn‟t care to 
die. 

He understood that no reasonable person would fire at 
someone in the presence of armed soldiers unless the person had 
an easy-death wish. 

And he was not going to grant that wish yet. 

Khalid didn‟t care what happened to him next. He wanted to 
complete his mission by all means. 

And he‟d reasoned that by killing Mark he would be able to 
seal Kelvin‟s fate. 

Commander Jubril repeated his instructions a few more times 
as he matched to the scene. 

Two soldiers aimed at Khalid and fired a couple of shots at his 
joints and ankles. 

Khalid‟s right kneecap and an ankle bone gave way first; 
oozing out blood in tiny streams and clots. 

He lost his grip on his pistol as it flew out of his hand, while a 
soldier took up in his gloved hand. 

Khalid dropped to the ground on one knee, right before 
another shot dislocated his other limb. 
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Sprawled on the ground in a sparse splatter of blood, Khalid 
held onto his knees. A shot hit both his wrists and damaged his 
gripping power entirely. 

Khalid winced in pain and groaned hard. And the shooting 
ceased a moment. 

Khalid drew his aching left hand to himself, grimacing in pain. 
Right about then, his elbow joints was fired with a few shots. 

The Drogongod boss cringed into a small bundle and yelled in 
excruciating pain, as his aching arms gave way like his other joints 
had. 

He waited for the soldiers to aim at his head and fire a fatal 
shot. But the shootings had suddenly ceased. 

Just now, he wished so dearly that the soldiers killed him. Just 
now he wished he‟d shot himself in the head just before these. He 
dearly wished to be killed now. 

And this was what Commander Jubril wanted for Khalid. 

Jubril ordered the soldiers to arrest Khalid and his men. 

And while the men were being handcuffed, the security man 
who passed their vehicles the previous day recalled the incidence. 

He noted the vehicles and he sighted Teslim sitting quietly in 
the black jeep. 

He remembered the film celebrity was part of the group. 

He informed the soldiers and they went for him as well. 

Khalid was bundled into the van and watched as they brought 
in his ambitious young men with metal cuffs in their hands.  
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He wondered why he couldn‟t bring Kelvin down without 
going down himself. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

And then, like an earthquake, like the eruption of a 
sleeping volcano… a loud noise that could deafen the sharpest 
ears sounded; a burst of fire that could blind the eyes erupted.  

It was a thunderous big boom. 

It was twelve on the dot. 

The bomb blasted. 

The fifty-something year old building of the Department of 
English came down in an eruption of fire. Concretes shattered in a 
thick, black smoke. 

The monumental building was buried in mighty fumes of 
flames. And along with the few people that never heeded the 
urgent call to leave the building. 

The ivory tower became down a huge red-hot ruins. 

Everything was over. The race against time. The anxiety and 
the fears. A billion thoughts. A million actions. Everything was 
over. 

But there was something else. 
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Chapter 25 

_____ 

 

 

IT was five days after the University of Ankara was hit by 
the notorious Dragonfire. 

The University community was yet to recover from the 
shocking event. Students had been sent back to the safe harbor of 
their homes. 

It was like the University was in a state of coma. 

And the same went for Kelvin Babalola. 

Kelvin lay comatose at the University of Ankara Teaching 
Hospital. Mrs Babalola was at his son‟s bedside. She‟d been 
nursing him for the past few days. 
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The Doctor had said the boy went into coma due to the shock 
and the stress he‟d gone through during the incidence. 

He‟d assured Mrs Babalola that her son would wake up in 
time. 

Kelvin wasn‟t alone in his fight for his life. His cheer group 
was made up of his friends. Caleb, Jordan, Tolu and Yemi cared 
for Kelvin at that critical time. 

Kelvin‟s heartthrob was around him all the way. Yemi visited 
Kelvin in the hospital every day. 

She‟d thrown herself into a self-imposed hunger strike. She‟d 
been crying her eyes out since she read Kelvin‟s last poem 
addressed to her. 

She couldn‟t bear to imagine what her dear love had been 
through those few days.  

Mrs Babalola had been grateful to all Kelvin‟s friends. 

And of all her son‟s friends, Kelvin‟s mother was more 
grateful to the one who particularly saved her son‟s life. 

It was Jordan Samuel. 

Five days earlier, when Khalid thought he‟d sealed Kelvin‟s 
fate by killing Mark, Jordan had stepped in against all odds to save 
a friend. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

When Jordan exuded in frustration in his dad‟s car at the 
Humanities Car Park five days earlier, a sudden thought had 
struck his mind like a lightning bolt. 

 It was like a breath of life, a flash of bright inspiration. 
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He remembered his dad bore the nickname „Mobile Hospital.‟ 
And it wasn‟t for fun people had always called him by that name. 

Professor Samuel always had his surgical suture kit in his cars, 
with which he‟d saved many accident victims. 

He was his son‟s role model and the major reason Jordan had 
gone to study medicine. 

Jordan had trained himself in appendectomy, the minor 
procedure to remove the appendix. 

Jordan Samuel got down from the car and opened the boot 
and searched it. 

And there it was before him, the medical box with the 
complete suture kit. 

A surgical enthusiast, he knew what he was to do from here. 

It was an extreme emergency; nothing else mattered to 
Jordan at the moment. Not even the issue of a medical license. 

Jordan picked up the box up, secured the car and dashed 
towards the Department of English and Literature. 

When Kelvin saw Jordan running towards him with a medical 
box, he couldn‟t help but burst out in a painful laughter. 

„Now are you here to die with me?‟ he queried. „Do you feel 
like paying for the betrayal, or something?‟ 

Jordan didn‟t have the time to explain anything. He looked at 
the time on his wristwatch. 

It was 11:45 AM. 

It was just fifteen minutes left for him to open up Kelvin, 
throw down the bomb and stitch him right back. 
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There was really no time to waste. 

Jordan drew close to Kelvin, yanked off the camera on his 
shirt, crushed it with his foot and threw it the ruins out through 
the doorway. 

With that, he wore on a surgical face mask and put on a pair 
of surgical gloves. And then, he anesthetised Kelvin with an 
injection. 

Kelvin felt drowsy and dizzy within in three or four seconds. 
And with the last bit of consciousness he had left, he muttered in a 
soft, weak voice. 

„Thank you!‟ 

Jordan didn‟t say a word in reply. 

Kelvin‟s eyelids soon closed up as he fell into a deep slumber. 

Jordan lifted him up to a long desk in the lobby, which he‟d 
just cleaned up; brought out the surgical kit from the box and 
neatly laid out the scalpel, forceps and scissors. 

He soaked the tools in a saline solution to sterilise them in a 
moment. 

He went ahead to remove the stitch below Kelvin‟s abdomen 
with the aid of the forceps and scissors. 

He opened him up a little more with a scalpel to give space to 
allow him remove the explosive device with ease, and without 
hurting his abdominal organs. 

He carefully removed the bomb, put it down with care and 
quickly stitched Kelvin up anew, using the forceps and scissors 
he‟d previously sanitised. 
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With Kelvin fully stitched in a hurry, Jordan carried him in his 
hands like a mother would bear her sickly child. 

He hurried away from the department building where he left 
the bomb and carried Kelvin into his car, laying him in the 
backseat.  

Jordan zoomed off towards the teaching hospital where Kelvin 
could be given an emergency proper treatment alongside a dosage 
of antibiotics. 

 While Jordan had the Department of English behind his 
racing car, it was suddenly the dot of twelve. 

And Jordan heard a maddening boom that sent an icy chill 
down the length of his spine. 

Kelvin could have died this very moment. Alongside with 
him. 

But that did not happen. 

◙ ◙ ◙ 

The soldiers placed at the entrance of Kelvin‟s hospital 
room had come to recognise the faces of Kelvin‟s caregivers. 

Taiwo and Kehinde, Kelvin‟s twin sisters; alongside his 
mother. Kelvin‟s few friends were also around him. 

Taiwo and Kehinde had come to acknowledge Yemi as their 
brother‟s love interest. 

A tear appeared in the corner of Mrs Babalola‟s eyes as she 
watched his son‟s body lay still. 

There was silence in the hospital room; seldom interrupted by 
worry laden sighs. 
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Caleb offered to leave first with Tolu. He was saying his 
goodbye for the day when Taiwo gave a sudden start. 

Taiwo was the quieter of Kelvin‟s twin sisters. „Kelvin! 
Kelvin!‟ she gasped out aloud. 

Kelvin had slowly parted his eyes open and it was Taiwo who 
first saw Kelvin come awake. 

Caleb glanced back and saw Kelvin look with dizzy eyes. 

Mrs Babalola sprang up and searched Kelvin‟s eyes. „Ah! 
Thank God!‟ she breathed. „Can you see me, Kelvin?‟ she queried 
in a whisper. 

Kelvin‟s eyelids signalled a yes as he gave a slow blink. 

Jordan pressed a button by the bedside to call on the doctor in 
charge. And it was his dad, Professor Samuel. 

Being a high profile case, Professor Samuel had taken up the 
case himself. 

It was at first with a motive to cover up for his son Jordan, 
who performed a rash surgical procedure outside a hospital walls. 

 But as the professor of medicine got to learn about the whole 
story along the line, his motive changed to saving Kelvin‟s life by 
all means. 

But then, the professor had little to worry about because the 
surgical operation Jordan performed was near perfect; and no 
complications had resulted from the minor procedure. 

Professor Samuel soon came in, accompanied by the team of 
resident doctors. 
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He parted open Kelvin‟s eyelids with a hand and pointed a 
narrow flashlight into his pupils. He further checked on the 
Cardiac Monitor Machine and examined the waveforms. 

 He asked Kelvin to follow the movement of his hand with his 
eyes. 

When Kelvin was able to do that successfully, he exerted a 
small pressure on Kelvin‟s leg with a thumb and index finger. 

He asked Kelvin if he felt him, and Kelvin affirmed he felt his 
hand. 

Professor Samuel turned to Mrs Babalola. „The boy‟s 
relatively okay; he‟ll be discharged soon enough.‟ 

Happiness took of over the atmosphere of the private room in 
that instance.  Mrs Babalola couldn‟t stop the tears of happiness 
that trickled down her cheeks. 

Yemi was delighted, too. 

The doctors left and everyone drew closer to Kelvin. 

Mrs Babalola. Taiwo. Kehinde. Yemi. Caleb. Tolu. And 
Jordan. 

Kelvin gleamed with a weak smile. 

„I‟ve seen God! I have seen God!‟ he breathed. 

He looked towards Caleb and repeated the words. „Caleb, I 
have seen God!‟ 

Caleb understood what his friend meant. 

Caleb remembered when he himself had a major divine 
encounter. 
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It was when God healed him of a malignant jaundice that 
could‟ve taken his little, blooming life. 

He knew it was more than a healing for him then. It had been 
a life changing encounter with God Himself. It was better 
experienced than described. 

Caleb moved a little closer to Kelvin, touched his hand and 
smiled. „Congratulations, friend. Congratulations!‟ 

Kelvin smiled back. 

When Kelvin sighted Yemi, he reached out for her hand. 
„Yemi, I‟m so sorry for everything,‟ he said. 

Yemi nodded with a lovely smile. 

Kelvin knew his heartthrob had forgiven him; and so, he went 
on. 

„Yemi, I really love you. I have always loved you.‟ He 
swallowed. 

„Please,‟ he went on, „let‟s get married as soon as we‟re done 
with schooling. Will you marry me, please?‟ 

Yemi was dumbfounded. She wasn‟t expecting this from 
Kelvin at all. It was a sudden refreshing breeze for her and she felt 
so shy she couldn‟t say a yes here.  

Caleb interposed. „Oh no… we won‟t take this from you, 
Kelvin.‟ 

„You confessed your feelings to her ignoring our presence as if 
we‟re not here and we didn‟t complain. 

„And now you‟re going ahead to propose marriage to her 
before your mum. Who does that by the way?‟ 
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Caleb finished his words gesticulating broadly. 

Everyone burst into laughter. 

Kehinde interrupted. „Don‟t worry; we closed our eyes and 
ears. We didn‟t hear or see a thing—did we, mum?‟ 

Mrs Babalola chuckled, while everyone laughed at what the 
extrovert twin was so quick to interpose. 

Kelvin spoke up. „I‟m sorry, mum. I‟d thought I was going to 
die; and when I woke up again, I thought I should quickly fix 
everything I didn‟t do right, so I won‟t live with regret anymore.‟ 

Mrs Bablola nodded and patted Kelvin. 

„It‟s okay, my son,‟ she said softly. „Yemi is a very good girl. 
She deserves the love. I‟d even be upset if you didn‟t talk to her 
when you woke up. It‟s okay, Kelvin.‟ 

She held Kelvin‟s hand tightly for a moment. „And thank you, 
my son, for the house. Your lecturer Professor Oni as well as 
Caleb told me about it.‟ 

Kelvin‟s rejoinder was instant. „Oh, no! I wanted to say that 
too, but…‟ 

Caleb didn‟t let him finish up. „Of course, we can all see it by 
the beautiful proposal you put out first, that you were planning to 
talk to mum, in fact!‟ 

Everyone laughed and Caleb went on in a bit. 

„Well, we decided to save you the headache by being the 
harbinger of good news. I told mum few days ago, and Professor 
Oni has taken her to the house yesterday.‟ 

Kelvin smiled. „Thank you so much, Caleb. Thank you.‟ 
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Kelvin was grateful for the people around him. The friends 
and family that mattered a great deal. 

Kelvin looked into Yemi‟s eyes, held her hands and squeezed 
it warmly. 

The iceberg had melted, the clouds of fog lifted. With a new 
life in a new ship, a fresh voyage had only begun. 

A voyage across oceans of love to worlds unknown. 
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◙ ◙ ◙ 

Return, O holy Dove, return! 
Sweet messenger of rest! 

I hate the sins that made Thee mourn 
And drove Thee from my breast. 

 
The dearest idol I have known, 

Whate’er that idol be, 
Help me to tear it from Thy throne 

And worship only Thee. 

—William Cowper (1731 – 1800) 
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I especially love hearing from my readers. It is such a beautiful 

thing to know these work inspire a great deal of hope, faith or 

transformation in someone somewhere. Justas it does to me 

when and after writing them! 

So, please feel free to send me an email about how these 

creative story or any of my other works may have inspired or 

positively impacted you. 

HERE » contact@ktolla.com 

Cheers and God Bless You! 
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